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Microsoft’s plan for Windows 2047 are
revealed in a special report

on ACM97, BoundsChecker

Internationalisation tools, Microsoft and Macintosh cross
development, some more Meyer, green communication, Symantec
C++ 7.5 delayed and Internet taxation.

TECHNIQUES

Genetic algorithms: growingyour own c o d e . . . "
Many common problems have no easy algorithmic solution. Mark
Harman and Chris Kopec explain how genetic algorithms can
evolve solutions to these problems with Darwin’s law of natural
selection.

Trad or RAD.
In the modern worldofVisual-everything,
traditional development methods are shunned by
many as obsolete. But , do they still have a place?
John Watson analyses the data.

Dressingupfor the curve ball................0000530
To look at most textbook introductions to splines, you
might think an N-dimensional brain is required to
understand them. Jules May proves otherwise.

Makingaspectacle 39
When trying t o find a good way t o e x a m i n e his fonts,
Peter Collinson was confronted with the task of

writ ing his first Windows application. Sun’s SpecTcl showed him
the way.

Exceptionto the r u l e . . . AZ
The efficiency-oriented design of STL containers
can make exception throwing a risky business.
Francis Glassborow offers some advice.
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The bear facts...
It’s not just the British and
Americans who can invent obscure
programming languages. China got
in on the act too ‐ without anyone
even knowing it . Joe Kerr looks at a language witha trick or two
hidden up its sleeve.

C++Builder: finally,C++ gets visuall...........51
Is Borland’s new environment C++ or is it
Delphi? Is it Delphi masquerading asC++? Dave
Jewell lifts the mask.

Gamelon Files.. SsobvssorsoidendssdereehscesesnsiOO
Developers looking for a robust way to store their

data without using heavy-footprint commercial databases can
have a hard time. Colin Hume looks at Menai Corporation’s
Gamelon file library, anobject lesson in how to do it.

Books. 66
With Instant Visual Basic 5 ActiveX control
creation, Mary Hope’s battle is over.
Meanwhile, Gavin Smyth tightens his code
after reading Inner loops: a sourcebook for
fast 32-Bit software development.
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Subscribers Club
Special offers for EXE subscribers. This month, get some
guidelines on requirements engineering with a discounted book
from John Wiley.

Bill Proctor’s Object Lessons.
Eric Deeson’s crossword. And
Ms Verity Stob explains how
and why you want to put an
ISO 9000 logo onyour letterhead.
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COMMEN T

Mayliém!
Jules thinks of 97 things he’d like to CE.

indows 97 is just over the
horizon.Well, that’s what
we've been told, but Win‑
dows 95 was so late, I
guess most people have

learned by now that Microsoft has enough
difficulty getting its products launched in
the correct decade, and nobody seems to be
taking much notice. And, was W95 worth
the wait? No. The hype surrounding the
launch will be discussed for years to come,
and won Microsoft an enormous takeup of
i ts product. But it was sooverdone that
many users were thoroughly disappointed
with W95 when they got i t , and abandoned
it in distressingnumbers.

I guess the problem is that Microsoft has
no more idea than anyone else about how to
runa large software project. Plug and play
involved more plugging and unplugging,
andmore playingabout, than theold system
(whicheveryone seems to have returned to ) .

In trying sohard to hide the dirty bits of
Windows under pretty interfaces and Wiz‑
ards,Microsoft preventedusers fromunder‑
standing the barest essentials of what their
computers were doing. I know a few people
who are still using DOS because they don’t
know what their computer is doing when it
runsWindows.

W95madewhat problems there were far
worse, because users had no idea how to
uninstall programs they didn’t want, and
gadgets like fax modems needed somuch
settingup in somany different dialogs (a l l of
which interactedin peculiar ways, andmost
of which tried to outguess users) . My phone
never stopped ringing with customers (and
prospective c u s t o m e r s ) want ing help to
make their computer behave like a normal
computer should.

The last, richlydeservednail in the coffin
ofW95 came throughmy letterbox the other
day. It was one of those catalogues which
offer everythingyou needfor your computer,
from a single floppy disk to an entire com‑
puter complete withmulti-media hardware‑
accelerated oil refinery. In the computers
section, it listed the complement of pre‑

installed software, not
missing out on the operat‑
ing system: ‘choice of W95 or
W3.11’ was trumpeted in every
description.

Think about this for amoment;
two years after the launch of its
mass-market flagship product,
Microsoft can’t evengive it away, and at
least one manufacturer is offering core
software which is seven years old because
it’sbetter than the currentoffering. Canyou
think of one other example of a product ‐ in
any field ‐ where that hashappened?Quite.
Small wonder, then, that nobody gives a
damn about Windows 97.

On the other hand,who cares very much
aboutWindows whateveritis?

Everyone is talking about two things
now: the Internet, and palmtops. Microsoft
l i tontocommunications too late,andthough
it has tried toclaim this new territory for its
own, it has failed. In retrospect, it had no
chance,nomatterhowmuchmoney it threw
at i t , because of the core property of the
Internet: it democratises everything it
touches. The Internet belongs to nobody,
and the more fervently you want i t , the less
chanceyou haveof getting it . I havea suspi‑
cion that Web browsers, Java-to-bé inter‑
preters,andmassivelydistributed,mirrored
filing systems are going to bedesigned into
the deepest levels of the next generation of
operatingsystems,andthenthe subsequent
generation of silicon.Nintendo,of all people,
hasalready started.

Palmtopsare ratherharder to predict. It
has beenaconstant source of amazement to
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me
t h a t
t iny com‑
p u t e r s ,
with only 2
or 4 KB of
memory, are
realistic prod‑
ucts, and that
people not only buy
them but find them
useful too. On the
other hand, Psion has
had rather more butch
machines available for
several years ( I ' d feel
nakedwithout mine), and the Japanese are
starting to catch up. Microsoft, for all its
peculiar myopia, has noticed at least this
trend, andhasdecidedit wantsa pieceof the
action. Dismissingthe suggestionthat users
want applications that work, it thinks that
users would bemuch better off with the
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same applications ontheir palmtops asthey
want ontheir desktops. No matter that mice
don’t work on palmtops; no matter that the
keyboards are too fiddly to touch-type (and
are unusable by anyone with long finger‑
nails, such aswomen and guitarists); and no
matter that 2 MB is an awful lot of memory
to power from batteries ( s o applications like
Word wouldn't even start up). Microsoft has
decreed that what palmtops really need is a
version of Windows, compatible
with W95, W97 and every‑
thing else it can think of.
CE it’s called.
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Actually, what palmtops really need is
transparent communications with data on
desktops,and thence with the Internet.They
needto be able to store, arrange, anddiscard
hundreds of linked but heterogeneous
records. They need to be able to send faxes
through cellular phone networks. Microsoft
has rather missedthe boat,becauseall these
things are beingdone today, and Windows is
nohelp to any of them.

Bu t let’s set these objections
aside, and take a look at the

requirements for CE. It’s got
to besmall enough to fit into

a palmtop’s memory
(because long-term stor‑

age is not much dif‑
ferent from core

memory on a
palmtop),

C O M M E N T
and allow other programs to run. It’s got to
handle a screen which could beany size, but
is bound to be small (otherwise i t will eat too
much power), so it can’t waste loadsof pixels
with decoration. It’s got to beresponsive ( n o

Pentiums to blitz crappy task-switchers
which would fossilise on a 386). It has to
withstand power failures caused by flat bat‑
teries, so it can’t have enormous configura‑
tion files spread all over the place. In short,
it (and its applications) have to r u n on a
decent desktop of ten years ago.

Now, if Microsoft could do this, it could
( i n theory) have done it with Windows 2. It
should have done it with Windows 3. It
should certainly have done it by W95.
Between you and me, judging by past per‑
formance, I don’t think it can do it at all. But
what occurs to meis this: if,by some stretch
of the imagination, it does pull this off, I'd
quite like one runningmy desktop. Evenif it
makes acomplete pig’s ear of CE, relabelling
it asW97 might bea pretty good move.

Jules likes to write programs, but spends
most of his time getting computers to

run. When he’s sufficiently drunk,
hecalls himselfa configuration
consultant. If your computer is

holding its breath until it
turns blue, you can get help on

01707 662698, or at
jules@cix.compulink.co.uk



Comms
COMM-DRV/LIB 16.1 £140
Fax C++ SDK for Win16/95 £935
Greenleaf CommLib 5.2 £235
OnNet SDK 4.0 £370

Compression
Crusher! Win 16-bit w/Source £235
Greenleaf ArchiveLib 2.1 £210
PKWare Data Comp Lib Win32 £210
TCOMP/Multi-Platform 2.12 £105

Database
CodeBase 6.1 £295
CXBase Pro £500
DBTools.h++ for ODBC £1250
DISAM96 for Win9S £715
List & Labels for Win (Pro) £410
POET Personal SDK 4.0 £649
ProtoGen+ Client/Server Win £1470
Raima DBM Engine+EADS 4.0 £740
Velocis + EADS (Offer) £250
Visual SQL £990

Graphics - Charting
Charting Tools for Win 2.0 £180
Essential Chart for Win £275
GraphiC/Win 7.0 £360
Graphics Server 4.0 Dev Kit £235
Real-Time Graphics Tools £360

Graphics - Images
Ad Oculos (Image Analysis) 2.0 £325
Image SDK Plus for NT £610
ImageMan DLL 32& 16-bit5.0 £620
LEADTOOLS Win32 Pro 6.0 £715

PROGRAMMING
t o o l s

Ada
Basic
Comms
Custom Controls
Debuggers
Editors
Graphics
Linkers/Locaters
Modula-2
Pascal
Smalltalk
Version Control
Windows

Assemblers
C/C++

Cross Dev
Database

Delphi
Fortran

Gui
Lisp

Multi-tasking
Prolog

s a t
Visual Programming

Xbase

We stock m a n y i t e m s for which the re
is no space in these advertisements.

VISUAL B A S I C 4

Visual Basic Enterprise 4.0 £755
Visual Basic Professional 4.0 £365
3d Graphics Tools 5 (32bit VB4) £149
Apiary Dev Suite for NetWare £195,
AutoCoder £55
BetterState Pro w/VB CodeGen £249
ButtonMaker £75
ClassAction (VB4) £110
ClassAssist (inc Oblets) £175
CodeBank (VB3/4) £88
Code Complete £195
Crescent Internet ToolPak 2.0 £145
Designer Widgets 2.0 £99
EnQuiry 2.0 (VB4) £94
ERwin/Desktop for VB4 £399
GeeWiz 2.0 £75
Helping Hand for VB £150
Into Code (VB4) £55
List & Labels for VB3/4 4.0 £295
PDQComm for VB4 £135
PowerPak Enterprise for VB4 £505
PowerPak Professional for VB4 £505
SplashWizard £75
Spyworks - Prof 4.1 ( i n c Sub) £225
Tear Off Menus for VB4 £115
VB AppFramework £132
VB Assist 4 £130
VB Compress Pro 4.0 £98
VB Language Manager Pro3.0 £132
VB/FailSafe Pro £195
Visual Expert Developer £250
XREF 2.0 £95

VISUAL BASIC 5

£995
£403
£77

£830
£1215

Visual Basic Enterprise 5.0
Visual Basic Professional 5.0

0397

C & C++ FOR WINDOWS

Graphics & GUI
3d Graphics Tools 5 (32-bit C)
ProtoGen+ Pro for Win32/16
WinGKS
WinMaker Pro 6.0
zApp
Zinc Engine & Win32 Key 4.2

Maths & Stats
IMSL C Numerical Libraries
IMSL Math Module for C++
Math.h++ 5.1.3
Money.h++

Sundry Components
C++ Booch Components
Creative Controls Tree Contro!
HeapAgent 16& 32-bit Combo
TG-CAD Prof 6.0
Tools.h++ 7.0
WinWidgets++

Tools
CC-RIDER Visual for Win16
KPWin++
Newi Solo Intro
Visual Parse++

£230
£415
£575
£725
£575
£658

£495
£495
£495

£1075

£575
£255
£655

£1235
£340
£220

£250
£625
£295
£289

Comms - Async
Fax Plus for Win £195
FaxMan SDK £390

Comms - Network
Distinct TCP/IP Visual Internet £265
dsSocket 1.25 Intro £65

Database
ADE/VBX £350
Smithware VBX for Btrieve £180
VB/ISAM MU for Win 16-bit £145

Graphics - Charting
Chart F X3.0 ( 1 6 - b i t only) £210
Charting Tools for Win - VB £180
Real-Time Graphics Tools- VB £300
VBGraphix £270

Graphics - Image Files
Image SDK Plus/VBX 2.0 £305
ImageMan/VBX 5.0 £230

Multi-Function
Muscle (Win) £125
VBiite 1.0 £130
VBTools 5.0 £99
Visual Developer's Suite (16 bit) £216
WinWidgets/VBX £150

Sundry Components
CADControl £365
d-Barcode Dev Kit (lim runtime) £104
VB/Magic Controls £120

Sundry Controls
EDI-VBX 1.0 £705
Gantt/VBX £195
VBX Artist £240
Visual Instrument Panel Cntris £150

C & C++ F O R DOS

Comms
Essential Comm 5.0 £235
CommTools for DOS £215
SilverComm “C” Asynch 4.06 £210

Database
c-tree Plus 6.64 £565
SoftFocus Btree/ISAM £75

Graphics & GUI
Fastgraph 4.0 (Ted Gruber) £195
GXGraphics 3.0 £155
MetaWINDOW-DOS 5.0 £215
Zinc Engine & DOS Key 4.2 £658

Maths & Scientific
C/Math Toolchest & Grafix £45
Huge Virtual Array &8NAT3.0 £215
Science, Eng & Graphics Tools £115

Screen
CMindows Toolchest £45
Greenleaf Datawindows 3.0 £225

General & Systems Libraries
GXSounds £165
MTASK £215

Tools
C-DOC Pro 6.0 £240
C-Vision for C/C++ 4.0 £145
CodeCheck (Professional) £475
PC-Lint for C/C++ 7.0 £135

GREY
MATTER

Prices donot include VAT or other local
taxes but do include delivery in mainland
UK. Please check prices at time of order
as ads are prepared some weeks before

publication. This page lists some
products ‐ call us for a complete

price list. ORDER BY PHONE WITH
YOUR CREDIT CARD

(01364)654100
FAX: (01364) 654200

VISUAL STUDIO 97
PROFESSIONAL

All You Needto Build Apps for
Client/Server, W e b&Windows

Just asOffice bundled all of Microsoft's
essential apps together, so Visual Studio
97 bundles all their core development

} tools together:
® Visual Basic 5.0 Professionalwith

native code compiler
Visual C++ 5.0 Professionalwith
enhanced compiler, VBScriptable IDE
and native COM support
Visual J++ 1.1Professional for
creating Java applets
Visual FoxPro5.0 Professional can
use ActiveX controls

® Visual interDev has all you need to
develop data-driven web sites

= MSDNCD-ROM Edition
contains all the technical info

Visual Studio 97 looks set to become the
| | standard toolset for the ser ious
} | developer - only £830 + VAT

PowerBASIC DLL Compiler
XBasic Pro (Win32)
VisualAge for Basic

Tex t Editor Control VISUAL STUDIO 97e: jor is
TXText-Control Standard £205 ENTERPRISE

Muiti-Tier, Team Development&
TMSTools 1.1 Teck £99 Enhanced Data Accesso o l s
VERSIONSNVB 1.1 £135 If you are involved in larger scaledevelopment, Visual Studio 97 Enterprise

is what you need, adding the features in
the Enterprise editions of Visual Basic &
Visual C++ to provide a complete set of
tools for building large, multi-tiered
systems:

D E L P H I

Learn to Programwith Delphi £33
Delphi 2.0 £65
Delphi Desktop 2 £245 ® Microsoft Transaction Server 1.0,
Delphi Developer 2 £390 Edition makes it easy to
Delphi ClienvServer Suite 2 £1260 | | deploypeptic
ABC fox Delpy 1,00: £99 Developer EditionforSaeeatApiary Dev Suite for NetWare £195a rs Visual SourceSafe5.0 for tearnssynch Pro 2.0 for Delphi £135
Borland RAD Pack for Delphi £125, p o m a r a peste eh
Charting Tools for Win - Delphi £180 integral ‘coming tools
Component Create £162 Visual DatabaseTools lets you
Conversion Assistant Database £98 visualise &edit database objects
DialogPROS £210 Transact SQL Debugger -debug
Eschalon Power Controls 2.0 £135 stored procs & triggers on clients
Helping Hand for Delphi £150 ® RemoteData Objects 2.0 for efficient
HyperTERP/Std £120 access to ODBC data
ImageLib 16-bit £109 How much for this box of goodies? Only
InfoPower 2.0 £179 £1215 +VAT. Place your order now for
InnoView MultiLanguage £125 delivery in early April
KingCalendar Pro £65
Preecea WATCOM C/C++ 11.0lu i
Mobius FastSprites £105 MMX, Faster Build Times & More
OCX Expert The latest version of Watcom’s compiler
Orpheus 2.1 (32 & 16-bit) £135 is the first to support Intel's new MMX
Pumpkin Project Manager 2.0 £86 instructions and boasts a host of other
Real-Time Graphics Tools £360 improvments:
SysTools £115 = Latest C++ Features including
Transform: Component Expert £125 es , RTI ,mutable, bool,
VB2D Standard £119 explicit &C++ cast notation
VisualPROS 1.1 £125 MMX Support includingcomplete
WinG Sprite Kit £99 debug support - single-step through

MMX instructions & view MMX
registers
UpdatedMFC Support with source,
samples, and docs
UpdatedVisual Programmer
supports the Win95 controls
And LotsMore: faster build times via
incremental linking& improved
support for pre-compiled headers;
new Pentium Pro optimizations
including branch prediction; multibyte
and wide characters; long longs; and
updated Win32 SDK support

L O W P R I C E S
MICROSOFT & BORLAND.

C++ COMPILERS
Borland C++ 5.0
Borland C++ Dev 5.0
Borland C++ Dev + Design 5.0
C++Builder Standard
C++Builder Professional
C++Builder ClienServer
Learning to Prog wiC++Builder
Optima++ Developer 1.5
Optima++ Professional 1.5
Optima++ Enterprise 1.5
Salford C/C++ Dev Bundle
Symantec C++ 7.2
Visual C++ 4.0 Learning
Visual C++ 4.x Sub
Visual C++ 4.2 Enterprise
Visual Studio 97 Professional
Visual Studio 97 Enterprise
VisualAge for C++ 3.5
Watcom C/C++ 11.0

_EIFFEL|
Graphical Eiffel Student (Win32)
Graphical Eiffel Pro (Win32) £465
TowerEiffel for Win32 Individual
EiffelCase for Win32

£337
£585
£69

£397

now
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BoundsChecker 5.0 unbound...
he latest version of NuMega’s popular Bounds
Checker error detection tool is claimed to besignifi‑

cantly faster than before, thanks to two new technologi‑
cal tricks which the company has named ActiveCheck
and FinalCheck. Previous versions of BoundsChecker
employed a re-compilation technique which inserted
traps into an application’s source code around memory
accesses and API calls; th is bloated code size and
required a seprate re-compilationeach time the applica‑
tion was to bechecked for errors.

ActiveCheck takes a different approach by sitting in
between the application and the system DLLs, inter‑
cepting calls, validating parameters, and identifying
errors. As standard, ActiveCheck handlescalls into all the Win32 system DLLs,ODBC 3.0, the Microsoft
InternetAPIs, as well asActiveX and DirectX interfaces.

FinalCheck still relies on code instrumentation, but insteadofdirect ly patchingcode, it interfaces at
the intermediate code level as a direct part of the compilation process, drastically reducing the time
required to analyse the program. Because FinalCheck mu s t bedirectly integrated with the compiler, it is
currently only available for the forthcoming Visual C++ 5.0.

BoundsChecker 5.0 will be available in three versions: a standard edition, a Visual C++ 5.0 edition,
andaDelphi 2.0edition. Previousversions oft h e product had some degreeofintegration intoVisual C++,
but BoundsChecker 5.0 merges seamlessly into the menu and toolbar structure. The Delphi version
promises a similar degreeof shell integration.

NoUK pricingwas available at the time ofwr i t ing, but all three versions are expected to beavailable
for resellers includingSystem Science andQBS by the time you read this.
» NuMega 00 1 603 578 8400 » Fax 00 1 603 889 1135 » URL:http/ /www.numega.com

year’s Windows Show atO l y m p i awas noticeablysmaller than last year’s event,fittingfor the first
timeintothemainpartof theGreatHall.Perhapsencouragingly for developers, though, thesoftware

developmentpartof the exhibition hasgrown.
Severalcompanies were noticeable by their absence: there were nostands from IBM,Lotus,Apple or

Novell,andNetscapewas limitedto ahandful of representativesguesting on the Symantec stand.
There were few new development products on show, although Microsoft was giving test-drives of its

forthcomingVisual Studio package. InstallShieldshowed off Install FromTheWeb, which ‐ asthe name
implies ‐allows for software to beinstalleddirectly across an IP connection. Symantec was givingdemos
ofVisua lCaféPro,itsclient/serverenabledversion ofVisual Café, andBorlandwas showingC++Builder
(reviewedin thismonth’s issue)andpreviewingJBuilder, its long-awaitedJava environment, whichwas

erly knownasLatté.JBuilder is expected to ship shortly.
‘the non-developmentproductsat the show, probablyofmost interestwasMicrosoft'sWindowsCE,
mtop W i n d o w s - l i k eO Swhich will b eavailable o nhandheldsi nt h eU Kfrom the summer. Adevel‑

:is already available from the Microsoft Web site.

Embed theWeb with Spyglass
MM:people probably remember Spyglass asthe company which bought Mosaic, the ‘original’ graph‑

ical browser for the World Wide Web, from the NCSA where it was originally developed. A few
releases of Spyglass Mosaic for various platforms then followed, but despite the early dominance of this
browser the rival ‐ and frankly be t te r‐ alternatives from Netscape(basedonMosaicandwritten bymost
of the same programming t e a m ) and Microsoft quickly overtook i t . (A few people might remember that
Microsoft’s Internet Explorer is actually basedon licensedMosaic technology aswel l . )

Rather than t r y to compete against the ‘big two’ in the browser wars, Spyglass has diversified into
alternativeWeb technologies and it is in this spirit that it has releasedDeviceMosaic, amini-browser for
embedded platforms. Available asa development k i t for Solaris, DeviceMosaic can bequickly ported to
most embeddedoperatingsystemswith standard tools. Developerschoose the levelof functionality to add
to their build by adding in or removingmodules ‐ for instance scriptingor Java support ‐ asnecessary to
suit the target platform. The ‘basic’ Device Mosaic build which includes support for HTML 2.0, GIF and
JPG images, cookies, and server push weighs in with a 890 KB binary and will r un in as little as 1.7MB
overall memory, making it suitable for embedded applications such asphones, in-car systems, consumer
electronics and industrial equipment.

Device Mosaic development licenses are priced from $50,000 per seat with run-time licensingpriced
individually per customer. Development consultancy is also available.
»Spyglass: 01753 705003» URL:http:/ / www.spyglass.com
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Digital watermarking expert
Digimarc has released a beta
v e r s i o n of the Digimarc
Watermarking SDK, a set of
C+ ss libraries for
embedding, detecting and
verifying w marks in
copyright images

www.digimarc.com

Visigenic has extended its
VisiBroker product range
with n a m i n g <

which are compliant w
OMG's CORBAservices
specification. Available on NT

and Solaris, priced from $150
per runtime t
00 1 415

Charm Works is a GUI toolkit
for National Instru nt’s

LabVIEW system fo:

developing realtime process
a n a l y s i s applica
graphically. The toolkit allows
chemometrics to be
integrated with realtime data
acquisition and proces:

of PVCS fam
has become the fi
Intersolv

mpany

DataDirect drive
the full standard i n c

OLE DB and

From Data Junct ion comes
DJ:Engine, a runt ime v e r s i o n

of the Data Junction data
gine for

'sNT and Unix
rms. Application

development still tal
in the Data Junction
environment but c o d

por between platforms.
0171 833 1022



The w i n n e r of the Windows
Show 97 pr ize draw was Mr D

Patel, a technical support
contractor from Roch

ith the
ge donated

who walks away
IconAuthor pac!

by Aimtech

The final v e r s i o n o f the Java
Development Kit (JDK) 1.1 is
available for download at
http://jave
jdk/1.1, ir
2.0 support and dramatic

ements to AWT.

sun.com/products
juding Unicode

i m p r

Rational and SQA have
jointly a n n o u n c e d new

5of their visual

modell ing and t es t i ng tools
Rational Rose 4.0 and SQA
Suite 6.0. Both products now
provide full support for

Visual Basic 5.0
http://www. rational.com

component model is shipping
along with the Java Beans
Bridge for ActiveX. It is

ailable from Sun's web site.
http://www.sun.com

Also from Sun is the JRE
( J a v a Runtime Env i ronment )

t of updat
that any Java Virtual
Machine an instant boost to

= JDK 1.1 funct iona l i ty. JRE
can be included
with Java applications

From MapInfo comes
SpatialWare technology, for
integrating spatial and
geographical data into Oracle
and soon Informix databases

ed with 20
SQL

and ailable.

The data is ac
spatial extension

atialware.com

Gentia takes the initiative with MD-API
lanning Sciences has released version 3.1 of
its networked decision support system Gen‑

t i a , with the new WebSuite package for deploy‑
i ng applications which use standard Web
browsers as clients. WebSuite uses the Gentia
Web server to communicate between the stan‑
dard Web server and aGentia application server
running alongside, receiving requests through a
CGI stub ( f o r efficiency reasons , we’re to l d ) and
dynamically generating HTML pages for the
user’s browser.

The standard Gentia client software is used
to generate page templates and link them to the
underlyingGentia application, with a highly visual interface, includingdrag-and-drop editingof report fil‑
ters. Custom Java applets can bestored natively within Gentia’s Object Store, and WebSuite includes an
applet which interprets and charts data on the client machine, avoiding the overhead of transmitting
chart bitmaps over the network.

Gentia 3.1’s GentiaDB API is the first multidimensional database API to support the OLAP Council's
MD-API standard, with numerous extra features for programming Gentia’s propr ie ta ry features. These
include support for intelligent useragents and text infobases, plain text ‘databases’ with extremely pow‑
erful search capabilities.

Gentia 3.1 is available onall major platforms, includingWindows, OS/2, and m a j o r Unix variants, with
licensing terms based onthe numberofconcurrent users.
» URL: http:/ /www.gent ia .com » Planning Sciences 0181 971 4000

Versant speeds object communication
high-performance distributedobject computing comes a step nearer with release 5.0 of the Ver‑

sant object database. The new version, aimed at very high end distributed applications such aslarge
scale data, audio and video streaming, boasts improved language bindings and atwo to three-fold boost
i formance. The database’score client andserver code hasbeenrevampedwith nativemulti-thread- ‑
ing,multi-sessionclient capabilities, improved memory management andserver SMPenhancements.

Versant has the potential to become a standard base for efficient distributed object computing,offer‑
ingsignificantly more efficient support for fine-grained objects than technologies likeCORBA.Currently,
it supports C++ and Smalltalk ascore development languages,with a Java Direct interface in beta.Code
written in one language can access objects created with different languages asif they were native.

The C++ interface is fully compliant with the Object Database Management Group’s (ODMG)specifi‑
cations, and integrates with both the Standard Template Library and Rogue Wave's C++ tools. The
Smalltalk interface (c la imed by Versant to offer the highest performance object access in the industry)
supports IBM VisualAge 3.0, ParcPlace Digitalk VisualWorks 2.5, and VisualWave. The ODMGhasnot
yet definedstandard interfaces for Smalltalk and Java, but work is in progress.

Access to the outside world is provided bythird party CORBA integrationtools from Iona( i ntheshape
of Orbix+Versant) and Expersoft ( w h i c h is integrating PowerBroker with Versant) . On the Java front,
Versant has announced an intention to work with SunSoft to integrate with the NEOenvironment.

Two new database access products are added to the family with this release:VersantWeb,for Internet
access to Versant databases (complete with state and session management and load balancing across
multipleservers), and the Versant SQL Suite,whichuses automatic mappingand indexingto implement
access from SQL,ODBC andJDBC.

Versant release 5.0 is due to begenerally available from May,on Solaris, HP/UXandWindows NT.
Pricing starts at £2200 for the Unix versions, and £1400 forWindows, with s u p p o r tfor one of the three
development interfaces.VersantWeb is scheduled for release this month, and the Java Direct interface
sometimein the secondquarter of the year.
URL: http:/ /www.versant.com » Versant Europe: 004989 456 0350

Linux, DOS... and DOS source code
aldera will start shipping Open Linux Standard this month, to be followed in the Summer by the
Deluxe edition. The standard version ($300) includes Netscape 3.01 Gold, FastTrack, OpenDOS,

StarOffice, the Visix JVM and SNA, SDLC, HDLC and IPX rout ing . Deluxe (around $1000) adds NetWare
file and print capabilities and SQL, along with GroupWise and NDS. OpenDOS, which is based on DR‑
DOS, is available for download witha light client (browser and emai l ) . It’s free for academic use, and will
cost from about $20 to less than $1for high volumes. More significantly, the OpenDOS source code is due
to bemade available onCaldera’s Web site.
» URL: http:/ /www.caldera.com » Tel: 01264 333600
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Visual Basic 5.0 Prof a same as
V i s u a lC++ 5 . 0P i
Visua l J + + 1.1
Visual FoxPro 5.0
Visual InterDev 1.0
Microsof t Developer Network Library

Upgrade
You m a y ups ajor Windows d e v e l o p m e r

Microsoft Office 97.- >=veloper Edition
The first Developer-specific v e r s i o n of the world’s leading
Office suite. Microsoft Office 97, Developer Edition g i v e s &
you the essential tools to quickly build the familiar Office-based
s o l u t i o n syour users and customers demand.
Includes: the five core applications of Office 97; Royalty-free
runtime distribution licence for MS Access solutions;
Access/Visual SourceSafe Integration Tools; Microsoft Setup
Wizard; Printeddeveloper documentation.
‘Lpgrade! You can upgrade to the Developer Edition if you are a
registered user of MS Office 97 Pro for just £250. Save almost £400)
by upgrading from any product on the list below for just £195.

the Pro E d i t i o n , PLUS
Microsoft Transaction Server,

Developer Edition
SQL Server™ 6.5 Developer Edition
Visual SourceSafe™ 5.0

all to check.

rofe

ade f r o m a n y m n t s y s t e m . Please c a

£675
You canupgrade to the Developer edition of MSOffice97if you are aregistered userof: any previousversion of
MSO f fi c e ; Borland Office;Corel Suite; Novell Perfect Office; LotusSmartSuite, MSWord; WordPerfect
for Windows (5.1 >); WordPro 96; MSExcel for Windows or Windows NT; Borland QuattroPro;Lotus1-2-3; MS
PowerPoint (2.0>); Aldus Persuasion; WordPerfect Presentations; HarvardG r a p h i c s ;Lotus Freelance; MSA c c e s s ;MS
FoxPro; MSVisual FoxPro; Borlund dBASE IV;BorlanddBASE S.0; Borland Paradox for MS-DOS or Windows;
Data.ase 5.0 for Windows; Symantec Q&A; Lotus Approach for Windows: Personal Oracle ?for Windows.

FORMULA ONE
Formula One delivers unmatched spreadsheet functionality in a
tightly built, powerful component object and with features such as
international language support, HTML formatting, and print prev iew.
Formula One is the perfect alternative to using Microsoft Excel in
spreadsheet based applications. Formula One, which can read and
write Excel 4.0, 5.0, and 7.0 workbooks and can c r e a t e , import, and
export Excel worksheets, car r ies a much lighter footprint and
consumes fewer resources. Built with a
powerful API, FormulaOne is available as a 16-bit and 32-bit ActiveX
control (OCX) and can be used in custom applications built for
Windows 95,Windows NT, and Windows 3.1

TRYBEFOREYOUBUY
Fully functional trial versions of -o°)/)O e ,

Visuial Writel, First Impression and Visual Speller
from the Suite plus GeoPoin and WebViewer are

Introducing...
WebDeploy for the Wise Installation System.
Now you can effect true Internet installations for
your software. With WebDeploy, you can convert
any installation toan Internet based installation. A
small SETUP.EXE is the only file that n e e d sto be
downloaded by the user.

FOR THE WISE
INSTALLATION

SYSTEM

yyDeploy
Until WebDeploy, users had to download a single file instal lat ion, invariably
containing unnecessary files for a component installation. Or use outdated
technology, which meant finding the latest v e r s i o n of anActiveX or Plug-In to install
your software. With WebDeploy, neither is required. The user simply downloads a
small executable, which can be code-signed according to Microsoft's standard. The
installation runs as a stand-alone application and uses the WINSOCK API to
download just the files required for the installation, via HTTP or FTP.

MUSTBE USED WITH THE
£ q 29 WISE INSTALLATION SYSTEM

- QBS PRICE - £149

DIST 956
QBS Software Limited

11 Barley Mow Passage
London W4 4PH

Phone: 0181 956 8000
Fax: 0181 956 8010
BBS: 0181 956 8011

* pr i ces , subject to change and exclusive of shipping plus VAT

o n  h u n d r e d s  o f  d e v e l o p e r s ’
o n t h e new q b s s o f t w a r e f t p s i t e :
h o t l i n k d i r e c t to t h e r e f r o m t h e QBS homepage a t :

GBuilder
Enjoy the power and control o f C++ p r o g r a m m i n g
combined with the r a p i d application deve lopment 7m
(RAD) productivity of Deiphi™
Borland C++Builder for Windows 95 and
Windows NT gives you the speed visual
development, the productivi ty of reusable
components, and the power of C++. C++Builder
complements existing tools and c o d e , p r o v i d e s
scalable database connectivity, a n d del ivers the
most c o m p l e t e desktop a n d c l i e n t / s e r v e r
application d e v e l o p m e n t solution for C++
developers.

Watcom C/C+*"""!
New Watcom™ C/C++ 11.0 accelerates development

of powerful, multiplatform 16- and 32-bit applications. Reliable,
high-performance code generation and a consistent C and C++
language implementation are delivered across all supported
platforms, allowing application development for several targets
from a common source code base.

Famous for its industry-leading optimization
technology, Watcom C/C++ provides a comprehensive set of tools,
SDKs, and libraries you need to create powerful applications for
popular PC platforms including Windows, Windows 95, Windows
NT, OS/2 Warp, and more.

New features include MFC 4.1 and MMX support, the
new vers ion of Biue Sky's Visual Programmer for Win32 allowing
fast MFC code generation, C++ language support for namespaces
and RTTI, and faster builds with incremental linking and improved
pre-compiled header support

PRICES

Standard

Client/Server
£1299

C/S Upgrade
£1099

ow

Professional Edition. With a native code compiler for thefirst
time, Visual Basic enjoys performance gains of up to 2000%.
Includesa whole raft of Internet-enabling tech
productivity enhancements.
Enterprise Edition. Build the fastest
most scalable VB apps ever. The
expanded toolset editionboosie
team devel ivity
significantly: MS SQL Server
for NT; MS Visual SourceSafe version Uearades
control; MS Visual Database Tools; VB5 Pro Version Upgrade £199
Builder Utility; Application Performance | VBS Pro Competitive Upgrade £229
Explorer;TSQL Debugger; VB5 Ent Version Upgrade £499
UserConnection Designer. __VB5 Ent Competitive Upgrade £549

jonee
C/C++ edition

N u M e g a

PRICES
» VB5 Professional
» VB5 Enterprise

£379
£939

£525

Delphie d i t i o n
£375

Furthermore, BoundsChecker supports the ongoing floodof WIN32 APIs and
extensions aswell asproviding extensive support for ODBC 3.0, ActiveX,
I n t e r n e tAPIs and DirectX.

Dp SOOO
Yo u c a n n o w p i c k u p d e t a i l e d i n f o r m a t i o n , demos a n d e v a l s

p r o d u c t s f r o m o u r fi l e a r c h i v e
h t t p : / / f t p . q b s s . c o m .  O r



| ACM97
Forecastingthe future
The speakers covered both the technical side
of the evolution of computing and i ts social
impact.Quite afew talks focused onwhat will
happen when the number of electrons at a
transistor gate is reduced to just one ‐ the
demise of CMOS being predicted for around
2010. Joel Birnbaum,Carver Mead and Gor‑
don Bell explored the possibilities of DNA‑
based, quantum, optical and analogue
computing. Other events included Murray
Gell-Manndiscussingthe importanceofcross‑
fertilisation betweenfields (beingageneralist
as well as a specialist), and Elliot Soloway’s
argument that modernschools are still based
onan industrial-agemodelandneedtoberad‑
ically overhauled. Bruce Sterling, speaking
fromexperienceof course, remindedeveryone
of the importance of leisure time. Most pre‑
sentations were fascinating and provocative,
and I strongly recommend that you check out
thewhole conferenceat Attp:/ /www.vxtreme.
com. We only havespace for an excerpt of the
talk byMauriceWilkes, the Englishcomputer
pioneer who invented labels, developed the
first programming system based on subrou‑
tines along with DavidWheeler and Stanley
Gill,andco-authored the first book about pro‑
gramming. Hereare his views on the pastand
future of programming:

‘Programming languages took a wrong
turn at thebeginning, in the late 1950sand I'd
like to see this put right. It was a verygreat
pity that Fortran and Algol gave rise to two
opposed camps when there should have
been cross-fertilisation between
them. There’s much that those
two groups could have done for
each other and wewould have had
better languagesmuch faster. What
I particularly regret is that thepeople
responsible for modern programming
languagesremainedwedded to theAlgol
stack-orientedblockstructure.Oneofthe
reasons for the success of Fortranwas that
there was no block structure. Block struc‑
turemakesit difficult to includemachine-code
subroutines in aprogram. It inhibits progress
in separate compilation and in the reuse of
subroutines, and it imposes an unsuitable
hierarchicalprotectionmodel.

Thope that wemay look forward to a time
nowwhenproperlyhandledobjectswill bethe
answer. Objects are much talked about [but]
not always understood. Weneed an evange‑
list to stress the important thing about them:
that they can stand alone, that they have a
clearly defined interface to the outside world.
Any routinecancommunicatewithanobject if

8

The Association ofComputingMachinery,as itsnamemight suggest, is theoldest associationfor
computer professionals, created back in 1947.To mark its 50th birthday, it organised a conference
andanexhibition onwhat computingwill be like in 50years time! The exhibitionwas set up asan
archaeological dig in 2047. Seehttp://ww.acm.org/acm97.

it observes the correct protocolandobjects can
communicate with each other. They have no
ordering, they have notaking order, they are
all on a level. I think becauseof the comingof
object systems we are seeinga renewed inter‑
est in the things I mentioned, particularly
reuseofsoftware. It alwayspuzzledme
that people are so fascinated
byhierarchies. If you want to
seewhat can bedonewith a flat
non-hierarchical system then you
only have to look at theWeb.

We madea great deal of
progress in software over the
years [...] and we shall make a
great deal more. I dohaveadespair of
operating systems.They desperately need
simplifying and streamlining. They allow you
todothings in all sort ofdifferent ways, one of
whichwould beenough.Thedesigners seem to
havenoideaofbalancebetweenresponsetime,
which is all-important, and the service pro‑
videdandsoon. I donotmyselfconfidentlypre‑
dict thatOSswill beany better50years hence.’

Diggingback to 1997
The exhibition was quite unusual on several
fronts, displayingartefacts from current com‑
puter ‘history’, usually in an irreverent man‑
ne r, like the Cray computer two-thirds
exposed from the sand in the middle of the
floor. Unusual too, is that the exhibition was
free, not only to the visitors but also to the
companies, research centres and universities
exhibiting.The exhibitionwas paidbya few
underwritersand the space was given ona
merit basis.

Virtual reality was heavilyrepre‑
sented, with demonstrations like the
East Carolina University School of
Medicine's remote doctor consulta‑
tion via telepresence, a virtual
manipulation physics course
where one couldmanipulatefield

forces in 3D(f rom the Universityof
Houston and NASA), a virtual kabuki the‑

atre where two actors where filmed acting
body and face movementswhich were applied
in real-timeto avirtual actor (byATRMedia),
andsynthetic interviews( f romCarnegie-Mel‑
lon University) which gave me the chance to

have a conversation with
Albert Einstein. I couldask any
questions directly using a micro‑
phoneandEinsteinansweredvia aTV screen,
with a delay of between 2 to 15 seconds
dependingon the lengthof the question ( f r om
‘are you still alive”, to a longquestion on dif‑
ference betweenthe different relativity theo‑

r ies) . It works with a large database of
text from speeches and documents

produced during his life.
Speaker-independent speech

recognition analyses the ques‑
tions and builds answers. It worked

amazingly well.
Among the more conventional exhibits,

Immersion showed its I-Force API for force‑
feedback onjoysticks (http:/ /www.force-feed‑
back.com)and LucentTechnologies exhibited
a code visualisation tool which displays code
modules in boxes, with each linecolour coded
accordingto anattribute suchastheageof the
code (http:/ /www.bell-labs.com/project /visu‑
alinsights). The San Diego Supercomputer
Center had some limited information on its
Distributed Object Computation Testbed: a
meta-database to store terabytes of data-sets
(http:/ /www.sdsc.edu /DOCT).

Windows’ future
NathanMyhrvold,Microsoft's ChiefTechnol‑
ogy Officer, has already started to planWin‑
dows 2047. Hedrew acomparative table with
Windows 2.0 (see below). One thing missing
from Myhrvold’s public presentation was the
future roleof the developer. He later revealed
this important par t of Microsoft’s plans to
EXE: in Windows 2047, ‘the developer is the
parent’. The deeper implications of such a
statement can begrasped from another high‑
light ofhis talk: ‘I hope I amnot talkingabout
software. I hopeI am software’.Myhrvoldcon‑
siders that today: ‘you [can] fit on a floppy
disk’. The human genome occupies about 1
GB, individual differences amount for about
25%,which aftera loss-lesscompressionof 2:1
amounts only to 1.2MB.CQFD. Ona similar
not, the wholehumanpopulation isworth less
than 3.7 TB, after compressingall the family
relatives it goes down to less than 1TB, the
size ofbigWebsite.
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“| started running OS/2 Warp Server on all my networks and guess what?

My rainy days are over.”
It was time to consider consolidating his mixed

Umbrella : : ;
a n n e m env i ronmen t network on to a single operating

s y s t e m , so Steve Conaway, Director of Computer Services at the
Financial Times, decided to check out the new release of OS/2

Warp Server. In no time at all, Steve was waxing poetic over OS/2

Warp Server's ability to handle blockbuster-sized databases
. He was alsoand make Internet and Intranet access a breez:

impressed with all the advanced printing capabilities and
management features that simplified the running of both his
network and his life. From now o n , Steve definitely regards his
OS/2 Warp Server ashis umbrella network operating system.

To find out what got Steve so excited, call 0800 96 90 45

for y o u r free 60-day evaluation copy of Warp Server, or you
c a n visit o u r web site at www.software.ibm.com/info/ws031.

What's m o r e , if you buy both Warp Server and Lotus
Notes before 30th November, you can save h u n d r e d sof pounds.
There’ nobetter way to demonstrate fiscal responsibility.

Send this coupon to IBM United Kingdom
Limited, Freepost ANG 5023, Winterhill, Milton
Keynes MK6 LYL, or fax it to: +(45) 48 101999.

Yes. | would like t o r e c e i v e m y free 60-day

evaluation copy of Warp Server

Name: ‐_ ‐‑

Surname: _ _

Job Title: a as ‐‑

Company; _

Address: ‐ _ _ - .

‐  c r  g t

City: __ Postcode: et ae

Country: ‐_ ee

‘Telephone: ‑

F s  £ 5 5 2
e-mail: ee Solutions f o rasmall planet
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Letters
Wewelcome short letters on any subject relevant to software
development.
Please write to: The Editor, EXEMagazine, St. Giles House, 50 Poland St,
London W1V 4AxX, oremail editorial@dotexe.demon.co.uk. Your letter will be
considered for inclusion unless it is marked ‘not for publication’. Letters may be edited.

Internationalisationtools
Dear Editor,
In the review of the Programmer'sBookshelf
for Windows 95 (EXE December 96), Colin
Smith ends his comments on Developing
InternationalSoftwarefor Windows 95with
the following observation: ‘what the book
lacks is coverage of development tools for
automating and managing the internation‑
alisation process ‐- many developers create
their own systems, but internationalisation
tools doexist’.

While I have found quite a bit of advice
on how to prepare the source code for inter‑
nationalisation, I have not come across any
ofthese internationalisationtools tomanage
(and especially a u t o m a t e ) the international‑
isationprocess itself.

At my place of work we are planning to
translate our Windows software intoa small
numberof Europeanlanguages.I havemade
a modest start, but beforeweget any further
I want to get as much information aspossi‑
ble in order to avoid getting into a mainte‑
nance nightmare.

We use Microsoft Visual C++ and MFC,
and for the time being,everythingwill befor
16-bit only. To extract the strings from the
RC files I have used the excellent RCMAN
uti l i ty from the December 1994 issue of
EXE, and modified it to handle slightly
longer strings. In order to allow our transla‑
tors to use their own favourite text editor I
have also extended RCMAN with a new
option that converts the octal literals that
AppStudio produces for character codes
greater than 128back intoANSI characters.

For the very first translation this works
well enough,but it isnot very efficientwhen it
comes to modifying each translation for new
versions of the software. I wouldbeextremely
grateful if you could persuade Colin Smith to
follow up his book review with a discussion of
these internationalisationtools.

Maria Rutgers
bobs@cel.ltd.uk
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There a r e two resource management
tools that I know of, but I suspect there
a r e some better systems o u t there:
RLMAN ( p a r t of the RLTOOLS.EXE
package) is an unsupported tool avail‑
able on the MicrosftDeveloperNetwork
andMicrosoft’sf tp site. The other one is
a Visual Basic p rog ram whose name
escapes me. Fora l ist ofwordprocessors
and tools for localisation,you might t ry
http://www.tiziana.com/tools.html. As
for doing an article, I ' dhaveto research
a b i t deeper.

I also heard about a tool called
ResourceShield (by the samepeople who
did Ins ta l lSh ie ld ) but no one could tel l
me where to buy i t ! [We weren’t able to
trace it either, a n d Instal lShielddon’t
sell a product of that name. Any infor‑
mationappreciated - E d ]

Colin Smith

Microsoft and Macintosh
cross development
Dear Editor,
I wonder if you can help me? For some
months now I have been trying to get a
response from Microsoftabout their attitude
to repairing bugs in their Visual C++ cross
development kit for the Macintosh.

In case you are not familiar with this, it is
aproductwhich allowsyou to take aWindows
(or better still MFC-based)32-bit application
and build a version for the Macintosh. If you
target PowerMac machines, and use MFC
you have remarkably little to doto get a pro‑
gram workingon the Mac. The product is an
add-on to Visual C++ (and is quite expensive
in the UK, I thinkit cost us£1000ish).

In the main, the productworks very well,
but it has flaws and limits to what it can do
(as any reasonable person might expect). It
also produces bugs in the compiled code that
one cannot easily work around.

Some months ago I contacted the
MicrosoftTechnical Support and reported a
codegeneration bug.After denials that there
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was a bug, it became clear that they could
not even t ry the code in the UK, so I sent
them an annotated machine code listing,
showingwhere it allwent wrong.After much
to-ing and fro-ing, I was informed that the
bugwas confirmed. I have searched the MS
Web site and though there are bugs listed,
compiler code generation problems such as
those I suffer from are not. The great shame
of this is that the product is potentially a
great solution to the developer who needs to
get an MFC application out onthe Mac. It is
spoilt by an unreliable compiler (I can pro‑
vide evidence if required) and lack of any
confirmation of future support.

I asked the reasonable question, ‘When
can I expect to hear about a fix, or a work‑
around’. I amstill waiting for ananswer. My
suspicion is that MS producedthis producta
year or so back, but after one revision dis‑
bandedthe team, sosupport ratherdried up.

Wemanagedto work aroundthat partic‑
ular bug.Today wehave traced another elu‑
sive problem that also turns out to beacode
generation bug. We havea product to get
out, and a compiler we cannot rely on, but
that we are locked into because of our
reliance on MFC. I wonder if you could use
whatever influenceyou haveasaneditor ofa
serious softwaredevelopers’ magazine to get
Microsoft to answer these questions:

1. What is the status of the Visual C++ for
Macintosh kit in terms of future develop‑
ment and support ( i e will it stay
marooned at version 4.0, or will it catch
up with the Intel version)?

2. What are userswho have bought their kit
and are h i t by bugs in the compiler
expected to doabout it?

Anonymous

We forwarded y o u r questions to
Microsoft’s UKProductManager for the
Developer Division andafterthree weeks
st i l l haven't received replies to either of
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C O M M E N T
them. He did, though, confirmthat hewi l l
send usmore informationonthe status of
the Visual C++ for Macintoshproduct.

Ed.

Some more Meyer
Dear Editor,
I was leafing through my (.)EXE back issues
recently when I came across the May 1992
issue containing an interview with Bertrand
Meyer, designer of the Eiffel language. Previ‑
ously, Object Oriented Programming had
beenmerely a mysterious acronym to me, but
readingthis article was like a personal dam‑
ascene conversion ‐ Meyer put across the
OOP philosophy so lucidly and (mostly) rea‑
sonably that one wondered how anyone could
possibly want to program any other way.

Anyway, in view of the fact that ( i ) a new
Object Oriented language (Java, what else?)
seems to bestartingto provide a serious chal‑
lenge to the cuckoo in the nest that is C++ and
( i i ) anewly-releasedversion ofVisual Eiffel is
available (check out Attp:/ /www.eiffel.com),
would not a 5th anniversary interview with
the good Dr. Meyer seema good candidate for
a future issue of your esteemed organ?

Enjoy the magazine enormously ‐ keep up
the good work ( b u t I can’t help feeling that
the dot addeda certain Je ne sais quoi...)

Charles Liddell
cliddell@cix.co.uk

I t ’s nice to see that Bertrand Meyer suc‑
ceeded in passing h is vision, even i f he
hasn’ t managed to conver t the whole
w o r l d t o Eiffel. We’re n o t p l a n n i n g
another interview with h im for the time
being, though there a r e p lans to inter‑
view otherpersonalities no t yet featured
in the magazine.

Ed.

Green communication
Dear Editor,
In last month’s issue, Jules May writes: ‘No
resources, renewable or otherwise, are
expendedonan electronicconversation. Nopol‑
lution is created by downloadinga page’.What
about the resources (‘renewable or otherwise’)
consumed and pollution created to allow us to
converse electronically and download pages?

Gordon Smith
gs@gordys.demon.co.uk

It seems to me t h a t a chip factory is far
lesspo l lu t ing than a p a p e r mi l l , t h a t si l‑
icon for chips a n d glass fibre is m o r e
plent i fu lthan wood, adhesive, a n dsoon,
a n d tha t the human involvement in a
publication is far less than the human
involvement in a conventional mailshot.
The infrastructureforelectronic commu ‑
nication exists, and though it w i l l have
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to beexpanded, the costs of expanding it
( a n d r u n n i n g the expanded system) a r e
relatively small.

Think of it th is way; if Ip r i n t myad on
a piece of paper, the p a p e r w i l l then be
thrown away or go through a complex
and expensive recyclingprocess. On the
other hand, I can change the colour of
every p ixe l on my monitor with complete
freedom. Surely, a CRT is the ultimate in
recycling :- )

Jules May

Symantec C++ 7.5 delayed
Dear Editor,
In the February ‘97 issue of your magazine
the article on page 46 talks of Symantec C++
7.5 beingavailable from Silicon River for £69.
I checked their advert and indeed there it
was. The advert clearly states that ‘all these
Symantec products are shipping and avail‑
able from stock’. | phoned an order through
and was told that ‘ i t was currently out of
stock due to demand’ but would be back in
stock by the following week. Three anda half
weeks later I phone up to find out where it is
and am told that the product is not shipping
until the ‘end of February’. It may be wise to
pr in t something to this extent in a future
issue or even check for yourselves with Sili‑
con River to see which story is correct. As far
as I can see their advert contains a blatant
falsehood if the product is truly not shipping
unti l the end of February.

Matt James
mcj@ckshq.com

Just to clarify, Visual Café P r o made it
a t the beg inn ing of February. C++ 7.5
fina l l y made i t this month (March 6th)
due to a last minute problem wi th the
master tha t w a s issued early February
bu t h a d to be re-worked which delayed
shipment to th is month. Apologies for
a n y problems this m a y have caused but
I ’ m sure the reader wouldprefer a fu l ly
working version a n d these things hap‑
p e n in the software industry : - (

In fact we also shipped the dbANY‑
WHERE Server ( w i t h unl imited connec‑
t i ons ) in February a n d released patch
updates to Visual Café a n d Visual Café
Pro. A Preview of Café M a c 1.5 is up on
the Web site r i g h t n o w - due for final
release in a few days. A n e w version of
C++ Mac is due to sh ip in the second
q u a r t e r a n d a l l o f our J a v a products
(Café, Visual Café a n d Visual Café P r o )
a r e being updated to be compatible w i t h
JDK 1.1as soon aspossible.

Pau lWhite
Symantec, I P MDevelopment Tools

EXE: The Software Developers’ Magazine

Symantec is
n o w g iv ing us
a confirmed
a v a i l a b i l i t y
date ofMarch
7th. I t ear l ier
indicated that this
would beready for end .
of January (a l ong w i th
VisualCaféPro ) . Visual CaféPromade it
b u t C++ d i d not.

Wehave had o u r orders for this prod‑
uc t in since earlyJanuary. I guess ‘false‑
hood’ is t r u e if y o u want to beharsh about
i t , but ‘blatant’ is not, it’s after a l l bad
businessfor us top a y magazines to adver‑
tise products that we can’t sell. Welose
o u t on this too! Incidentally every other
produc t ono u r ad ( a n d it featured many)
was available. At the time the copy was
prepared we were to ld in good faith C++
7.5 would beavailable with time to spare.
Wemade the decision to p u t it in the ad.
The p r o d u c t g o t delayed a t the l a s t
minute. Hence in this one respect o u r ad
was wrong. We a r e sorry that this upset
y o u r reader ( a n do u rpotentialcustomer) .

As for the product ‘being o u t of stock
due to demand’, I can’t understandthis as
wehaveneverhada n ystock. This mustbe
some misunderstanding between the
readera n do u r telesales.

P a u lLeathers
SiliconRiver,Director

Internet taxation
Dear Editor,
Luckily for free speech it seems unlikely that
a tax on the Internet will be possible (see
Mayhem, EXE March ‘97). One of the main
problems is defining what the Internet is and
thus what would and would not betaxed. If I
connect two of my machines together then
surely that is not the Internet, but what if I
am using TCP/IP? What if I connect more
machines together? What about chips on the
same computer? If a tax was placed on the
Internet, the result would bethat everyone
would declare it was not the Internetand still
carry on doingwhat they did before.

RobertEnnals
ennals@aol.com,

hitp:/ /members.aol.com/ennals/

You’re r ight, of course. There are innu‑
merable reasons why a tax on the Inter ‑
net can’t be done. That doesn’t stop the
bureaucrats th ink ing about i t , though,
a n d it seemspre t ty s t rongevidence to me
that they st i l l simplydon’t understandi t .
I d o n ’ t t h i n k i t ’s r e a l l y the t a x itself
which concerns me; it’s m o r e the motiva‑
t ion behind the suggestion.

Jules M a y
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The search fora truly
Visual, RapidApplication
Development tool for C++

Stops here with the
introduction of Borland
C++Builder, Only Borland
C++Builder offers developers 4real visual
environment to Construct applications with
the power of industry Standard C++,

Real visual
development

D Flexinnity S09-206-drMataase taal ang
data aware.components that givecomplete
sonnectiayy10existing data

P Increasea Value trom your Investment into C++

e B Simplities maintenance and teduceq ¢
Brogrammi ie “

P Applicationdevelopmen{ull support for
industryStandards& > wo vis the Borland tamily oftearsIncluding

Delphi™and Borland C t ,ES EES SS ‐ ee SB NN
inedeiaia EaSissies g i m m eea

Toplace your order Contact one of Our authorised dealersea i :
Quoting reference BC9741ExOn:

Action Computer Supplies
Grey Matter Call 013646541
QBs Call 01819568000
Simply Computers Lta Call 01814982130
Software Warehouse Call 01675
System Science Call 01718331022
Technomatic Call 0999 134710
Watford Electronics Call 01582 745555Borland C++Builder includes Over 100 .

For information Onall BorlandProducts cai}Customer

454065

reusable components with source, scalable Services free on0809

database tools and the option to seamlessly
interchangebetween Visual development
and straight code editing.

Whether You want to Visually Construct
front ends for applications or develop twang)

http://www.borland,com/uk

enterprise-wide, Scalable Solutions, there is
4Version of BorlandC++Builder for you.

etkshire RG10 ONN.



be i that pages that have been fixedand

approved get published, beable to manage both

work in process and published views of your web

site, have version control of content, chart the
development of your site, and free your page
authors to work on content from anywhere in the

world via the Internet,with full security, just as if
they were inthe next room...

well, would you graba slice?

ie
StarTeam™Web Connect 2.0 enables collaborative development on
any kind of project, including web site content. Web Connect provides
real time project development functionality such asthreaded
messaging, defect tracking, version control and build management
all over the Internet using atypical web browser. Even more
functionality is available to Windows®95andWindows NT™users
accessing projectswith Starfeam™Workstation 2.0 and StarTeam™
Server 2.0. Collectively StarTeam features:

Internet, dial-up, WAN or LAN * Build management
access to projects * Audit logs, reports & charts
* Client/Server architecture to * Central project repository
reduce network traffic ;. * Web browser access to projects

* Version control via dynamically generated
+Defect tracking with process HTML pages
management * Web site configuration &
*Threaded conversations access control

TOORDER CALL 01344 873434

s o f t w a r e

o m F I S t a r B a s e ’ Tel: 01344 873434 Fax: 01344 872228
E-mail: cssales@contemporary.co.uk

a oe ee esteem odWeber Nla b a l o n eothaovoot Gor Sales Office, Contemporary Software Ltd, Kingswick House, Sunninghill, Berkshire SL5 7BH‘ C o r p o r a t i o n .Windows isa registered trademark andWindows N Tisa trademark o fMicrosoft Corp

& CIRCLE NO. 160

E R R Z E R Swww. contemporary.co.uk Pe cewronany



here’s probably a language for
every day of the year. Fromthe
most well-known ‐ Basic, C++,
Lisp or Fortran - to more
obscure ones like Occam,

Python or Intercal. But not many develop‑
ers haveheardof Panda.A simple language
with a mixture of C and Basic-like syntax
developed at Beijing University during the
1970s, i ts main purpose was to allow scien‑
tific personnel spread around the world in
Chinese embassies to covertly exchange
software used, among other things, for sur‑
veillance and codebreaking applications.
Encoded into apparently straightforward
source code were in fact far more complex
algorithms and data. The technique used to
achieve this was steganography, the science
of hiding secret messages in apparently
innocuous data. Concealing textual data
within other text is very difficult - usually
in steganography, text is encoded into
image files ‐ but asPanda demonstrates, it
can bedone.

RVG

The precise algorithm behind Panda’s
astonishing steganographical capabilities is
still a secret, but what is known is that the
order and precedence of operators, and the
physicallayoutof the code are major factors.
According to a Chinesemyth,there existsan
ancient scroll depicting a Panda which sup‑
posedly had some wonderful secret hidden
within, hence the name of the language.

It seems the language was used by a
large number of people in the Chinese civil
service. Most Panda developers were
unaware of the language’s hidden functions
and used it to write ordinary programs. Only
a select few diplomatic employees would
have used the steganographic features. (As
you cansee from Listing 1,Pandacode looks
rather inoffensive).

Very little was known about Panda until
‐ unfortunately for the Chinese - aKGB
mole in Beijing University discovered a
working copy of the prototype Panda com‑
piler for Unix, aPandaVirtual Compiler for
DOS, and a language specification. She

print handles automatic type conversion

10,0 , -1 )  <<

takes four parameters - count variable (must be an int),
value, end value, step size - rather like Basic
p r i n t ( f + " green b o t t l e s hang ing o n t h e w a l l , "+£+$CR);
print( f + " green b o t t l e s hang ing on t h e w a l l , "+£+$CR);
p r in t ( "and i f one green b o t t l e should acc iden ta l l y f a l l , " + $ C R ) ;print("There'll be" + ( f - 1 ) + " green b o t t l e s , h a n g i n g onthe wall.’

set a @g e t k e y ( ) ;

‘Note that Panda function returnvalues can beautomatically

Listing 1 - Some sample Panda code.
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It's not just the BritishandAmericans who can
invent obscure programming languages.China got

in on the act too ‐ without anyone even knowing it.Joe Kerr
looks at a language witha trick or two hidden up itssleeve.

dee pH sunonnennn Pande nporpanme peGorate &
MPOLOMAeHHs MECKOMANI aRanni. B peaymuTaTe O1Rennwe
ion ancrye's snosos b ten as topenamenan Sve soeorae
ormmanrcs 0” Panda, » mpumaroro # UNIX.OGecneusserce
MOTUS PAIAHWwiK METORS C O E P O H N I B U K K ,KOTOPHE MOMHO
Pesnennts ma Be rpynm ‐ OBweKTa: m KPHTMWECKne
comunn. OGvexra ‐ 210 Gonee Caommue meroam Cunxponn
sem. B Lage ay ayer cucrems amaomy npoweccy
coomercreyer npoctpancraa.
Orpamenes
“m

Figure 1 ‐-Excerpt courtesy of Computer
Systems Today.

passed these on to Moscow, thus rendering
Panda of academic interest only. With the
collapse of the Soviet Union, much of the
Panda material became public and was
posted late last year to the rus.comp.sys
newsgroup by a Russian reporter, Eta
Vsyashutka, who discovered Panda while
rooting through declassified KGB archives
relatingtocomputer hackingand decided to
bring it to global attention as a Cold War
curiosity. Vsyashutka is an IT journalist for
Sevodnyashiye Komputerniye Sistyemi
(Computer Systems Today) in Moscow (see
Figure 1 for an excerpt from Eta’s original
Panda article for that journal).

Of course, the original compiler imple‑
mentation and the specifications should
havebeendestroyed after the prototype was
made to work properly. Panda’s influence
has through obscure means gotten into any
number of things, the most well-known
beingthe recentspate of viruses which mas‑
querade as ordinary Word or Excel macros.
Although Panda is no longer in use, it offers
a fascinatingglimpse intothe worldofcloak‑
and-dagger software which is normally only
the preserve of military programmers.

Joe Kerrstudied Chinese at University,
spent four monthschasingpandas in
Sechuanprovince, then becamea crypto‑
graphic analyst for aGovernment agency.
He welcomes any further opportunity to mix
his twofavouritesubjects.Any Panda‑
relatedmaterialor questions can besent to
himat :BM Panda,London WCIN3XX.
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Scalable SQL v e r 4.0 f r o m Pervasive
Software (Formerly Btrieve)
New Scalable SQL ver. 4.0 has ANSI SQL
support, a Visual Basic Scripting
Interface, and tools for creating and
executing stored procedures. Scalable
SQL is based on the same MicroKernal
Database engine as Btrieve, and can be
used to provide high level SQL
organisation to a Btrieve based
application. Scalable SQL ver. 4.0 is now

available for Windows NT Server and Novell Netware. £call

SoftiCE3
Need to debug below the surface of
Windows? SoftICE 3 offers single‑
machine, kernel mode, multi-thread
and ee at debugging, with
Win32 fault trapping and exception
handling. Version 3 has support for
data structures local symbols, with full

support for Windows NT and Windows 95 address contexts.
SoftICE NT £525; SoftICE 95 £395; SoftICE NT & 95 £795

Powersoft Port fo l io
Portfolio provides acomprehensive
tool suite for designing and deploying
fast workgroup applications. It
includes three full-featured products:
S-Designor AppModeller Desktop for
application generation and physical
data-modelling, PowerBuilder Desktop
for creating fats Windows applications
and Sybase SQL AnyWhere (4-user),

the high performance workplace database. £340

MKS Toolk i t ver 5.1
MKS Toolkit gives Windows NT3.5+
and Windows 95 developersa full suite
of powerful UNIX tools including
KornShell, awk, awkc, vi and visual diff
for Windows, make, a windows
scheduler, grep, sed, tar, cpio, and pax
- more than 190 utilities and
cammands for performing a variety of
computing tasks, with support for NT
& 95 long filename. For Win 95 &

NT‐ Intel, Alpha, Mips on one CD. £259

@ PLEASE CALL IF THE ITEM YOU ARE LOOKING FOR IS
NOT LISTED @ CALL FOR OU PREHENSIVE
CATALOGUE @ PRICES ARE EXCLUSIVE OF VAT
@ SHIPPING TO MAINLAND UK £8.00. SAMEDAY LONDON
DELIVERY AT COST @PRICES ARE SUBJECT TOCHANGE
PLEASE CALL TOCHECK @VISA. ACCESS, & MASTERCARD
ACCEPTED WITH PHONE ORDERS

TO ORDER CALL
O 1 7 !  8 3 3  1 0 2 2
FAX O17! 837 641 |

D a t a Junction W i n 95/NT - £625
Data Junction excels at converting
data from the widest range of data
sources. Use Data Junction to convert
from legacy COBOL systems, EBCDIC
to ASCII, perform messy date
conversions, work on packed data
and populate SQL systems with data
from diverse sources. Data Junctions point-and-click
mapping of data source to data ory saves 100's of hours
of programming, and its extensive list of data
transformations solves the toughest of data conversion
problems. Data Junction Win 3.1 £189.
Crystal Reports Professional 5.0
Now ee unlimited types of reports!
Create Subreports, Conditional reports,
Form-style, Multiple summary cross-tab
and BackOffice r e p o r t s . “Plus, publish
reports to the Web! (Instantly export to
HTML).” New Object technology.
Access PCand SQL databases. Integrate
reports into database applications
using ActiveX Control (OCX), VBX, VCL
and MFC. FREE runtime. 16 and 32 bit versions.
Upgrade £125

Wa t c o m C/C++ 11.0 - £239
The most up-to-date C/C++ compiler
for cross-platform development,
covering Windows NT&95, Windows
3.1, OS/2 16&32-bit and 16&32-bit
DOS. Watcom C/C++ 11.0 has anew
version of MFC for Windows
development, incremental linking and
run-time Type Identification, and the
u p d a t e d visual interface designer from
Blue Sky. The traditional Watcom virtues of tight
compilation are retained. Upgrades for Watcom 10.x user
only £100.

CodeWright Professional 5.0
The programmer’s favourite
programmer’s editor, n o w has a user
interface polished for Windows 95.
Favouritefeatures, such asmulti-file,
multi-window editing, including search
& replace, chroma-coding and more..
are enhanced with the new API
Assistant and Button Links to tag notes
etc. Available for Windows 3.1 and Windows 95 & NT ina
single pack. N o w available on CD or 3.5" ‐ £179

S Y S T E M
S C I E N C E
System Science, 1Bradley’s Close, White LionSt. London N19PN

y o u r fi r s t c h o i c e f o r b e t t e r d e v e l o p m e n t t o o l s
2, CIRCLE NO. 161



Many common problems
have noeasy algorithmic

solution. Mark Harman and
Chris Kopece x p l a i nhow

genetic algorithms can
evolve solutions to these

problemswith Darwin’s law
of natural selection.

any engineers faced with
difficult problems turn to
nature for help. For exam‑
ple, Brunel’s Thames tun‑
nel was built by a machine

inspiredby the activities of the ship worm. Of
course, this approach is not always sofruitful
‐ early attempts at flight involving flapping
wings proved to be a rather comical blind
alley.Withhindsight,wecansee this asreally
just a case of taking the analogy too far: you
can learna lot about aerodynamics by study‑
ing a bird’s wing, but birds do not constantly
have to flap their wings to remainaloft.

We are accustomed to writing programs
in a way which treats computers as humble
and obedient servants of o u r every com ‑
mand, thinking that if God hadmeant com‑
puters to be innovative hewould have given
them brains. You might say that this is the
rationale behind neural networks, which
attempt to solve problems bymimicking ( i n
a simple way) the workings of brains. But
there are other leaves we could take out of
nature’s book: we could attempt to evolve
solutions to problems in a similar way to
how nature produced its flying machines ‑
by natural selection.

Socalledgenetic algorithms are generally
applied to optimisation problems. For exam‑
ple,workingout the best route ona transport
network, the optimal configuration of chips
on a motherboard, the ideal set of test data
for maximum test coverage of a program.
Even a simple problem like converting a
number from denary representation into
binarycould bethoughtof asanoptimisation
problem: namely, finding the best binary
number to represent the denary number.

For a l l these problems (except possibly
the last o n e ) we'd have tothink hardtowork
out an algorithm for finding a solution. We
have to do all the creative thinking so that
the dumb machine can be programmed to
calculate the best answer.
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GENETICALGORITHMS

Genetic algorithms let the computer do
some of the work in finding the best solution.
The idea is that we do not tell the computer
how to find thesolution,wesimply tell it what
the solution is. Or more precisely, we tell the
computer howto assess twopossiblesolutions
to see which is closer to the answer wewant.
In this way wemove upa level fromthe prob‑
lem. Insteadofworryingabouthowtofind the
answer, we worry about how to ensure that
we knowwhat the answer is andwhat makes
one answer better than another. We can use
this asthe basis of a system ofnatural selec‑
tion, andcombine it with nature’s other ‘engi‑
neering practices’ ‐ genetic mutation and
sexual reproduction ‐ to evolve answers to
analytic problems like the oneswesaw above.
To keep things simple, we'll use one example
from above (convertinga denary number into
binary), which could easily be solved without
a genetic algorithm.

The genetic approach is completely
unlike other approaches to programming.
The system often comes up with answers

EXE:The Software Developers’ Magazine

that we couldn’t possibly have expected
and which can turn out to be better than
we dared hope for. Of course, for the
denary to binary conversion problem, we
shall know the answer we want, but the
interesting thing is that the computer pro‑
duces the right answer without being told
how to do so. There is no shifting or divi‑
sion in our conversion program. In their
place you will find genes, gene-sequences,
mating and mutation. Our solution is sim‑
ply an individual in a population of possi‑

which are developed
according to the law of natural selection:
‘survival of the fittest’, asDarwin’s theory
of evolution is often paraphrased.

Genetic algorithms are great fun because
they take a lot of the drudgery out of pro‑
gramming. Tweaking the parameters of a
genetic algorithm to see what effect it has
uponthe individualsyoubreedbeats search‑
ing for bugs every time. Because we essen‑
t ia l ly do no t know how the algorithm
produces the answer we can not fix i t , so

ble solutions
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p u a e a c sa >e t
pistripuTion | ROBOHELP4.0

Ever.Lock Software CopyProtection
SOFTWARE-ONLY COPY PROTECTION System: Can be applied to virtually
any program without code-change; transparent to application program; positive
secur i ty against unauthorised use or theft; Date, Execution Count , Network con‑
current Limits & program Access/User-Data Flags - remotely reset by
telephone; Dynamic File Compression; supports all DOS based programs
including WINDOWS, WIN’95, 4GL & DOS Extender programs; Remote product
support; Product serialisation and User Registration information; easy to use &
support in-the-field; up-grade support of products; Site Licence and op t i ons for
media res t r i c t i on ; uses standard diskette media, supports all Hard/Floppy disk
formats; CD-ROM pro tec t i on ; all networks supported; mass-duplication;
established in 1986 & used worldwide in over 100 countries.

Safe-D SecureDistribution
REGISTRATION & DISTRIBUTION CONTROL: Validated Registration of
‘standard master’ product by end-user; enable demo or full working product
upon payment; enable date, execution-count, network control and site-licensing;
product ‘mastered’ onto any type of media - CD-ROM, BBS, Internet, Floppy
Diskette, etc. ; prevents reve rse -eng inee r i ng o f program code; remotely reset
by telephone v i a dealer/distributor or author; product Serialisation.
Unique SECURE remote distribution!

EverKCY ‐ Hardware CopyProtection
TOTAL Hardware Compatibility; Single-Wire-Zero-Load, no PC power
requirement; patented design not available in ANY other Key product;
transparent to program and End User; Date & Execution
Limits - remotely reset by telephone; no program
source code changes are necessary; Product
Serialisation and ‘secure string’, up to
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p r og r amm ing software with 3 . ¢
User Levels; Dynamic
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most networks; optional .OBJ code
(encrypted!) for customisat ion & linking with source
code changes; true compatibility with ANY PC or ‘clone’.
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there is no debugging in the conventional
sense of the word. This is not to say we can
not improve a genetic algorithm ‐ we can,
becauseweknow the right answer when we
see it . Sometimes there is no right answer,
but in these cases there will be some limit
above which we consider an answer to be
‘satisfactory’, and we will be able to see
whether the algorithm is making progress
towards that goal. We therefore replace the
normal test-and-debugphaseof the develop‑
ment l ife cycle w i th an experiment-and‑
adjust phase. We adjust the rate of
mutation, and fiddle with the way in which
mating takes place. Or perhaps we intro‑
duce a new gene, or remove an existing one.
It ’s all a lot more excit ing than tracing
through the execution of a w h i l e loop.

Gene bit
The first step in designing a genetic algo‑
rithmis towork out howweare goingto rep‑
resent individuals in the population, which
is our current set of possible solutions to the
problem in hand. The natural choice to a
programmer is to use a bit string‐ this is the
most efficient representation in terms of
storage space, and it will helpusin perform‑
ing some of the operations on individuals
(such as matingandmu ta t i o n ) later on.

How does this relate to genetics?Well, as
weknowa livingthingis largelydefinedbyits
DNA.All livingthings have a DNA sequence
madeup of their genes.A gene is simply a sec‑
tion of the DNAthat manifests i t s e l fin some
observable characteristic, for example eye‑
colour. The entire DNAsequence is made up
of four elements, labelled C, G, A and T,
named after the chemicals which make up
each of them. This means that a gene is sim‑
ply a sequence of these four elements (called
bases). In ourgenetic algorithmweshallhave
two bases, not four, but the difference is
largely a matter of taste ‐ wecould think of
every two bits asa representation of a single
base. Our definition of a gene will therefore
simply be a sequence of bits.

So,what does a gene code mean in terms
ofour problem?Well, in thebroadestsense, it

=0 ; i < 3 1 ; ) {

n e w i n d [ i ] = b i n a r i e s [ j ] [ i + + ] ;
}

n e w i n d [ i ] = b i n a r i e s [ p 2 ] [ i + + ] ;
}

a c e _ c h i l d ( p 2 ) ;
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Wetcomputing?
‘Thetravellingsalesmanproblem (TSP) involves visiting asetcombs 60)cians:
returning to the starting point,while minimising the distance travelled. Asthe number of
locationsincreases, thenumber of ways in whichyoucouldvisit allthelocations becomes
extremely large: fifty locations can betouredin 1064 different ways. A supercomputer ‑
recentlysolvedaTSP involving3038 locations,and took one andahalf years todo it! es
"Since they aresocomplex,TSPs have becomebenchmarks for testingtheefficiencyof ‑

algorithms. Researchersat BritishTelecomhavebuilt a genetic algorithmto solve TSPs,
that amazingly cangetwithin4%of the bestsolution for the 3038-locationproblemlat.
25minutesona standardworkstation. 2

The ideaof genetic computinghas even beenextended to the point wherea computer‑
basedonDNAhasbeenbuilt, and applied to the travellingsalesmanproblem(concerned
withajourney betweentwo cities). Theexperimentused20nucleotidesto representacity,
_amplifying the paths generated by each step with polymerase chain reaction or PCR ©
(made famous in the recentOJ Simpson trial). The resultwas ageneprint(those bar-code _
liketransparencies usedin many criminal trials) that couldbeinterpretedasaparticu‑
larpaththrough the cities. :
The ‘DNA computer’is massively parallel, able to process trillions ofpotential

tions at the same time.At least 400 times faster than current super computers
| tiny f ractiono fthe energy, i talso stores i n f o r m a t i o none thousand

each gene could represent a city, wi th the
position of genes in the sequence represent‑
ingthe order in which cities will bevisited.

In our simple example, the solution we
are trying to evolve is a binary number, so
we will not have any problems with repre‑
sentation. Each gene is one bi t long and
effectively codes for nothing other than
itself. Formore complex problems,however,
there is a lot of mileage to be gained from
experimenting with different representa‑
tions of an individual.

Measuring individuals
In order to measure how well a particular
individual solves the problem (andwhether
or not they represent a satisfactory solu‑
tion), wehave towork out somevalue to rep‑
resent i t s fitness, by applying a fitness
function. This function is used to ‘play God’

Oe = ay
/*second pa r e n t * / i , / * b i t coun te r * / b i t _ c ross , k ;
j = 0 ; j < 2 4 ; j + + ) { do { p2= random(24 ) ;

b i t_c ross=random(31)+1; / /max consecut ive b i t s f r om each p a r e n t
f o r ( k = 0 ; ( ( k < b i t _ c r o s s ) & & ( i < 3 1 ) ) ; k + + ) {

f o r ( k = 0 ; ( ( k < b i t _ c r o s s ) & & ( i < 3 1 ) ) ; k + + ) {

represents a part of the overall solution. For
example, if we are trying to find the optimal
paththrougha set of cities (commonlyknown
as the travelling salesman problem), then

} w h i l e (p2==j);_

with the individuals the algorithm is evolv‑
ing, discarding some and allowingothers to
propagateby mating.

Oftenit’smoreconvenient to measurean
individual’sunfitnessrather than its fitness,
because we then simply calculate how far
away from the ideal solution the individual
is. For example, in converting from denary
to binary the unfitnessis theabsolute differ‑
ence between the denary number and the
individual which is trying to be its binary
representation. If the unfitness is zero, we
havethe perfect (iecorrect) binary represen‑
tation of the denary number.

Measuring individuals in this way is
rather like measuring programs using soft‑
ware metrics (see EXE, January 1997). All
weneedto dois to give ascore to an individ‑
ual that representshow goodwe think it is.
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T E C H N I Q U E S

Mutation and mating
We star t off with a random population of
individuals, none of which are likely to rep‑
resent particularly good solutions to the
problem in hand. For our algorithm to make
some progress towards itsgoal, therefore,we
must change the population in some way.

One way of achievingchange is to mutate
selected individuals. Mutation occurs in nat‑
ural systems, and ensures that new
approaches to the problem (be they good or
bad)have some way of entering the popula‑
tion. In terms of bit strings, this simply means
flippingone or more of the bits in some of the
individuals in our population. For our exam‑
ple,we'll choosewhichbitsto toggle at random,
but this is only one of themanyways wecould
havedefinedmutation in our population.

Weshall want to use our fitnessmeasure‑
ment todecidewhich individuals survive and
which die. This will ensure that the popula‑
tion as a whole gradually moves towards a
solution to our problem as one generation
replaces another. If the only mechanism for
changewehave ismutation, thenour popula‑
tion will only be capable of finding the best
solution that happens to beclose to its initial
state. In the long run, this nearest solution
may not turnout to bethe best one.

The secret of genetic algorithms lies in
their approach to sex ( s e e EXE, December
1996): that is, their ability to matesolutions.
This process (aswith its analogue in real l i fe)
creates a new individual which shares some
of the characteristics of each of its parents. It
is the mating process that allows a genetic
algorithmto ‘home in’ ongood solutions.

In i ts simplest form, called cross-over,
matingtakes twoparent gene sequences and
produces a new gene sequence containing
parts of both the originals, called the child.
Weshall use our fitness function to select fit
parents to mate with one another andapply
the rule that wewill only let the child sur‑
vive if it is fitter than some individual
already in the population.

Combining the two parents is simple: we
copy a random number of bits from the first
parent's sequence to the child’s, then a ran‑
dom number from the second parent, and so
on until thechild’s sequence is complete.The

child is thus made up of concatenated sub‑
sequences from the parents.

Selectingwhich individuals to mate and
which to kill off, however, is more involved.
Youmightthink that weshould simply mate
the fittest possibleparentsand let their chil‑
drenkill offthe least fit membersof the pop‑
ulation. The trouble with this approach is
that the populationmay home in too quickly
on a sub-optimal solution, and completely
ignore better solutions that are simply
harder to find. Unfit individuals that are
making slower progress towards what is
actually abetter solutionarekilledoffby the
more immediately impressive individuals
who are achieving early success with a
poorer solution.

Forour denary to binary conversion prob‑
lem, we shall instead choose to mate every
individual in the population once with
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Listing 3 -‐The mutation function.

another individual chosen at random from
the restof the population. In addition,wewill
use a ‘parent only’ replacement strategy,
whereby achild replacesoneof itsparents if it
is fitter than that parent. This ensures that
members of the population which are killed
offare replacedbysimilar individuals,which
in turn helps to maintain the diversity of the
population. As with naturally evolving sys‑
tems, diversity is of critical importance if the
best solution to the problem is to be found.
The trick is to both encourage the population
toevolve towardseverhigher levelsoffitness,
while maintaining a high level of diversity.
That way, when a sub-population reachesan
evolutionarydeadend, the restof the popula‑
tion will eventually evolve beyond it and the
dead-end population will gradually become
extinct. In programmingterms, we arecarry‑
ingout aparallelsearch,witheachsub-popu‑
lation representing the task of a single
processorsearchingasub-domainof theover‑
all solution space. The more diverse the pop‑
ulation, thegreater the level ofparallelism.

The genetic converter
Ourgenetic denary to binaryconverter trans‑
lates a denary number into a 31-bit binary
representation. It uses a population of 24
individuals,storedin the integerarrayb i n a ‑
r i e s . While the algorithm is being evolved,
the ‘DNA’ of the current generation of indi‑
viduals is shown on the left of the screen,
alongside their unfitnessratings.To the right
there is a generation counter, a display of the
denary value being converted, and the aver‑
age unfitnessof the populationat the current
time.When the run terminates, the program
displays an approximate count of how many
possible solutions were tried.

The c rossove r function (shown i n List‑
ing 1) goes through the individuals in the
population,selectingat randomamate from
the rest of the population. It then crosses
over the two parents to form a new individ‑
ual, by alternately copyinga random-length
bit stringfromeachparentuntil the new31‑
bit sequence is complete. Next, the function
p l a c e _ c h i l d (shown i n Listing 2 ) i s called
to determine whether the child lives (and
replaces one of its less fit parents) or dies,
andwhether it is mutated.
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T E C H N I Q U E S

Mutation is about maintaining genet ic Mutations allow the algorithm to i n v e s t i - and mating m e r g i n g two solutions in some
diversity and preventing our algorithm from gate genetic sequences that are variations on way. We'll look next month at how the effec‑
getting stuck in a rut . Occasionally, you will a ‘model’ fit individual. By introducing all t i veness of a gene t i c algorithm can be
see this happen when you try the program such children into the population we ensure changed by different ways of representing,
out. It happens because most of the popula- a steady supply of genetic variations based measuring and muta t ing individuals.
tion will reach an unfitness value from which on the best models that are available ( i e With these basic ingredients we can s i m ‑

it is unable to i m p r o v e , until a mutation jolts those that make up the cur ren t population). ply leave our system to percolate solutions
it out of itscomplacency. The population may These variations provide the diversity that with the law ofevolution untilagood enough
appear to j u m p from one sticking point to the crossover process needs to progress solution is found. Programmingwill never be
another as it hops between solutions. towards better solutions the same a g a i n . a

We have set the mutation rate at 5% ( s e e As we know, conver t ing a denary n u m ‑
Listing 3: we mutate if the pseudorandom ber i n t o binary is algorithmical The source code for the converter is
number r is less than 2). Individuals are Genetically, however, even this available online at http:/ /www.unl.ac.uk /
mutatedbyflippingarandomnumber(up toa example is searching in a spaceofover 2 bil- ~mark/ students /kopec/exearticle.html ,
maximumoft h r e e )of bitswith the fl i p _ b i t l ion possible solutions. Even s o , it is and on EXE OnLine.Mark Harman is
routine. (Passing the dummy value -1 to unusual for the program to take more than director ofresearch at the School of
fl i p _ b i t specifies that the bit to be flipped 500 generat ions ( o r 12,000 bit strings) to Computing, University of North London.
should bechosen at random). Weadditionally find the co r rec t binary representation ‐ He is currently working with Chris Kopec
mutatean entire sequenceof the least signifi- hugely efficient compared to a random or to see ifgenetic algorithms can beapplied
cant bits in 2.5% of cases. The code picks a enumerative search which would on aver- to program slicing (EXE, October 1996).

random point in the bit string and flips all of age take about 90,000 times as long, or You c a n email him at
the bits from that point up to the end. about two months on a Pentium 166! m.harman@unl.ac.uk.

Watching the program r u n , you wil l Chris Kopec is a Lec turerin Computing
notice (particularly for small numbers), that Massed ranks and Mathematics. He has recently
the algorithm optimises from the left, organ- Genetic algorithms can beapplied in a huge completed an M.Sc. in Computing at the
ising the most significant bits first. This is a variety ofscenarios. All weneed is the ability University of North London. His thesis,
natural consequence of the way in which we to rank candidate solutions according to ‘Optimisation: A Generic Genetic
defined the fitness function ‐ the difference some n u m e r i c scale and to represent these Approach’is available on-line at
between the denary equivalent oft h e binary solutions as sequences which can be mated http:/ /www.unl.ac.uk /~mark /students
number represented by an individual and and mutated. Mutation simply involves ‘cor- kopec/msc.html. He can becontacted at
the denary number we are searching for. rupting’ the data that represents a solution, 100556,27 14@compuserve.com
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Trad
Inthe modern world of

Visual-everything, traditional
development methods are

shunned by many as obsolete.
But, do they still have a place?

John Watson analyses the data.

o some IT people, traditional
highly structured application
development methodologies rep‑
resent the only way to work. To
many devotees of modern devel‑

opment styles,however,they areanirrelevant
mystery. Analyst-programmers, technical
managers, (and their employers)needto have
anappreciationof the opposingviewpoints in
order to assess when the old fashioned way of
doing things is correct, and when the newer
techniques shouldbeapplied.At the very least
theyshouldbeable to say, after theevent,why
things went wrong.

The BoringOld Fogies
Asanexampleofa structuredmethodthat fits
intothe traditionaldevelopment life-cycle,let’s
examine SSADM, the Structured Systems
Analysis and DesignMethod, developed with
UK government sponsorship and now in its
fourthmajorversion.Similar techniqueshave
been developed in other countries, andmany
largecompanieshaveproducedtheir ownvari‑
ations. The details of these techniques vary,
but the principlesare the same. In particular,
most stress that the user requirements and
system design stages must be complete and
fixedbeforeasinglelineofcode iswritten.The
general steps are:

1 Terms of reference(scope the project).
2 Feasibility study (determine how and

whether to proceed).
3 Detailedrequirementsanalysis.
4 Detailedsystemdesign.
5 Implementation.
6 Review.

SSADM is concerned for the most part with
theanalysisanddesignstages,wherethebulk
of the work is done. The ‘requirement’ is
assumed to consist of a synthesis of the cur‑
rent system (which may or may not exist),
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or

along witha list of perceived inadequacies.
This information is gathered from the end‑
users, andusedto generate the requirements
and system design models. Fromthen on, the
involvementof the end-users is very limited.

Sohoware themodelsdeveloped?SSADM
and its cousins use three views of the system.
A data orientedview describeswhat the infor‑
mation that will beprocessedis.Aprocess ori‑
ented view describes what will bedone to the
data, and an event oriented view outlines
when and why processes are applied to the
data. These are all abstract models ‐ they do
not necessarily describe the physical struc‑
tures that will endup beingimplemented.

Modelling
The data modelling process starts with a
mess of data items derived from end-user
interviews, which can be transformed
through entity-relation diagramming into
an ordered structure of tables linked by
keys. The goal is for these tables to be in
third normal form, o r 3NF (some t imes
called TNF) . The first and second normal
forms are subsets, or steps on the way to
3NF, which is the ‘optimum’ structure for a
relational database.

The tables producedby the initial analy‑
sis generally contain repeating groups of
information, such asmultiple item descrip‑
tion linesonaninvoice.These are difficult to
analyse for distinguishing records, and in
any case processing a record that is effec‑
tively ofvariable lengthis noteasy. Firstnor‑
mal form requires placing these repeating
groups in a separate table, with a unique
field that can act as a foreign key (say an
invoice number ) indexed from the original
table. Next, you remove any repeatingfixed
information (such as a customer’s address,
which wil l be in each occurrence of an
invoice) to a separate table,with another for‑
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eign key.This is the secondnormalform ‐ no
data (exceptkeys) is stored more than once.

Tables in 2NF can have many-to-many
links: one product will be used by many cus‑
tomers, and customers may use many prod‑
ucts). In 3NF,one removes (or ‘resolves’,to use
the correct parlance) these relationships into
another table ‐ in this case, a customer/prod‑
uct table, linkingparticular customers to par‑
ticular products.Wenow have a pretty much
‘optimal’way ofstoringthe data.

Process modelling is done with data flow
diagrams (DFDs), with data flowing between
external entities (people), processes (which
represent the operations which can be per‑
formed), and data stores. The contents of the
data stores and the items on the data flows
correspond with the entities and attributes
definedin the data analysis.Themodeluses a
top-down approach, splitting processes into
increasingly specific subprocesses, each with
its own DFD, until a sufficiently low level is
reached.

The event model ties everything together,
and should validate the model’s internal con‑
sistency. Each entity has events which will
trigger the creation,modification,anddeletion
of an occurrenceof the entity by a process.

In addition to these models, SSADMwill
document the data capture forms and meth‑
ods, andproducea retrievalscatalogue ofout‑
puts, and descriptions of all screen dialogues.
Only when all this is done does work start on
the system design, and it is at this point that
one may compromise the model to take
account of constraints on resources.When the
system design is complete, one may finally
begincoding.

The central idea of this technique is that
the endresultwil l satisfy theoriginal require‑
ment, or at least what was signed off as the
original requirement. One thing it doesn’t
cover is the costofproducingthe system‐ sup‑
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posedly the responsibility of the project man ‑
agers. It can becriticised for its tendency to
prolong the development process and deliver
whateveryonethought theywanted,notwhat
was actually needed. Perhaps more impor‑
tantly in a fast moving enterprise, what it
deliversma ybe too latetobeofmuchrealben‑
efit.Sowecometothe alternative:RAD.

The BrightYoungThings
RapidApplication Development (RAD) tech‑
niques are an anathema to the traditional
styleofdevelopment,becausethebasicprinci‑
pleis to develop asyou specify. For the simple
example used above, aRADdeveloper could
begin by designing a data entry screen (with
one table behind i t ) that looks like the invoice
form. The end-users look at i t , t ry it out, and
decidewhether it is usable.The needfor mul‑
tiple tables and better structure will become
apparent when they notice things likehaving
to type in all the customer'sdetails every time
they issue a new invoice, and the prototype
will beadjusted accordingly. Development is
incremental, going through an iterative
processof re-designand trial.
The fact that a crude synopsis of RAD

development can begiven in one paragraph
rather than the many needed for traditional
methods reflects the speed with which an
applicationcanbedeveloped.Thebenefitsare
clear: rapid deployment, and a system that
really should satisfy the business need. But
there are problemswith this approach. Early
design decisions, based on incomplete under‑
standingof the business problem,might crip‑
ple subsequent development, and refusing to
naildowna fixedset ofrequirements tends to
result in creepingfunctionality.

In order to bring proper quality to RAD
and make it respectable, the Dynamic Sys‑
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tems Development Method (DSDM) was
launchedin 1995byaconsortiumofend-users
and developers. It uses a five stage system
development life-cycle:

1 Feasibility study (determine whether
DSDMis suitable).
Businessstudy (scope the project).
Functionalmodel iteration.
Designandbuild iteration.
Implementation.

The bulk of the work is in the two iterative
stages. The functional stage uses proto‑
types to identify requirements, and the
design stage ensures that the prototypes
are sufficiently robust to be converted into
a production system. Each stage will typi‑
cally go through three iterations,with end‑
users closely involved at all times. An
important point is that the stages canover‑
lap: there is no reason why some compo‑
nents should not becompletedwhile others
are still beingdefined.

The emphasis throughout the iterations
is on satisfying a minimum business need
within afixed time scale.Eachiterationhas
four phases: define the functions and suc‑
cess criteria for the prototype; fix a time‑
scale for i ts development (the timebox);
build i t ; and review the finished product
against the objectives.

In the event all the functionality cannot
beimplemented(o r new requirements come
to light) within the timebox, the require‑
mentsare reviewed.Duringthebuildphase,
mandatory objectives are dealt with first
and non-mandatory ones completed only if
time allows. Any particular module need
only be completed to the level where work
can proceed on the next module ‐ it can be
completed ina later iteration.
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INVOICE CUSTOMER

Figure 2 - Entity/relation diagram.

You can’t have it bothways
A glib way to distinguish between tradi‑
tional and RAD techniques would be to say
that with the former, the functionality to be
delivered is fixed (wh i ch is contractually
nice),but the timeandcost arenot;andwith
the latter, the converse is true. It is, of
course, not that simple. SSADM’s separa‑
tion of requirements from system design
should make it possible to take a specifica‑
tion to several suppliers whomight propose
to implement it in different ways. With a
RAD project, on the other hand, one must
almost certainly choose one platform (and
supplier) right at the start andstick with it .

Can the two approaches be combined?
Notaccordingto thebooks: theonly point in
SSADMwhereRADmight,possibly,fit is in
what SSADM calls ‘prototyping’. However,
reading between the lines of the manuals
one suspects that prototyping was only
introduced as an afterthought, and it is
made clear that any prototype should be
completely separate from the actual imple‑
mentation.Seenfromthe RADpointofview,
SSADM’s refusal to return to a previous
phase or make concessions to unforeseen
factors make it very hard to coexist with.
While it is not impossible that some of the
tools and techniques definedin SSADMand
RAD may be used in either, the system
development life-cyclesare incompatible.

Sowhich is better? RAD is certainly the
easier target. ‘Knockup something thatseems
towork,get it installed,andtidy it uplater’(as
an unknowledgeablesceptic coulddescribe i t )
doesn’t sound very professional.On the other
hand, noone is likely to accept the time and
cost overheads of SSADM for all projects.For
any particularendeavour,howcanonechoose
whichapproachtouse?The feasibility stageof
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the DSDM life-cycle should help determine
this, but here are a few general pointers:

What doyou have to work with? Consider
the suitability of the tools available, and con‑
straints on theoperatingenvironment.An OO
development tool is best for RAD, so that
developers and modules can work indepen‑
dently. Likewise, if your database is inflexible,
then youareprobablybetteroffwith aninflex‑
ible development method.

Can you involve the end-users in the
development? If you cannot get commitment
from them to participate in all stages of the
project, then you will be better off with tra ‑
ditional methods. But if you have a techni‑
cally literate end-user community which is
prepared to contribute to the development
(ideally with some as full time members of
the development t e a m ) , then RADmay give
you amuch more satisfied customer:

How complete does the product have to
be?Will 80% of it do, for now at least? If t ime
and resources are l imited, but there is room
for manoeuvre in the requirements, then
RAD will be better. If it is a case of ‘all or
nothing’ ( a s in safety-critical systems), how‑
ever, stay traditional.

How fast-moving is theenvironment?Tra‑
ditional methods will deliver a complete sys‑
tem, but i t may be out o fda t e by the time i t is
shipped,and it will be expensive to amend the

A noteon terminology andnotation \
In common parlance, data is stored in ‘files’containing ‘records’ which are made up of
‘fields’,and is tracked via ‘indexes’. In order to prevent one from confusing the theoret‑
ical model used during the analysis stage with how anapplication will work in the real
world, SSADM uses its own terminology. Models are composed of ‘entities’ and ‘occur‑
rences of anentity’, with certain ‘attributes’ and aset of ‘relationships’.

There are numerous variations onnotation for the diagrammatic techniques and
the terminology ‐ they don’t matter, solong asyour readers know what you are using.Gener‑
ally,it isbest toinclude aglossary every time one produces apaper using structuredmethods.

specification part way through. A short time‑
scale RADmethodology makes it easier for a
project to react to requirementschange,and if
the product will only have a short shelf life,
any failings may not matter. In a stable e n v i ‑

r onmen t , though, perhaps one should aim to
get everything right first time.

What about accountability? In a tightly
structured quality controlled envi ronment ,
RAD’s lack of paperwork ( a t least, compared
with the volumes produced by SSADM ) can
leave the developers exposed to criticism if it
does prove necessary to l imit the functions
delivered. End-usersmust beaware that while
the measure ofquality for a traditional project
is that it should meet i t s specifications aseffi‑
ciently aspossible, the measure ofquality for a
RADproject is that certain m i n i m u m require‑
ments are fulfilled in a fixed time.

Decision time...
Neither approach will be right for all applica‑
t ions in all circumstances. The development
life-cycle methodology should be selected
according to the nature of the project, and the
onus should be on the development team to
justify why it has decided on one technique
rather than the other. But there is one rule
even more important than this: any defined
method is better than none. a

John Watson is a computer s e r v i c e s team
leaderat the Space Operations Centre of
the EuropeanSpace Agency. Hewas not
responsiblefor the Ariane 5 rocket blowing
up last year (though it didmakegood
television). You can contact him at
jwatson@bcs.org.uk
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uppose you havea set of data
which has been sampled at spe‑
cific points. It could bethe prices
of acommodity, or the heights of
a piece of landscape, or the posi‑

tions of a sprite in a game. Your problem is
to find a line which represents the data at
points between the samples. Often, you'll
want that interpolating line to be smooth.
You wanta spline.

Splinecurves arevery important in CAD,
where surfaces are definedby sets of points,
and in graphics where animation is defined
by keyframes (momen t s at which position,
rotation, or camera angles are known) . But
splines appear in other places aswell; True‑
type fonts are defined using splines, and in
statistical analysis very noisydata can befil‑
tered usingother kindsof spline.

In this series of articles, I’m going to
explain splines in detail. Unlikemost texts,
which are intensely mathematical, this is
much more informal. A small amount of
maths is inevitable, but if you don’t like
maths then don’t beput off, because I’mtak‑
inganapproachwhichkeepsthemathssim‑
ple. On the other hand, I've tried to avoid
watering down the material to make it arti‑
ficially simple, and if you need more than
T’ve presented, you should be able to find
your way around the more rigorous texts.

30

Preliminary ideas
There are, of course, infinitely many differ‑
ent curved lines which can be drawn, sowe
need some way of defining which one we
want. The easiest approach to take is to use
acontrolpolygon.This is essentially a series
of control points, usually shown joined by
straight lines. The control polygon roughly
approximates the shape we want, except
that it is jagged. There are two approaches
wecan take to smoothing it: wecan draw a
smooth line through thecontrol points,or we
can file the corners offthe polygon, resulting
ina linewhich approaches the control points
but doesn’t pass through them. The first
approach is called interpolating,and the sec‑
ond is called approximating. In general,
you'll mostly want to interpolate, but we'll
see occasions in later sections when approx‑
imation is better.

Thecontrol polygon is slightlymore com‑
plex than a simple sequence of points. Imag‑
ineyou are standingat one endofthe control
polygon, and start walking along i t . After
some time (assuming you're interpolating),
you'll reach the first control point, and turn
a corner. You keepmoving in this way until
you get to the end of the polygon. But, you
might want to vary your speed: some sec‑
tions you may decide to run along, and some
to crawl along. If you run alonga section, it
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Dressin
To look at most textbook
introductions to splines,
you might think an
N-dimensional brain is
required to understand
them. Jules May proves
otherwise.

will be harder for you to change direction
(and you'll want to take the shortest path in
any case), sothe curve between this section
and the next will bemore straight than if
you were walking slowly.

Asyou can see, the finished curve is con‑
trolled not just by where the control points
are, butwhen they are aswell.Wewill place
the control points in time with the parame‑
ter ¢(although some books refer to it as u ) .

The values of time for each point are called
knots. Splines with equal knot spacing
(where all the control points are spaced
equally in t ime ) are called uniform splines
and they are a very useful subset. Their
main advantage comes from the fact that a
lot o f the math ( and the user in te rac t ion )
becomesmuchsimpler.

Figures 1and2show examples ofcontrol
polygonswhereeachof the control points are
two-dimensional. Control points can have
any number of dimensions (when defining
surfaces, for example, three are needed),but
no matter how many they have we need to
beable to talk meaningfully about the time
parameter as well. To do this, we can use

interpolator

Control polygon ]
Approximator

Figure 1‐ Different kindsofspline.
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x up for the curve bal l
either of two types of diagram. Figure 3a
shows the control polygon from Figure 2,
with the addition of a time line. Eachof the
marks on the time line represents one of the
control points, showingthe sequence as well
as the t iming of the points. Notice that
there’s a comparatively long time between
the two central control points, which is why
Figure 2 says we're crawlingbetweenthem.
In Figure 3b, we’ve taken a different
approach. Here, we’ve selected just one of
the dimensions of the control polygon, (say,
the y co-ordinate), and plotted that against
the time line. Because the precise co-ordi‑
natewechoose doesn’t matter,andthe value
actually stands for avector, this is called a t‑
v graph.

Figure 4 shows the same pair of graphs
for the running case; you can see the time
interval between the two central control
points is much shorter, sowe’ve got to cover
the distancemuchfaster. In order to dothat,
the spline has hadto swing around in order
to take aim at the interval and accelerate
into it; once it’s out of the interval, it has to
slow down again to find the next segment.
In the discussions that follow, we’re goingto
need to use both views. (Incidentally, Fig‑
ures 3 and 4 show they co-ordinate of the x‑
y graph as v. As an exercise, try sketching
the t-v graphs using the x co-ordinate).

What makes a good spline?
There are obviously all kinds of ways to
make curves out of control polygons, but
some are better than others. In order for a
spline to beuseful, it must have a number
of properties.

F i rs t ly, moving the control polygon
around should move the spline around in
the same way, without causing it to change
shape. This should be true whether you're
translating (sliding around in space, as
with sprites), rotating, or scaling the con‑
trol points. This property is called frame
invariance. Secondly,the curve should be
smooth, and should not have extra wiggles
which are not there in the original control
polygon. Notonly that: the wiggles that are
present should beminimised as far as pos‑
sible. This is called variation diminishing.
Finally, though the curve should be
smooth, moving one control point should
affect i ts shape only in the vicinity of the
point beingmoved.We will explore in more
detail later what is meant by ‘vicinity’, but
it’s clear that if moving a single point
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changes the shape of the entire curve, it
will bealmost impossible for a user to tune
a control polygon to get the curve he wants.
This property is called local control.

In order to fulfil all these requirements,
a strategy calledpiecewise curve fitting has
been invented. Instead of t ry ing to con‑
struct one long curve from all the control
points, a set of short curve segments is cre‑
ated, each segment being controlled by a
small number ofpoints. The individualseg‑
ments are then joined end to end. If the
spline designer has done his job right, the
joints should be invisibly smooth.

R u n n i n g ‐>

The smallest number of points we can
use to make a curve is, of course, two. Since
we're l imited to linear interpolation
betweenthe two points, allwe can expect to
find is the originalcontrol polygon.Let’st r y
to find the position of the spline at some
time t which is within the knotrangeofthe
control polygon. First of all, we work out
which segmentt lies within. Then we inter‑
polate in t-v space, using the classic linear
interpolation formula(t-t2)/(v-v2)=(t1‑
t2)/(v1-v2). If we do this for every value of t
we will find that the spline segments meet
at the joints, sothe curve has no breaks in

Figure 2 - Changing the time to cross the centre section.

ps
t

a b

Figure 3 ‐ x-y and t-v graphs of a controlpolygon and its spline,

b ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ _ + + ‐ _ 4
t

a

with a certain knot sequence.

Figure 4 ‐ x-y and t-v graphs of the same controlpolygon and its spline,
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but with different knots.
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i t , but that the joints are
‘kinked’. In terms of the
equations, the first
derivative dv/dt of the
spline curve (and all the
higher derivatives) are
discontinuous at the
joints. We express this
by saying the spline as a
whole is C(0) continuous
‐ it is continuous at the

joints only in the zeroth derivative. To get a
better idea of what this means with respect
to curves, take a look at the separate
Refresheron derivatives box.

I f , instead of using straight line seg‑
ments, we usedquadratics, wecould dobet‑
ter. Three points are needed to control a
quadratic, but they provide control of both
the position at eachjoint and the first deriv‑
ative. We can thus make the spline as a
whole C(1) continuous. That is, we wouldn’t
see any kinks. On the other hand, we can’t
control the second derivative, soan object
travelling along the spline would appear to
change speed abruptly at the joints (which
would be deeply objectionable if the spline
was modelling m o v e m e n t ) . There’s a worse
objection too: just as two control points
forced the segment to lie ona straight line,
three control points force the segment to lie
in a plane. We can’t have curves that wan‑
der through three-dimensional space freely.
In order to get true space curves we need to
use C(2) continuous segments. That means

T E C H N I Q U E S
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Figure 6 ‐ Aitken’s algorithm as math (cubic case).

we need cubic segments, and cubics need
four control points each.

In general, cubics are about right. They
allow the line to move freely in space, and
C(2) continuity is plenty for most purposes.
Each control point exerts its influence over
four segments, which is sufficiently local
control that the lines are easily editable.

In fact, wecan get whatever continuity we
want. Every quadratic can bewrittenasa lin‑
ear interpolation between two straight lines,
and everycubic can be written as a linear
interpolation between two quadratics. Most
spline algorithms are written in a recursive
form so that you can interpolate as many
times asyoulike. C(20)continuous splines are
possible, if you’ve got enough control points!

Aitken’s algorithm
Let’s now put all this into practice. Aitken’s
algorithm is a simple and reliable interpola‑

Figure 5 ‐ Aitken’s algorithm in pictures (cubic case).
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tor, which can be coded easily and used in a
variety of applications. Figure 5 shows the
geometrical constructionof the cubic version.

Briefly, it works like this. As Figure 5a
shows, we have four points,p0 to p3, whose
knots are t0 to t3. The time of the point we're
trying to find, t, is somewhere betweent] and
t2. To calculate our point,s,welinearly inter‑
polate or extrapolate each of the line seg‑
ments to the time t. (Here, interpolating
means that the point we're trying to find lies
within the line segment, and extrapolating
means it is outside, sowe have to extend the
line in one direction or the other). For exam‑
ple, the line fromp0 to p1 extends only from
knot£0to t1, sowemustextrapolate to time t.

Since we have three line segments, this
gives three points, g0 to g2, and two new
lines: gOto q1, and q1 to g2. Now, consider
the line from g0 to q1. q0 has been influ‑
enced by #0to ¢1, andq/ has been influenced
by t1 to t2, sothe line fromg0 to q1has been
influencedbythe pointsp0,p1 andp2. It fol‑
lows that the time range of this line must be
t0 to t2. Thus, when we come to interpolate
this line, this is the range we must consider.
Figure 5b shows these two lines with their
correct knots.

Wehave two lines,g0 to gi andq1 to q2,
so we now arrive at two new interpolated
points, r0 and r l . By similar reasoning to
before, the time range of the line from r0 to
r1 is t0 to t3 (as shown in Figure 5c), so we
interpolate over the entire time range, giv‑
ing s, the point we're looking for. Figure 5d
shows the x-y graph of the same process.

By sketching the t-v graphs for t = tl
and ¢= ¢2(or by evaluating the formula in
Figure 6), you should have no difficulty
convincing yourself that, if we ask for s at
t1, we get p1, and if we ask for s at t2, we
get p2. You should also have no difficulty
convincing yourself that, if you have five
control points, you can evaluate s for t
between t/ and f2, or for t between t2 and
t3, and that at t = ¢2, the joint is smooth
(look at what happens whent is very close
to ¢2). Finally, you should beable to gener‑
alise the process to higher continuities; for
a C(4) continuous spline, six points wi l l
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VBCompress 4.0
VB Language Manager 3.0
VBtrv Btrieve from Classic Software
Vision StoryBoard Pro
Visual Expert

www.qbss.com
LOW PRICES VAST RANGE EXPERT SERVICE

Microsoft Visual Studio. Wow. Welike the look of this one. All the majo r development s t u f fin a
box. Visual Basic 5.0 Pro; Visual C++ 5.0 Pro; Visual J++; Visual FoxPro
InterDev; Microsoft Developer Network Library. That’s the Professional Edi y
upgrade to it from m o s t Windows development systems for just £395. That’s outstanding value. For
£795 you can upgrade to the Enterprise Edition which has everything that the Pro does PLUS
Microsoft Transaction Server, Developer Edition; SQL Server 6.5, Developer Edition and
Visual SourceSafe 5.0

Borland Developers Conference, London 20-24 April 1997. Venue: Hilton on Park Lane. The
s e m i n a r and exhibition part oft h i s event are Mon 21 and Tues 22, and we'll have a stand where you
can meet leading vendors of Delphi tools from the UK and USA. Do call in. Details of the whole
conference, tickets etc. from the organiser’s website: www.dsktop.co.uk

More Delphi News. FromSuccessWare International, look out for new Apollo Version 3. Free
upgrade to existing v e r s i o n 2 users, direct from SuccessWare. Full v e r s i o n s available from QBS.
Success Ware have just launched DB Power for Delphi. A set of more that 30 data-aware
components, including a grid control, navigator bar (adds cool buttons), calendar, spin-edit, Rich
Text editor etc. Just £139 from QBS.

New from NuMega, the leaders in error detection technology. BoundsChecker 5 and SoftICE 3 ‑
new versions. For VB developers - CodeReview and FailSafe.Check our website for details.

ABC for Delphi Pro VCL £135
Apiary Dev's Suite for Netware £365
Apiary N e t B I O S Custom Control £79
Apiary OCX Expert £189
Apollo 3 Standard/Prof £129/199
A s y n e Professional 2.0 (upgrade) £135(£49)
BoundsChecker 5 for Delphi NT&9S £375
Component Create £135
Conversion Assistant Std/DB £65/119
DBPower £139
Delphi 2.0 DeveloperiCS £389/1259
Delphi 2 . 0 CSUpg(1OCS>2.0CS) £649
Delphi 2.0 CS Upg. ( 1 . 0 DT>2.0 CS) £1089
Delphi 2.0 DV. Upg. (1 .0 DT>2.0 D V ) £189
Delphi2.0 DV. Comp.Upgr with Docs £148
Direct Access £189
DrB o b ’ s Experts v2 £49
Dynazip 16bit/32 bit/combo £175/210/289

Borland IntraBuilder Std/Pro £69/349]
Borland In t raBu i lde r Client/Server £1279
Catalyst Socket Tools £190
Dart Power ECP Std/Speciality ‐ £450/450)
Distinct TOP/IP SDK.16 or 32bi t £375
Distinct Internet Teotkit Visual Edition£199
Distinct Runtime EXt/Ext Winsock£49/99
Mabry Internet Pack/ ( ing , $ o u r c e ) £99/(275)
Net-Install front 20/20 Software £225
Sax WebsterControlt6/32 £105/105
Wise WebDeploy /Upgrade £199/75

B o r l a n d C + +

Borland C+
Borland C+

v 5.0/Dev Suite £2.
Builder Learning/Std
Builder Pro/CS ‐ £399/1299]

B o r l a n d C + + Builder P r o Upgrade
B o r l a n d C + + Builder C S Upgrade
BoundsChecker P r o V C + + NT&9S
C-Vision f rom Gimpel
CodeBase 6.0
CodeSQL 6.0 5 user/Unlimited
Greenleaf C o m m + +

Greenleaf Database L i b r a r y
High Edit SDK/PRO
Leadtools? WinPro 16/32 bitDLE £605/765}
M K S Toolkit
MS VC++ 4.0 Pro Subséription
MS VC++ 4.0/Standard:
MS VC++ 4.0 Enterprise
O p t i m a 1.5 Deyeloper/Pro £13
PCLint from Gimpel
Object Master
Stingray Objective Grid ( 1 6 / 3 2 b i t )
Stingray Objective Toolkit ( 1 6 / 3 2 b i t )
V B t r y f o r C + +

W a t c o m C/C++ no docs/with docs £139/238}

Foxfire Developer's Edition
FoxFix for DOS and W I N
ReFox Decompiler

ilverFox C o m m s ( W i n / DOS)
StepUp Foundatiow Classes
Visual FoxPro 3Std/Pro
Visual FoxPro $ P r o
Visual FoxPre’S Upgrade
Xil ights Editor Enhancement
xCase f o r FoxPro & V.FoxPro

Eagle CDK 16/32 £189/209
ImageL ib 16& 32 b i t £155
ImageLib@theEdge £99
Infinity Report VCL £69
Infinity S e c u r i t y Component £69
Infinity MAPI Component £69
InfoPower 2.0 VCL/+Source £150/199
Innoview Multilanguag £125
M e m o r y Sleuth £40
MK Query Bui lder (inchisource) £ 1 4 9 ( 2 9 9 )
Piparti Reporting Std/Pro £175/350
Orpheus 2.0 £135
Quick Reports 2 with source £79
Shoreline DialegPROS £185
Shoreline VisualPROS £115
Titan for Btrieve / + s o u r c e £295)
TOLEAu tomat ion Client
TRPKCrypto SingleUser

Borland
InterBase 4.0 Workgroup S e r v e r £790
I n t e r B a s e4.0 Additional single licence £119
I n t e r B a s e4.0 Additional t w e n t y licences £1695:
Paradox 7 Client/Server £449
Visual dBASE Cl ient /Server £369
Visual dBASE Compiler £229

Extended S y s t e m s
Advantage Database S e r v e r
CA VO/CA C l i p p e r Interface Client £75
ODBC I n t e r f a c e Client £195
SDE 2.0 Interface Cl ien t £215
S i x t y d a y Server Evaluation Pack £70
2 User Server Develop nt Kit £215
5 User Server Deployment Kit £695
10 User Server Deployment K i t £1145,
100 User Server Deployment Kit £3445

Microsoft
A c c e s s7 (or 2 ) £265
Access Developer's Toolkit 2/7 £265/319
SQL Server NT 6,S incl. 5 user lic. £1035
SQL Server NP6.S incl. 10 user lic £1420
SOL Server NT 6.5 incl , 25 user l i c ,
SQL Server NT 6.Sincl. 50 user lie.
SOL Server NT6.x Single Clieat Lic
SQL S e r v e r NE-6.x Twenty Client Lic
SQL S e r v e r NT 6.x Workstation

Powersoft/Sybase/Watcom
n o r AppModcler
nor AppModeler Desktop

eSQL Anywhere Single User S v r
eSQL A n y w h e r e4 User
eSQL A n y w h e r e8 User

Sybase SQL A n y w h e r e 1 6 User
S y b a s e SQL A n y w h e r e 3 2 User
S y b a s e SQL A n y w h e r e Unlim.

Orac le
Personal Oracle 7
WorkGroup S e r v e r(5 u s e r s )

D e v e l o p e r o r Designor 2000
Programmer 2000
Power Objects Standard
Power Objects Client S e r v e r

Domino Star ter Pack Vs 4.5
Domino Server Vs 4.5
Desktop Client on CD/licence o n l y
Full Client on @Délicence o n l y £30
Object Prog. Interface ( G l o b e B y t e )

QBS Software Limited
11 Barley Mow Passage, London W4 4PH

Ph: +44 181 956 8000, Fax: +44 181 956 8010
BBS: +44 181 956 8011, Email: orders@qbs co.uk
Web: http://www.qbss.com, L/server : info@qbss.co.uk

Advanced Developers Toolkit
Component Pack
Desktop 5£195
Enterprise
F U N C k y f o r PowetBuilder
PowerFrame App. Fr. Library
PowerFrame Navigator Object
PowerFrame Object Ana l yse r
PowerFrame TabFolder
Powersoft Portfolio

B l i n k e r Linker
CA Clipper 5 . 3 Upgrade
Clip-4-Win
GE Graph ics
F U N C k y 2.5
NetL ib Network Library
NovLib Library
Scr iptom PostScript L i b r a r y
S i l v e r C l i pSPCS, Comms

Summer '93 Gode Optimiser
Telepathy C l i p p e r C o m m s

T-BASE Graphics D O S or W i n

Codebase 6 with Java Dogs
Jamba Professional
Java Workshop
JFac to ry f o r Win95/NT
J M o n e y for Win95/NT
JTools for W i n g s / N T
JWidgets for Win9S/NT
MS Visual J++

A e g i sv 3 ( 1 u s e r )
A rp DTop/Developer
Barcode L i b . DOS/WIN/95_ £389/249/519)
CBI Q u i c k 16 bit/32 b i t £1535)
Cryp tor Data Encryption
dBest Barcodes for Windows
DataDirect Dev Toolkit 2
DataDirect ODBC Pack
DemoQuick S i m , Plus 16/32 bi t
DemoSHIELD 16/32 bit
Doc-To-Help 16or 32bi t
Doe Stud i
E Dfor W i n d o w sv 3,7
ForeHelp v2
Graphics Serve r Developers Kit
HelpSite Help to, P M L
InfoModeller DeskTop/Server
Installshield3 16bit/32 b
InstalishieldExpress Pro
Interactive Brochure/Catalog
L i g h t L i b Business STD/PRO
L i g h t L i bImages STD/PRO £189/339
L i g h t L i b M a g i c M e n u s STD/PRO £69/99
L i g h t L i b Multimedia STD/PRO £189/339
M K S Source Integrity
MS SourceSafe 95 (platform)
Novlib Network DLL
MultiEdit Pro
Mul t iEd i t ' s Evolve
PC-Install Win 16/32 bits
PC-Insta l l DOS&WIN super combo
PVCS Version Manager
Rockwell RSToolPak 1/2
R & R Report Writer DBF/SQL
SoftICE
SoftSENTRY
S O S Help! for Win Info Author
Telephony Toolbox TAPI

phony Toolbox TSAPI
Track Record/ + per seat £2
xBase++ for OS/2
Wise Instal lat ion System v e r 5.0
SmartPATCH f o r Wise
WebDeploy for Wise

£189/339

£199/295
f rom £329



contribute to each segment , for C(6), eight
points wil l contribute to each segment,
and soon.

What are we going to do if we want to know
s for t between¢0and ¢1? In theory, we can’t
do it, because we'd need a knot at ¢(-1) , and

‘magine yourself in a car, at some point p.S u p p o s efive minutes
lateryoufindyourself four milesaway. What was your average
, speed? Since weexpress speed asmiles/hour, your speed was (4

miles) | (5/60 hours), or 48mph.Now,if wedraw agraphof this jour‑
ney,it willlooksomethinglikeFigureA. Westart offstationary,drive

at 48 mph,and then stop
again. You can see the

4 fourmiles(onthe vertical
axis),you cansee the five
minutes (on the horizon‑
tal axis), and you can see

1 that if we continued dri‑
o ving for longer than five

minutes, the slopingpartSt tt tt é
0 1 2 3 4 5 minutes of the j o u r n e y would con‑

: tinue, at the same slope,
FigureA. for a longer time, giving

more distance. The slope
6c tele wshowthe distance c h a n g e swith time, and that the
magnitudeofthe slopeis48mph.If wedraw agraphofour speedcom‑
paredwith time, we'll get somethinglikeFigureB.

Differentiation
‘Thisgraphof speedcompared with time is calledthe derivative of the
‘distance,or more precisely ds/dt (notice, distance ‘divided by’ time,
hencemiles/hour). The process of turning a distance/time plot into a
- speed/time p l o tis called

differentiation. In gen‑miles/hour
s+ eral,when you differenti‑
ae ate something, you're
a+ finding its rate of change
5 ‐ speed is the rate of
ij change of distance.

' i The driver shown in
o T = F i g u r e sAand Bis not one

++_+1+++_++++ you'd want toshare acar
‐ with! He has instantly

movedfromrest to astag‑Figure B.
: gering 48mph (presum‑

ably using explosives),and then instantly decelerated from 48mph to
rest,p r e s u m a b l yb yguiding the vehicle into abrick wall. A tthe stroke
of the third minute, you can see that his speed was 48 mph, a n dat the
s t r o k eo fthe sixth minute i twas zero, but a tthe stroke o fthe 5th
minute,what was his speed? That sudden step is called adiscontinuity,
and it is what gives rise to the two kinks in Figure A.

A v e r a g evs.actual speed
Real cars, of course, don’t move that way. Our bad driver enrols on a
driving course, and the next time hedrives the four miles in fiveLore r o s i n ee holds a constant

brakes smoothlyfor oneShope
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probably a point there too. Many people take
exactly this approach, and claim the spline
isn’t definedbetween¢0and¢1. For an inter‑
polating spline, this is not satisfactory, and
something better must befound.

One solution is to duplicate the first
point and knot, providing a fake p(-1) and
t(-1). If you draw the t-v graph of this case,

EXE: The Software Developers’ Magazine

TECHNIQUES,
you'll see that the dupli‑
cated knot causes prob‑
lems for the interpolator
( i t tries to divide by
zero), SOyou must p ro ‑
vide protection against
this in the interpolation
procedure. Another

erivatives
untilhecomes toahalt.Now hin t n t epee erp ae
s h o w nin Figure C.
You can see that his constant speed is slightly higher than before
(because the slope of the distance graph is steeper in the middle),but
you can alsosee that the slope of the distance graph is changing over
time. That makes sense; his speed is low just after hestarts moving,
and then high when he starts to brake. Now we can see why we
wrote ds/dt before, instead of just s/t; s/t is his average speed,but
ds/dt means that his actual speed is changing from moment to
moment. oe

miles/hour

miles 5
4 4

3 3

2 2

1 1

0 0

SS et +‐+‐_+‐_+_+++‑
oO 1 2 3 4 5 minutes 0 1 2 3 4 5

Figure C.

Rate of change :
But, this driver’s passengers are still frightened. Look at the graph
of his speed ‐ it has kinks in i t . That’s because the rateof changeof
speed (his acceleration) is not smooth,butdiscontinuous.Thegraph
is as shown in Figure D. The passengers are thrown back in their
seats as he starts to accelerate, then thrown forward when he fin‑
ishes. The ride is smooth untilhestarts to brake,whenthe passen‑
gers are thrown forward again, and the car finally comes to a halt
with a jerk, when the passengers are thrown backwardsfor (thank
fully) the last time. :

Notice that the rate mitesynour

of change of speed is 5
acceleration, sothe units 4
of acceleration are
miles/hour/hour ( o r
miles/hour2), and that
speed is itselfthe rateof
change of distance. We'd
write this more formally

3
2 + ‑

o nd

4+ 44
5 minutes

Figure D.
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approachis topretendt h a tt is i n t ] to t2, and
proceed exactly as before. A rather neater
solution is to calculate as much of the
sequence as is possible. There would be no
q0, for example, though we could find g1
andq2. Because we don’t have g0, wecan’t
get r0, thoughwecan get 1. Wecould claim
that s= r l .Effectively, this would make the
first segment quadratic insteadof cubic.

You can eliminate boundaries alto‑
gether, by making the sequence cyclic. If
you haven points, p(0) to p(n-1), make a
fake p(n) = p(0), p(n+1) = p(1), and so on.
The only number you wil l have to invent is
t(n), because t(n+1)-t(n) = t(1)-t(0). Figure 7
showsa cyclic spline; the top control point is
p(0)andp(n);you can see that there are four
knots on the time line.

Computing with Aitken
Once you've defined the spline you want to
work with, there are three approaches you
cantake to findingthe curve. Eachapproach
is best suited to different applications.
The first approach is the one we've been

taking until now. You choose a moment on
the time line,and find the valueof the spline
at that time. It is easy, and ( fo r simple
splines) fast. For more complex curves, or
where the same segmentis to be investi‑
gatedmany times, it maybepossible to com‑
pute amoreefficient formula.

Every cubic can be written as s=
at3+bt2+ct+d = ((at+b)t+c)t+d. Usinga bit
of algebra, it is possible to calculate the coef‑
ficients once for each segment, and then
evaluate thecubic directly.This approach is
useful in animation (for animatingsprite or
camera positions), where you want to walk
alongthe spline in equal time steps. In addi‑
tion, once you’ve entered a segment, you
know that you're going to stay there until
you enter the next segment in sequence.

Again, we'll explore the cubic case, with
the methodknownasNewton’s forward dif‑
ference evaluator.Work out a, b,c, andd as
before. Assume the time step is h. For the

Se

Figure 7-A cyclic spline.
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value of ¢at which you first enter the seg‑
ment, initialise the four variables

30=at? +bt? +ct+d
s1=3aht?+ (3ah?+2bh)t +(ah3+bh2+ch)
s2= 6ah"t + (6ah?+2bh?)
83=6ah?

The value of s at time¢ is, of course, s0. To
get the next value ofs at time t+h, evaluate
80= s0+s1; s1 = s1+82;s2 = s2+s3;s= s0
and repeat for asmany steps asare desired.
A technique which is somewhat equiva‑

lent to this is used when
you want to step along a
spline drawing pixels as
you go. You don’t want to
visit each pixelmore than
once, but you do want to
make sure you catch
every one,andsoboththe
time steps and the dis‑
tance travelled along the
spline curve will va ry
from pixel to pixel. It is
possible to implement
this with a midpoint evaluator (see EXE
December 1996), working entirely in inte‑
gerswith theoriginala,b,candd coefficients
from the cubic equation.

Good crack
The final technique is called polygon refine‑
ment, or cracking. It is usedwhere you don’t
know in advance which part of the spline you
want to investigate, for example when you
want to find out where two splines cross ( i n
ray-tracing),orwhensteppingalongthespline
in steps ofequal length insteadofequal time.
Briefly, we don’t deal with the spline at all;
instead,wework solelywiththecontrolpoints.

We start with our four control points,
which define a cubic line.We find two new
sets of control points,which eachdefineone
half of the original cubic line.We end up
withmorepoints,buteachset is thinner and
flatter than the original. If we continue,
eventually the sets become sothin and flat
thatwecan treat them asstraight lines.
Different kinds of splines crack in different
ways. Cracking an Aitken’s spline is easy:

EXE:The Software Developers’ Magazine

Figure 8 ‐ Cracking anAitken spline.

evaluate v for the midpoint of each time
interval, giving three new points ( w i t h their
knots), which we call p, p1'4, and p24.
Now, our two spline halves are defined by
p ’ , pl, p l , p 2andp l , p l ’ , p2, p22. You
can see from the x-y graph in Figure 8 that
the refined polygon converges to the spline
very quickly, often requiring only three or
four cracks to produce ausable polygon.

There are two ways you can use cracking.
If you want to handle the curve as a whole,
you can apply the method repeatedly to a
sequence of control points,until the straight‑

line polygon is sufficiently
smooth tobeuseddirectly.
Alternatively, if you're try‑
ingto homein onaspecific
point on the spline, you
can findwhich segment of
the polygon bounds the
areaofinterest.Crackjust
that polygon, giving
exactly two new polygons,
then decidewhich of these
new polygons bounds the
area of interest, throw the

other one away, and repeat.
The object of this exercise is to create

polygons (e i ther one big polygon or several
small, disconnected polygons) which are
locally flat. What is meant by flat? Again,
the rule will bedifferent depending on the
application. Sometimes it’s curvature which
is interesting, sometimes it’s the length of
the sides of the polygon. One rule which is
generally successful is to look at the points
p ' , p1'4, and p22, and see how close they
are to the segments in whose intervals they
lie. For example, if p' is sufficiently close to
the midpoint of the line fromp0 top1, (and
similarly for the other two points) then fur‑
ther cracks are unlikely to flatten the poly‑
gonmuch further.

a

Next month:Hermites, Béziers, basis
functions, andspline surfaces.

JulesMay is a programmer who works
morehours than is healthy.Hecan be
contactedatjules@cix.compulink.co.uk.
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PVCS isa solid and flexible software configuration management
infrastructure that gives:

»a sustainable, repeatable development process
®quicker time-to-market
improved software quality.

Discover the full reach of INTERSOLV PVCS from software concept
to installation. We provide market-leading tools for version
control, problem and change
management, build
management and requirements
management. Additionally,
through PVCS’s open interfaces
we offer an unparalleled,
flexible architecture that easily
integrates into your current
development environment.

¥ INTERSOLV
www.intersolv.com



This 16 and 32-Bit OLE/ActiveX Controls,
footprint is only 772kb, and now has German,
French, Spanish and Italian user resources.
With Print Preview and 23built-in dialog
boxes,159 methods, 144 properties, 27
events, Clear and format multiple cell
selections, including conditional formatting,
automatic recognition of data, time, fraction,
currency, percent and scientific data entries
130worksheet functions,19 Operators,
Microsoft Excel 4.0, 5.0 and 7.0 compatible,
Support for Excel-style workbooks
(workbooks can contain asmany as 256
worksheets), External and three-dimensional
cell references, Relative and absolute cell
references, Auto fillcells with both preset and
custom lists, ODBC Database SQLQuery and
Update, Print scaling, fit to page printing,
support for 56 colours Data validation rules
for cell entries, Royalty free runtime distribution.

This 16 and 32-Bit OLE/ActiveX Control with a
100,000word English dictionary also
supports all major European language
dictionaries. Import MicrosoftWord custom
dictionaries. Loadmultiple dictionaries
simultaneously. Includes dictionary builder,
seamlessly works with VisualWriter or any text

based application including
databases. Automatic or Manual
correction. Royalty free runtime

Vi (Al distribution.
COMPONENTS~

The leaders componentsoftware

Call
today +44 1892 834343

ACharting Control both 16 and 32-Bit
OLE/ActiveX with built in data grid and editor
now has German, French, Spanish and Italian
user resources, 26 built-in dialog boxes, More
than 300 methods and properties and 25
events, User interface available at design and
runtime, Automatic connection to Formula
One worksheets/books, Chart Wizard with
chart gallery, Linear and logarithmic axis
scaling, secondary y-axis, Stackable series,
2Dand 3Dline styles, Photo-realistic
attributes; dynamic elevation and rotation, 3D
light sources, ambient and edge lighting, true
3Dtextures, true 3Dperspective, oblique and
orthogonal projection, Export charts in BMP
orWMF formats, Royalty free runtime
distribution.

With this Rich Text Format(RTF) compatible
16 and 32-Bit OLE/ActiveX you can create,
import and export documents. ASCII text
(TXT) compatible; create, import and export
documents. Native TXF format, WYSIWYG
display and output. Built in search and replace
functionality. Format characters with multiple
fonts, styles and colours. Support for all
Window fonts, including TrueType and Adobe
Type 1 fonts. Edit multiple documents
simultaneously. Easy connection to
VisualSpeller, our spell checking component.
Three built-in dialog boxes. Create status bars,
button bars and rulers. Fully supports

If you develop using VisualBasic 4.0, Visual C++ 4.0, Delphi 2.0, Powerbuilder
5.0 or Optima C++ then the best way to enhance your application and reduce
development time is to add one or more components fromVisual Components.

Add thematic shading to your applications
with this spatial data components. Geopoint
is a32-bit ActiveX control for applications
built underWindows95 or Windows NT4.0.
Data binding and UniformData Transfer
support make this GIS control a great fit for
anyone working with databases or
spreadsheets. Geopoint binds directly to
Microsoft data source controls and
Powerbuilder DataWindows to present data in
the context of positional or geographic
boundaries. Anobject-based API supports
multiple layers and map features for each
layer of the map. Native support for MapInfo,
Atlas and AutoCAD, Royalty free runtime
distribution.

tm| i a in e e e |a] sats w e ) SS

7 embedded images; TIFF,
BMP andWMF formats. Fully supports
embedded controls. Embedded images can be
Static or move with text. Database support
allows for text controls to bebound. Royalty
free runtime distribution.

Lenexa House, 11 Eldon Way, Paddock Wood, Kent. UKTN12 6BE
FAX: +44 1892 835843 BBS: +44 1892 835579 » CIS: GOVISTOOLS
www.visualcomp.com sale iscomp.demon.co.uk
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Makinga spectacle
When trying to find a good way to examine his fonts, Peter Collinson was confronted with

the task of writing his first Windows application. Sun’s SpecTcl showed him the way.

y love/hate relationship
with Windows NT contin‑
ues. I’ve recently spent
some time organising all
the fonts that I have on

mymachine. I guess that I’vegot over 1100
in total, mostly TrueType fonts from Corel
Draw 7. But it’s no use having all these
fonts if I can’t browse them easily to find
one that suits the job in hand. I've spent an
inordinate amount of time trying to find a
program that can display the fonts at dif‑
ferent point sizes (preferably allowing me
to type my text to see what it looks like in a
particular font), with little success.

The standard NT font browser leaves a
lot to bedesired. The output shows asmall
subset of the ASCII character set (missing
many characters in the full TTF se t ) at one
size, with the hoary old ‘Quick brown fox’
string beside it at various point sizes. As I
said, I 'd like to be able to type in my own
string, and I'dalso like to compare fonts on
the screen. The NT browser is no help with
this either, since it opens ahugewindow for
every font, and uses up acres of screen real
estate with the name of the font and other
sundry information.

There are a whole host of font browsers
around,both those bundledwith other pack‑
ages, and independent commercial pro‑
grams. I’ve got the Corel Draw 6 font
manager, but it turns out to be broken on
Windows NT 3.51. Corel’s reaction for ver‑
sion 7 seems to have been to remove it
entirely rather than try to fix it.There are a
few freeware and shareware font display
utilities to be found on the Net, most of
whichstarted lifeonWindows 3.1.Windows’
font handling has changed radically since
3.1,and these programsoftendon’t work too
well onNT orWindows 95.

In addition, most of the simple font dis‑
play programs only work with fonts that
are installed onthe system. Ideally, I want
to beable to display aTTF font file residing
in some random place on a disk ‐ I don’t
want to have to manually install and un‑
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install a font just to look at i t . OnNT and
95, you can install a font into the system
table with a singleWin32 API call (w i thou t
havingto put the font file into some central
cluttered Windows system directory), so a
util i ty for browsing random fonts should
not behard to implement.

EXE: The Software Developers’ Magazine

After about two or three days of search‑
ing the Net and trying different programs,
I came to the conclusion that nothing was
available to dowhat I wanted, and I would
have to write my own program. I began to
wonder about climbing the learning curve
represented by my release of Visual C++
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CodeBase 6.2
DBMS Power for C, C++, VB, De'

Full xBase compatibility (including NTX, .CDX, .IDx
FPT, MDX, .DBT, .CGP & .DBF format's)

Full source code and royalty free distribution !
Unlimited Client/Server engine included.

; H ; Very Fast (query 1,000,000 records in under 1
Generates C++ Multiplatform app ’ s } second) and equally compact.
(Windows, Windows 95, NT, OS/2, Mac,
Power Mac , Unix-Moti) ! ’ == & rledigheloesaaiaenta

Data Aware Custom
No Royalties ! Controls and an xBase
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4.2 with a view to wri t ing my first Win‑
dows application.

Tel/Tk
At this point, in a seemingly unrelated
event, Brent Welch announced a new ver‑
sion of his excellent exmh mail reader for
Unix. I’ve used exmh for some time, largely
because it handles MIME well, which is
what I seem to needthese days in amailpro‑
gram.It’s written in Tcl/Tk (which we are
encouraged to pronounceTickle-Tee-Kay).

Tel stands for Tool CommandLanguage.
It’s an embeddable scripting lan‑
guage orignially developed by
John Ousterhout at the Uni‑
versity of California, Berke‑
ley.OusterhoutmovedtoSun
acouple of years back, where
he heads a team developing
and exploiting the language.

Tcl/Tk is actually two
things. Tcl is an interpreted
shell-like language wi th vari‑
ables, procedures, loops and expres‑
sions, implemented as a set of C funtions
that canbeembeddedwithin applications.
The original idea was to provide a simple
common scripting language that could be
plumbed into many different applications,
making them extensible in the same way
that Emacs Lisp supports the Emacs edi‑
tor. In reality, it has not been used in i ts
intended role that often, however several
stand-alonemachineshave incorporated it
as a standard scripting language. Tcl is
mostly used with i ts stand-alone inter ‑
preterand shell, t e1sh , which is available
onpractically all common platforms.
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Tk is an extension for Tcl that provides
a simple set of commands for constructing
GUIs. I tsAPI has beenabstracted into sev‑
eral environments: there’s a Perlextension
that implements Tk, and the latest operat‑
ingsystem offering from the researchgroup
a t Bell Labs, ( k n ow n a s I n f e r n o ) uses Tk
primitives in i ts own language to imple‑
ment user interfaces.

The core of Tcl/Tk remains freeware,
and you can FTPorWeb to the maindevel‑
opment site and pull the source (and some
pre-compiled b i n a r i e s ) for nothing. Sun
seems to be following the Java model with
Tcl/Tk ‐ the basic language is free, but
there are ‘paid-for’ addons.

I tend to use new versions of
exmh as an excuse to catch up with
Tcl/Tk releases. Brent codes his
program to support old versions of
Tcl/Tk, but usually tips you the
wink that a new version of Tcl/Tk
is out there and is worth looking at.

The latest release of Tcl is version
8.0, and to make life easier, they’ve
decided to renumber theTk release to
match. Tk was developed after Tcl,
and up t i l l now had a much lower

release number. Since any particular
releaseofTk is usually dependent onapar‑
ticular Tcl release, you had to know both
numbers.Anyway, the renumberingmakes
things easier. As I write, the latest versions
are both version 8.0, and the release is 8.0
Alpha 2 (8.0a2 for brevity).

The 8.0 release is interesting. First, it
contains abyte-codecompiler for Tcl allow‑
ing it to run code muchmore speedily than
before ‐ I ' l l guess the idea is across-fertili‑
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sation from theJava group at Sun. I noticed
a huge improvement in speed when run‑
ning exmh with the new release of Tcl/Tk.
Previously, if I receiveda largeMIMEmes‑
sage, my Sparc 2 ground toa snail’s pace
while exmh processed the contents. Now,
there’s a wait, but it’s a bearable one.

Second, the release provides support for
many more platforms than had previously
been the case. Tcl/Tk was originally devel‑
oped for Unix,with Tk using the XWindow
system. This time last year, I considered
reviewingtheTcl/Tk port that hadjust been
distributed for Windows. I decided against
i t , because the Windows release was basi‑
cally still a toy: you could not domuchwith
i t . For example, you could only r un one
application at a time onaWindows system.
Also, crucial bitsof the systemwere missing
‐ you could not use the exec command to
get results from other programs, which is
thestandardway ofgettingsystem informa‑
tion into a Tcl/Tk application. Finally, Tk‑
based interfaces looked like X programs
using the Moti f toolkit, but running on a
Windowsbox.I felt that the effect was likely
to becounter-productive: things runningon
Windows ought to look likeWindows appli‑
cations. Now, a year later, the Windows
release is hugely improved, conquering
these problems.

The 8.0 packagemakesconsiderable use
of an HTML formatter written in Tcl/Tk.
The exmh programcan display mail sent in
HTML format in-line, meaning that those
people who send messages in HTML have
not wasted their efforts. HTML is used
widely for help information,with abrowser
that runs asaTcl/Tk application, although
onWindows, Tcl/Tk comes with a standard
help file that is browsed using the normal
Windows help tools.

There’s a Mac port as well of Tcl/Tk, so
it is fast becoming a very viable way to
write platform-independent programs.This
is emphasised by the availability of a
Netscape plugin that understands Tel/Tk
scripts. And yes, it does implement a secu‑
r i t y policy. Overall, Tcl/Tk is beginning to
look likean interestingand relatively pain‑
less way of developingquick programswith
visual front-ends which runequally well on
Unix underX, on the Mac, andWindows.

SpecTcl
While I was pulling the source of release
8.0a2, I noticed that Sun has developed a
GUI building programcalled SpecTel (a
deliberately ‘cute’ name: Spec-tickle pro‑
nounced Spectacle, yuckerooni). This
removes considerable drudge work when
creating Tk interfaces, and can actually
generate AWT-based Java interfaces as
well. SpecTcl costs a little under $150, but
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comes witha free 90-day evaluation period,
soyou can seeif you like it .

Using Tcl/Tk on NT seemed a good way
of doing my font viewer project with mini‑
m u m pain, so I pulled the Windows binary
of SpecTcl and installed it on my machine.
It doesn’t need to have Tcl/Tk installed,
since it comes with its own version of w i s h
(Tk’s windowing shel l) basedon the current
‘stable’ release of Tcl/Tk ( Tc l 7.6 and Tk
4.2). It only installs i ts version ofTcl/Tk if it
cannot find the stable version on the
machine. In fact, I had installed the 8.0a2
release,and later loadedthe earlier release
as well. Both versions co-habit with no
problem, although you do have to decide
which version to r u n when you double-click
ona file with a . t c 1extension.

When you start SpecTcl, you are pre‑
sented with a window that looks like the
image in Figure 1, although I’ve filled in
some of the workspace. The prog ram is
itself written in Tcl/Tk, soyou can see
that Tk GUIs fit in well with other
Windows applications coexisting
on the screen. The top line con‑
tains the usual Windows menu
bar, hosting drop down menus
that have no real surprises.
Underneath this is a toolbar,
replicating m a n y of the com‑
mands that are available asmenu
options. There are buttons to
change the settings on the available
widgets ( o r in Windows terms, controls).
You select a widget and can then change its
text string, how it is placed in the current
space, aspects of the fonts that it uses, its
colour,and various properties of i ts borders.
Tk supports mult iple types of borders,
allowingeach widget to havea flat, sunken,
raised or grooved appearance.

| em =
Je u t ,“0erdAdAaad
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Figure 2 - The font viewer application.
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The toolbar down the left-hand side of
the main window contains icons which map
onto the set of widgets that Tk supports.
There are the buttons, editable text areas,
listboxes, radio-buttons and the like.
There’s also a frame widget, used to house
other widgets, so areas of the application
screen can have their own layoutpolicies.

When you move the mouse cursor over
the SpecTcl window, text in the box along
the bottom on the left changes to tell you
the name of the object at which y o u are
pointing. It ’s consequently easy to learn
where things are andwhat they do.

SpecTcl uses Tk’s grid geometry man‑
ager to control the screen that y o u are
designing. The theory here is that most
windows are actually grids with well
defined columns and rows. Widgets can
span several rows or several columns.
When you start the program, you are pre‑
sented with a two by two grid, into which
y o u can drop widgets, or add rows and

columns. You can stretch widgets over
several rows or columns, depending

on what effect you are looking for.
As I said, the frame widget is
itself a geometry manager that
will fi t into a rectangular space
on the window and arrange i ts
children with a separate layout

policy that the programmer can
establish.

Tfyou look at the example that I
ambuilding in Figure 1,the under‑
ly ing grid is actually three by
three. The top two rows are frames

which span all three columns, containing
buttons that are left justified. The bottom
row of widgets sits directly in the underly‑
i nggrid. First, there is a listbox that I have
created with a minimum size; second, aver‑
tical scroll bar to scroll the listbox; and
finally, an editable text area that is used to
display the font that I want to look at.

The default layout policy is that wid‑
gets try to shrink to their minimum size,
unless you specify otherwise. We m a y be
trying to fit a widget into an area that is
beingmaintained at a certain size because
another widget in the same column or row
has already reached i ts minimum size. If
necessary, widgets will be padded to fit the
grid. For example, a scrollbar will fil l the
available area, retaining its horizontal size
but spreading vertically up and down the
length of the window.

Of course, there need to be some rules
for what will happen to the widgets when
the i r parent window is made larger or
smaller. Typically, when you grow the win‑
dow, you want some of the widgets to stay
the same size in one direction but stretch in
the other to fill the newly available space.
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More information
A l l t h e code f r o m this ar

available online at my web
cle is
check

The definitive Tel/Pk book is Tc l a n d
the Tk Toolki t by John K Ousterhout,
I S B N 0-201-63337-X, published by
Addison-Wesley. You should b e w a r e ,
t h o u g h , tha t the m a n y changes t o
recent versions of the toolkits m e a n
that the book is somewhat out ofdz

The menu bar is a good example: when the
window is resized, you want the menu bar
to stretch across the screen but stay the
same height. SpecTcl allows you to define
exactly what the widgets will do in this sit‑
uation. Most elements of the grid should
remain fixed in size, but you can specify
that some widgets wi l l stretch to fil l the
available space or contract to absorb the
new smaller size. You can see this in Figure
1. I’ve selected the middle r o w which is a
frame containing some buttons and labels.
The horizontal resize policy for the frame is
shown by the small grey lines that appear
under the top tool bar.The vertical policy is
shown in the grey lines on the left, in the
white band between the design area and
the scrollbar. I’ve specified that the label
widget containing the font name will
stretchhorizontally when the outer window
is resized, but that i ts vertical size should
remain the same.

You need to set a policy for what wil l
happen when widgets change size, which is
done using a widget property. You may
want to leftor rightjustify the contents: I’ve
chosento have the text in the label stay cen‑
tred in the area. You can affect certain
attributes ofwidgets by clicking in the tool‑
bar or you can bring up a property sheet by
double clicking ( o r using a menu selection).
I ’m looking at the property sheet for a
radio-button in Figure 1.

Generating the application
Onceyou have finished a basic design for the
GUI, then you will want to test i t , save i t ,
implement the functionality and do all the
other good things that you do when develop‑
ingprograms. SpecTcl saves your design asa
single text file ( w i t h the suffix . u i ) ,and gen‑
erates a single Tcl/Tk routine that can be
included in the remaining application code.
Youcan includeyour own code in this routine
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by selecting an option on the Edit menu
which opens a code editor. This is necessary
for several tasks: for examplewhen,you have
to add the contents of drop-down menus by
hand. This is not as hard as it may sound ‑
youjust follow the suppliedexample.

If you save your application as
d e s i g n . u i , then the program
wil l genera te a Tcl routine
called d e s i g n in
design.ui.tcl. Once
saved, you can test the script
by hi t t ing the test button on
the toolbar. You can add extra
code to the program by placing
i t i n a file called d e s i g n . t c l ,
which is assumed to call the Tcl
routine that you have generated.

It didn’t take me long to complete the
code for the font viewer application. At
least, it was easy to get the application to
the point where it would look at the extant
installed fonts. To cope with loading fonts
from random files, I wrote a stand-alone C
program that takes a file nameand does all
the necessary talking to the Win32 subsys‑
tem. I felt that it was necessary to check
that the font is not already loaded, which
wasa little complex: I needed to open the
TTF file to find its name and then look in
the registry. Microsoft did supply me with

i¥]Delphi”only Tools| i¥]VB only Tools

1-800-GO-DELPHI

Delphi

Clipper only Tools

£

a
1-800-CLIPPER

4 VO/Clipper 1 Components

sample code that was enough to te l l me
what I neededto know ‐ once I had found it ,
of course. This stand-alone prog ram is
called fromTcl to loadand unloadfonts into
the system table.

You can see the result of my efforts in
Figure 2, which is a screen dump of the

running application. I’ve loaded three
fonts from disk and I ’m looking at
the last one. Notice how the X-like
radio-buttons used in the design
window have been translated
into the standard Windows but‑
tons. Incidental ly, this is also
true of the file finder that I
needed to load fonts, this is just a
simple call to a Tcl/Tk dialog box
which maps onto the standardWin‑
dows file finder.

I got up to speedwith SpecTclvery
quickly, following the online training

sequencewhich does a goodjob of takingyou
through most of the design process. Overall,
though, the online help is rather sparse and
could dowith beingexpanded. I’dalso like an
undocommand toreverseany badmistakesI
make while changing the interface. I
reported this desire, and I’ve been told that
it’s onthe list ofthings to bedone ‐ in general
the support team was very responsive to my
suggestions.

The design that you see in the example
was perhaps my third attempt, but then I
guess it was up and running after a couple
of hours work. This was from installing
SpecTcl through to producing a working
GUI, so the program can’t be that hard to
use. The time I spent on this pa r t of the
application paled to insignificance when
compared with the time I spent trying to dig
out relevant information on fonts and font
loading from the various MSDN CDs sup‑
plied by Microsoft. To be fair, the informa‑
tion was there, but the indexingof it is poor.

Finally
I think that if y ou use Tcl/Tk then you
should definitely look at the latest release.
It’s generally a win, even though it’s alpha
code andthere are some small problemshere
and there. SpecTcl seems a useful applica‑
tion, with admittedly a few roughedges, that
should improvewith time. I may fork out the
money to buy it after my evaluation period
expires, but I’mnot sure yet. a

PeterCollinson is a freelance consultant
specialising in Unix.He can bereachedelec‑
tronically aspc@hillside.co.uk, byphone on
01227 761824 or on the Web at
http:/ /www.hillside.co.uk.
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Exception
to the rule
The efficiency-orienteddesign of STL containers
can make exception throwinga risky business.
Francis Glassborow offers some advice.

herearemanyminorissueswith
the current draft C++ Standard
Library (as described in Com‑
mittee Draft 2, or CD2), most of
the ‘ i t may not be ideal but we

can live with that’ variety. In anything as
large as the C++ language and standard
library, there are going to bea multitude of
‘bugs’. Some can be fixed before release if
those commissioning the work (the ISO and
nationalbodies) require i t ,but otherswewill
have to livewith. This is nothingnew: C has
its own share of problems. If you doubt that
fact, go and look at the specification of
g e t s ( ) , which most experts consider to be
unusable in polite society.

Before wr i t i ng about the current hot
issue in C++, a reminder of someC history.
Useful programming languages need some
provision for creating ‘collections’ or ‘con‑
tainers’. The most fundamental type of con‑
tainer available in C is an array, largely
designedwith raw speed in mind.For exam‑
ple, objects in a C array are defined as con‑
tiguous and of fixed size, which results in
efficient ‘random’ access to the array. C also
places the responsibility for boundarycheck‑
ingon the programmer.

Overall, the rulesgoverningC arrays are
such that it is the programmer who is
responsible for whatever trade-offs are desir‑
able between speed, resource usage and
robustness.The fundamental Carrays (both
static and dynamic) are lightweight data
structures designed so that programmers
can addwhatever fault tolerance and robust‑
ness is required.

The designers ofC++’s containers (partof
the STL), not only aimed at efficiency, but
had specific performance targets, in as ‘con‑
stant time’ functions (for randomaccess to a
vector, or insertion into a linkedl i s t )and‘lin‑
ear time’ functions (for insertion into a vec‑
tor or finding anentry ina linkedlist). They
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wanted to provide for users addingtheir own
containers (eg hash tables), as well as the
concept of adaptor containers, which allow
more complex data structures ( l i ke binary
trees and maps) to be built on top of
whichever basic container types are selected
asbest for a particular application. To assist
this, they shifted the functions that imple‑
ment particular algorithms for data struc‑
tures into discrete template functions. All
this is fine and, in my opinion, works very
well. However we now hi t the C++ analogue
of boundary checking in C.

STL and exceptions
Consider:

vector<string>vs[10];
You would expect that to work, and in just
about every case that you will ever come
across it will. Very rarely during the process
of constructingvs , however,one of the string
constructors wil l result in a bad_memo r y
exception. In other words, the standard allo‑
catorhasfailed to findenoughmemory.What
happens now? Should v e c t o r < s t r i n g > try
to handle the exception? Well, there are two
reasons why it shouldn't. Firstly, building in
exception handlers would make this class
more resource-hungry and less efficient. Sec‑
ond, how does the designer of v e c t o r < >
knowwhat the user will want to do? Remem‑
ber that the key ideaof exceptions is to pass a
detected problem back to a level where the
appropriate course of actionis known.

The decision that the STL’s designers
madewas to ignore exceptions and leave the
problemtobehandledby the userof the con‑
tainers.When someone commentedthat this
left STL containers vulnerable to possible
corruption, the response was ‘How is that
different from a world without exceptions”
In other words, however much exceptions
may buy us elsewhere, we will be no worse
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off from not using them in an STL context
than we would be if they did not exist. We
could require that objects placedin STL con‑
tainers should not leak exceptions. It would
then beup to the designer of the contained
objects to determine what should bedone in
the case of errors. Actually this is not a bad
concept in general.Most problemsthat occur
are ones that both should and can be con‑
tained within the objects.

Unfortunately there are two specific
types of exception that cannot be so con‑
tained: constructor failure and out of mem‑
ory. (Anyone who hasa destructor that
throws an exception should be asked to jus‑
t i fy such a dangerous coding decis ion.)
Worse still, these are exactly the kind of
exceptions that are most likely to occur dur‑
i n g the processes of re-arranging a data‑
structure or insertingnew objects into i t .

Wecan certainly fix these problems.One
technique is to use commit-or-rollback, and
decree that every dangerous action must
first copy the container ( o r otherwise pre‑
pare for re- instatement) . Then. i f there is a
failure duringthe action the workingversion
can be destroyed and the original re ‑
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instated. In the case of
the constructor of a con‑
tainer failing (such asin
the above example) all
the contained objects
which have been suc‑
cessfully created must
be destroyed before an
exception designating
failure is thrown.

The problem with
this strategy is thatmost
of us do not want the
overhead incurred by

this level of robustness. We are working in
environments where an out of memory con‑
dition is almostcertainly fatal andweshould
beclosingthe applicationdownafter recover‑
ing whatever we can. We should however
note that the result of an exception leaking
from a container may be that the container
becomes unstable and can not be safely
destroyed (without, for example, the operat‑
ing system pre-emptingthe application, pre‑
venting a proper cleanup). As programmers
become more sophisticated the problems
with damaged containers that cannot be
destroyed safely becomes evermoreserious.

At themomentwehaveone school of pro‑
grammers declaring that a non-exception
safe STL is unusable, while others are say‑
ing ‘nonsense, I and hundreds of my col‑
leagues use it regularly’.

Personally, I think the correct solution
would be to have two levels of the STL, a
performance-oriented lightweight version
that can be used for non-mission critical
work anda robust version that pays the
price in performance when other priorities
dominate.

Lowcost C++ for Windows 95
In anearlier columnI claimed that the only
genuine C++ compiler that would run reli‑
ably onWindows 95 was that from Syman‑
tec. Microsoft has in the past been more
interested in ensuring that I know about
its high end development tools, with the
result that I had completely missed i ts
move from the Visual C++ 1.x-based ‘Stan‑
dard Edition’ to a newer release based on
Visual C++ 4.0. Furthermore, they seem
undecided whether to call this product
‘Standard Edition’ or ‘Learning Edition’.
While I welcome the provision of a reason‑
ably up-to-date low cost development tool, I
think all concerned would be helped by a
more consistent and informative product
namingconvention. In addition, many peo‑
ple do no t have Windows 95 on their
machines, or enough machine resources to
support VC++ LE efficiently ( o r in some
cases at all): I can still imaginemore than a
few dissatisfied customers.
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On the Borland front, I was recently
informed by an ACCU member that
attempting to use Turbo C++ for Windows
4.5 onWindows 95 to compile and execute a
short program using floating point arith‑
metic locked up his machine, and that Bor‑
land Customer Support had been no help
with the problem. I forwarded the details to
Borland. Basically it replied that it had
never claimed the product would work with
Windows 95. Had it passed the query on to
its technical experts, they just might have
wanted to look further into the matter.

In general, the product works fine unless
you have a Diamond Stealth graphics card
and happen to have its tools loaded. I have
no idea why these two pieces of software
interactsodisastrously but they do.Thefix is
simple, though: unload the tools. It is pure
chance that themachine I chose for checking
the original problem has a DiamondStealth
card and the tools loadedat boot up time.

While I think I shouldshouldersomeof the
blamefor themisinformationontheMicrosoft
front ( some but not a l l ) I certainly think that
Borlandneededno assistance from me.

Lastmonth’s problem
Assuming that the array boundaries have not been
transgressed the following code would always
work in C:

sil =sf];
Is this still true in C++?

To understandwhy thereshouldbeaprob‑
lemyouneedto know that in order to increase
efficiency,the s t r i n g type implementsa lazy
copying strategy. When a copy of a string is
taken, it can simply alias the original until it
becomes necessary to change the copy ( the
exact mechanismis not important here,but it
is not through referencecounting).

In combination with the various order of
evaluationrules, this couldmean that, if s is
an iterator into a s t r i n g object, evaluating
either the LHS or the RHSof the above
expressionmay invalidatethe iterator being
used to evaluate the other side. If you think
that the version o f o p e r a t o r [ ] called for
the RHSshould bethe c o n s t version of the
member function you are wrong, but in
excellent company ( n o t a few members of
X3J16 thought so too). The only time that
that version is called is if s is acons t itera‑
tor, but if it were it could not be placed on
the LHSof an assignment.

This problem will be fixed, but it is yet
another example of why class design is
expert territory. I think that the standards
committeesmadeamistake in attemptingto
specify an all-purpose st r ing class ( e v e n
more soby lumping the functionality into a
vaguely STL-like template class).
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Note that the problem is not one that is

inherent to C++, but just another manifes‑
tation of try ing to over-extend a specifica‑
t ion while retaining tight constraints on
efficiency. You simply cannot design some‑
thing that meetsevery conceivable needeffi‑
ciently. I have lost count of the number of
softwareprojects that have failedbecauseof
optimistic over-reaching.

Now to the second part:
In C x { y ] always evaluates to the same

as y ( x ) . Is it possible to maintain this sym‑
metry in C++? Is s [ i ] equivalent to i [ s ] in
C++?

This is only one of a number of places
where operator overloading for user defined
types cannot provide the same facilities that
are provided by the built-in types. In this
case the rules require that o p e r a t o r[ ] b e
provided by a member function. As it is the
left-handoperand that determines the class
scope of the member function, symmetry
could only bemaintained in some rare case
where the index was of the same class type
as the container. The original symmetry ( i n
C) wasa pure artefact of the decision by
K&R to define the subscripting operator as
equivalent to * ( s + i ) .

This month’s problem
Canyou come upwith two distinctmeanings
for the following:

x*y;
One is rather bizarre, but it is the simplest
case that demonstrates the need for another
keyword in C++ ( t h e statement has two
interpretations in C, but they donot matter
a s they can always b e resolved i n c o n t e x t ) .

What is thekeywordandwhy is it necessary
when Cmanageswithout it?

ACCU conference 1997news
Haveyou bookedyour place at the C& C++
European Developers Forum 1997 (no t e
slight change of title but not content). I f not,
act today and avoid the risk of disappoint‑
ment. For booking information, contact
Parkway Research, Westwood House,
Elmhurst Road, Goring-on-Thames, Berk‑
shire, RG8 9BN, Tel: 01491875 386, email:
parkway@rmple.co.uk. a

ACCUSubscriptions: individual £15,
student £7.50, corporate £80, Overload
& C++ SIG£30 (includingACCU
membership). Forfurther information
andapplication formswrite to Francis
Glassborow, 64SouthfieldRoad,
Oxford, OX4 1PA, r ing01865 246490
or emailfrancis@robinton.demon.co.uk
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henDelphi first appeared,
the Borland marketing
machine (wrongly, in my
opinion) pu t far too much
emphasis on the database

aspects of the product. Somuch so, in fact,
that it took many programmersa longtime to
realise that Delphi was actually a full
strength general purpose development sys‑
tem, and not just some sort of cute database
front-end. Once people began to wake up to
the productivitybenefitsofcombining aRAD‑
based interface with a fast native-code com‑
piler, C++ devotees started hotly askingwhy
Delphi hadn’t been based around their lan‑
guage from the beginning. That’s a hard

C o s t a r Soatbat

R E V I E W S

C++BUILDER
Final ly,C++
getsVisual!
IsBorland’s newenvironment C++ or is it Delphi? Is it Delphi

masqueradingasC++? DaveJewell lifts the mask.

question to answer, but in any event ‘Delphi
for C++’ is here now in the shape of
C++Builder.

First things first: this review is based
around a late beta of C++Bui lder, and
although I'll draw comparisons between the
Delphi and the C++ implementations, I ' l l
also endeavour to explain some things from
the perspectiveof those who haven’t encoun‑
tered Delphi before.

The development environment
When you first launch C++Builder, you
might be forgiven for thinking that you're
runn ing Delphi. The main window runs
across the top of the screen and contains the

Figure 1 ‐ Is it Delphi or is it C++? Pretty well the only thing that gives thegame
away is the source code listingbehind the form window. C++Builder looks and
feels likeDelphi - which is hardly surprising, given that muchof the design-time
code in the component library is shared with the Delphi IDE.
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development system menus , a configurable
‘speedbar’ of common functions and the
obligatory component palette.You'll also see
an object inspector window and an initially
empty form designer complete with grid.

As with Delphi and Visual Basic, you
build an application ( f o r the most pa r t ) by
selecting components from the component
palette, placing them onto a form, modify‑
ing their properties as desired and writ ing
the bite-sized event handlers which glue
the different parts of the form into a com‑
posite whole. Not all components are con‑
trols, and they don’t have to be visual: as
with Delphi, there are a selection of non‑
visual components which implement such
things as timers, common dialogs and
Internet support. A component is at heart
just a chunk of ‘canned’ functionality which
you add to an application by dropping it
onto a form.

C++Builder comes with an incredibly
richset of around 114different components,
split up intomultiple tabs on the component
palette to avoid taking up half the usable
screen area. Does this mean that Borland
has been hard at work, laboriously convert‑
ingall of Delphi’scomponents to work in the
C++ world? Actually, no . C++Builder is
basedaround exactly the sameVCL (Vi sua l
Component Library) framework as used by
Delphi,andin actuality the supplied compo‑
nents have all been built with Delphi. Del‑
phihasbeenable to generateOBJfiles since
version 2,andtheDelphi 3compiler can now
produceOBJ files suitable for plugging into
a C++ program. Thus, you can take you r
existingDelphiunits,componentsand forms
and use them in a C++Builder application
with noextra effort.
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bsearch
‘AdoABSORIGvE void *bsearch (const void *key1,
esOe : const voidbuffer,

size_t length, size_t width,
int (*compare)

(const void *key2,
const void *elem))

stdlib.h

PURP c
To perform a binary search on the sorted array pointed to by buffer,
until a match is found with the character pointed to by key/.
Where length is the number ofarray elements, and width the s i z e
in bytes of each element.
compare points to a user defined funct ion, which carr ies out the
actual comparison.
key2 points to the same character pointed to by key/ within
bsearch().
While elem points to anindividual element within the sorted array.



Figure2 ‐-The new project explorer
window is unique to C++Builder.
Using i t , you can get a hierarchical
view of the forms and components in
your project, andyou can also delete
or rename individual items.

Perhaps even more surprisingly, it ’s
interesting to note that large parts of the
C++Builder development environment are
likewisewritten in Delphi. Aswith the Pas‑
cal product,muchof the design-time code is
actually contained inside the component
library (a specialised D L L ) as a number of
proprietary, undocumentedunits. By simply
recompiling these units as OBJ files, Bor‑
land was already well on its way to imple‑
menting the C++Builder IDE.

Marriagemade in Scott's Valley
Theupshotofall this isthat youget aterrific
amount of synergy betweenC++andPascal,
and things work almost transparently to
boot. To add an existing Delphi form to a
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project, you simply select the form file and
the associatedPASfiles fromwithin ‘addfile
to project’,and the DFMformfile andPascal
source code are automatically brought in.
Yes, I did say Pascal source code:
C++Builder can natively compile Pascal as
well asC++. It has to dothis to be able to
import Delphi code. Amessy approach, you
might think, but don’tworry ‐ the C++ com‑
piler hasn’t beenhackedbeyond al l recogni‑
tion. The development system includes two
completely separate compilers, one each for
C++ andDelphiPascal.

From this, you might start to get the
impression that C++Builder isn’tjust aC++
development system, but a combined
C++/DelphiPascalsystem.That’s absolutely
true. Once you've imported a Pascal unit,
you can edit the Pascal code to your hearts
contentjust asif you were usingDelphi-‐the
IDE’s syntax highlighting even works for
Pascalunits.

C++Builder won't allow you to create a
Pascal source file from scratch, and it won’t
let you load an entire DPR (Delphi Project
file) into the environment,but these areonly
artificial restrictions imposed by the IDE.
Youcan easily create ‘pure’Pascalprograms
from scratch ( o r build Delphi projects) with
the command line Pascal compiler, if that’s
what youwant to do.

Of particular interest is the way in which
BorlandhasextendedC++ to copewithRAD‑
baseddevelopment.As anexample, let’s look
at the structure of a very simple C++Builder
program. Listing 1shows thebusinessendof
the SWITCH example application, which
simply displays a single push-button in a
form, and ‘switches’the button to adifferent
event handler each time that it’s pressed.
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AswithDelphi pro‑

grams, a form file
(extension D F M ) is
used to storea list of
the components placed
ona particular form,
together with posi‑
tional information and
properties which have
beenset to non-default values. In C++, this is
handled through the pragma resource com‑
pilerdirective,asyou can see in thecode.

The next interesting linedeclares Form1
asa pointer to a TForm1object, the default
type associated with a new form. Like Del‑
phi,C++Builder is basedaround the idea of
‘two way tools’: change the name of a new
form to Wombat ( for ins tance) and you'll see
the form declaration statement automati‑
cally change to: 7

TWombat *Wombat ;

All other references to the type and nameof
the form file will also be changed. Despite
the fancy name, though, I'vereally only ever
found these ‘tools’ to operate one way! If you
change the nameor type of your form in the
source file, the object inspector won't take a
blindbitof notice, andyou'll get compilation
errors assoon asyou attempt acompile.The
same criticismcanbemadeof Delphi itself.

Incidentally, you'll notice from Listing 1
that every time the IDE creates a new
method or event handler, it uses ahyphen‑
ated comment line to separate it from other
methods. You can safely remove these com‑
ments without any complaints from the
IDE.AswithDelphi,if youwant todelete an
existing method, you don’t just erase it ‑
doingsowill generate an errormessage next
time you compile. Instead, remove every‑
thingbetweentheopeningandclosingcurly
braces of the method, and the routine will
then besilently deleted next time you com‑
pileor save the project.

Where Delphi Pascal scores over C++ is
in its ability to hide unwantedimplementa‑
tion details. In both languages, an instance
of an object is simply a pointer to the
instance data associated with i t , and the
first four bytes of the instance data are
alwaysa pointer to the virtual methodtable
of that object’s class. However, the inher‑
ently ‘pointer-ish’ natureof anobject is hid‑
den in Delphi‐ youjust use the ‘.’operator to
reference fields and methods of the object.
References to objects don’t look like pointer
references,but they are.

In the case of C++,Borlanddoesn’t have
the freedom to alter the core semantics of
the language for the sake of convenience, so
C++ developers lose out on the syntactic
niceties which Delphi programmers are
used to. The interface betweenC++ and the
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REVIEWS
VCL framework is
implemented with the
aid of a number of
extension ‘keywords’
(each preceded by a
double underscore). It
works, but it looks a
littlemessy.

Going back to List‑
ing 1,you'll see the class constructor for the
TForm1type. In C++, thedefault callingcon‑
vention i s _ _ f a s t c a l l which passes a s
many parameters as possible using proces‑
sor registers,with the rest on the stack. For
obvious reasons,this is the samecallingcon‑
vention usedby 32-bit versions of Delphi.

If you peek inside a Delphi project (DPR)
file, you'll see that it’s simply a small Pascal
source file containing the PROGRAMdirective
which identifies it as the outer block of the
program. In C++Builder, a project file has
the extension of MAK and (unsurprisingly)
comprises an automatically generatedmake
file. Theouter blockof the application (thebit
containing the WinMain entry point) exists
asa separate source file. You can seea typi‑
cal example in Listing2.Notice theUSEFORM
macro which takes the place of the special
extended USES syntax from Delphi project
files.The programstart-up is identical: a call
i smadet o initialisetheglobalA p p l i c a t i o n
object, an instance of the main form (speci‑
fied through theprojectoptions dialogbox) is
created, and then the R u nmethod is called.
This method implements a conventional
message processing loop,andexits when the
application terminates.

Acquiring some property
Butwhataboutcreatingcomponentsanddeal‑
ingwith their properties?Asanexampleofthe
sort of languageconstructs required,cast your
eye over Listing3, which is a stripped-down
excerpt from one of the standard include files
suppliedwith thepackage.Thestandardp r i ‑
vate , p u b l i c andp r o t e c t e dkeywordshave
theusualmeanings,buttheVCLimplementa‑
tion requires theuseofa new ‘published’ area
wherepropertiesreside.This is identifiedwith
the _ _ _pub l i s h e dkeyword. (Actually, it’sper‑
fectly possible to declare a property inside the
p u b l i c area ofa class declaration, and refer‑
ence it internallywithintheapplicationsource
code. However, if you want the property to
appear in the object inspector, then you must
put it in thepublishedsection.This causes the
compiler togeneratespecialRTTIinformation
whichis madeavailable to the object inspector
at design-time‐ see EXE FebruaryandMarch
1997 for more details.) As you can see, things
are very Delphi-like.

All but one (Margin)of the listedproper‑
ties are simply references to the correspond‑
i ng property in the ancestor class.
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Redeclaringproperties
in child classes this
way exposes them to
the object inspector,
which gives you a neat
way of picking and
choosingwhichproper‑
ties you want to make
visible when creating a
custom component.
The non-inherited
M a r g i n property is
declared as type i n t ,
and the stuff between
the braces tells the
compiler how to treat read andwrite opera‑
tions onthe property. In this case, readoper‑
ations are mapped ontoa direct read of the
private instance variable FM a r g i n , and
write operations are directed through the
private S e t M a r g i n method,which can vali‑
date changes to the property’s value before
making them. A default value can be sup‑
plied in order to eliminate streaming of
default values.

Out of the dark ages
Technology-wise, C++Builder is at about the
same level asDelphi 2.Forexample, it lacks
support for packages (although the com‑
mand-line Pascal compiler does offer this
option, it’s not clear from the documentation
how easily this could be integrated into a
C++Builder application). The integrated
debugger includes a CPU view panel, as
withDelphi2onwards,andthe environment
supports form inheritance, but you can’t
save aset of components onto the component
palette asa group, somethingthat’s possible
in Delphi 3. In this respect, it’s amusing to
see that Borlandis continuing its long-estab‑
lishedpractice of keepingitsPascaldevelop‑
ment systems one step ahead of C/C++.And
why not? After all, wasn’t it Turbo Pascal
which built the company in the first place?

Onaslightlymore seriousnote,it needsto
berememberedthat this is a reviewof abeta
productandthis ‘one step behind’ impression
may disappear in the final release. There’s
certainly one area in which C++Builder is
miles ahead of Delphi 2 ‐ the online docu‑
mentation. Over the years, Borland has
receiveda lot of stick from irate Delphi pro‑
grammersabout thedocumentation.TheDel‑
phi 1documentationwasn’t anythingtowrite
home about, but it was useable.With Delphi
2, however, it was an unmitigated disaster,
sporting numerous broken links and non‑
existent topics. To be fair, Borland worked
hard to fix the problems andmade anumber
of corrected help files available as jumbo‑
sized downloads fromvarious sites.

The new online documentation is excel‑
lent, including a comprehensive reference
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for the various VCL classes, and the proper‑
ties, methods and events associated with
each class. I imagine that Delphi 3 will be
released with a ‘Pascalised’ version of the
same information.

C++Builder comes with largely the
same toolset asDelphi. In addition to the
database explorer and image editor pro‑
grams, you get IDETOMAK (a ut i l i ty for
converting Borland C++ IDE projects into
C++Builder MAK files), TDUMP, TOUCH
and an SQLmonitor. A conspicuous absen‑
tee is the 32-bit Turbo Debugger for Win‑
dows program which previously shipped
with Borland C++. As I’ve observed more
than once in the past, ‘soft-mode’ inte‑
grated debuggers are great 99% of the
time, but there will always betimes when a
‘hard-mode’ debugger is required, such as
when debugging DDE conversations and
other client/server interactions which
employ time-outs. Maybe the hard-mode
debugger will be supplied as an extra cost
option, as was the case with the original
DelphiRADPack.

Like most modern C++ development sys‑
tems, C++Builder uses an incremental linker

Figure3 ‐-C++Builder includes
substantially the same components

asarepresent in Delphi2, including
the Internet controls which appeared

with Delphi 2.01.
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to speed up build time.
The first time you com‑
pile and link a new pro‑
ject, the wait can be
excruciatingly slow
while the system spits
out a few megabytes of
ILF, ILS, ILC and ILD

files (what are all those different files for?).
Things get much snappier the next time
round, but (inevitably) C++Builder’s com‑
pile/link time isn’t in the same league asDel‑
phi ‐ if you’re hoping it is, then you'll be
disappointed.OnmyPentiumPro,afirst-time
buildof the component library took around55
seconds.This droppedto amorereasonable 17
seconds on subsequent rebuilds, but it’s still
nothing like the five-second library rebuild
times I get with Delphi2.

For database developers, one potential
fly in the ointment concerns the licensingof
32-bit Local InterBase and InterBase
Server for NT. In recent weeks, there’s been
a lot of talk on the Net concerning the con‑
tents of the DEPLOY.TXT file which ships
with Delphi2.0 and which (apparently)will
also beincludedin C++Builder. Putsimply,
this file states that the purchaser has no
automatic rights to deploy 32-bit InterBase
components as part of an application. Bor‑
land tells me that the same situation will
apply to C++Builder. If you want to deploy a
32-bit InterBase application, then you'll
need to talk to Borland about the purchase
of deployment kits.

Great, but not Delphi...
Great though C++Builder is, it doesn’t stand
up to a close comparison with Delphi itself.
The underlying C++ compiler can’t compete
with Delphi’s awesome speed, and the lan‑
guage constructs that have been added to
support RAD-based development are not as
‘clean’ as those used in Delphi,primarily
because of Borland’s desire to distinguish
between the industry-standard language
and its proprietary extensions.

There are other ways in which Delphi
Pascal is abetter ‘fit’ with RAD-baseddevel‑
opment than C++. I've already mentioned
the fact that fields and members of objects
have to be explicitly de-referenced through
the -> operator. Another issue is the w i t h

v o i d _ _ f a s t c a l l T F o r m l : : D r a w I t e m

c l a s s  _ _ d e c l s p e c ( d e l p h i c l a s s )  T S p e e d B u t t o n ;
c l a s s _ _ d e c l s p e c ( p a s c a l i m p l e m e n t a t i o n ) T S p e e d B u t t o n :

p u b l i c C o n t r o l s : : T G r a p h i c C o n t r o l
{

t y p e d e f Con t ro l s : :TGraphicContro l i n h e r i t e d ;
p r i v a t e :

i n t F G r o u p I n d e x ;
v o i d * F G l y p h ;
b o o l FA l l o w A l l U p ;
T B u t t o n L a y o u t  F L a y o u t ;
i n t F S p a c i n g ;
i n t F M a r g i n ;
v o i d _ _ f a s t c a l l GlyphChanged (System: : T O b j e c t * S e n d e r ) ;

TNumGlyphs _ _ f a s t c a l l GetNumGlyphs (void);
v o i d _ _ f a s t c a l l SetNumGlyphs(TNumGlyphs V a l u e ) ;
v o i d _ _ f a s t c a l l S e t D o w n ( b o o l V a l u e ) ;
v o i d _ _ f a s t c a l l S e t M a r g i n ( i n t V a l u e ) ;
MESSAGE v o i d _ f a s t c a l l CMFontChanged (Message:

t t c a l l CMTextChanged (Messag
MESSAGE v o i d _ _ f a s t c a l l C M S y s C o l o r C h a n g e(Mess:
MESSAGE v o i d __

p r o t e c t e d :
T B u t t o n S t a t e F S t a t e ;
v i r t u a l HPALETTE
v i r t u a l  v o i d  _ :
v i r t u a l v o i d _ f a s t c a l l P a i n t (void);

p u b l i c :

f a s t c a l l G e t P a l e t t e ( v o i d ) ;

_ _ f a s t c a l l v i r t u a l TSpeedButton(Classes::TComponent* A O w n e r );
_ _ f a s t c a l l v i r t u a l ~TSpeedButton (void) ;
v i r t u a l v o i d _ _ f a s t c a l l C l i c k ( v o i d ) ;

_ _ p u b l i s h e d :
P r o p e r t y C a p t i o n ;
_ _ p r o p e r t y F o n t ;
p r o p e r t y i n t M a r g i n = { r e a d = F M a r g i n , w r i t e = S e t M a r g i n , d e f a u l t = - 1 } ;
P r o p e r t y P a r e n t F o n t ;
_ _ p r o p e r t y V i s i b l e ;
p r o p e r t y OnCl ick ;
_ _ p r o p e r t y O n D b l C l i c k ;
p r o p e r t y OnMouseUp ;

ye

Listing 3 ‐ Declaringa custom component class.

statement which ( i n Pascal) allows you to
create a temporary (h idden) pointer to some
object which is potentially deeply nested
inside one or more other objects. It’s primar‑
ilyasyntactic shortcut for concise coding,but
it generally results in smallerobject code too.
The VCL framework contains many exam‑
ples of deeply nested fields, and without the
w i t h statement, you'll often find yourself
writing code that looks like Listing4.

You can always ‘fake’ the behaviour of
the w i t h statement by setting up an inter‑
mediate pointer yourself, but why bother?
After al l , even Visual Basic now has with!
Isn’t it time that C++ got it too? I feel that
Borland should bite the bullet and properly
integrate the RAD extensions into the lan‑
guage without all those messy double under‑

( T W i n C o n t r o l * C o n t r o l , I n t e g e r I n d e x , T R e c t & R e c t , TOwnerDrawState S t a t e )
{

L is tBox1->Canvas->Fi l lRect ( R e c t ) ;
ListBox1->Canvas->Font->Name = L i s t B o x 1 - > I t e m s - > S t r i n g s[Index] . c _ s t r ( ) 7
L is tBoxl ->Canvas->Font-> S i z e = 0;
L i s tBox1 ->Canvas ->Tex tOu t ( R e c t . L e f t + 1 , R e c t . To p + 1 ,

L i s t B o x 1 - > I t e m s - > S t r i n g s [ I n d e x ] . c _ s t r ( ) ) ;

Listing4 - Another example from one of the sample programs.
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scores, and add the w i t h statement while
it’s at it.After all, ifyou want to carry onpro‑
gramming in industry-standard C++, you
can always isolate your Borland-specific
code in well-definedmodules.

You do need to balance all my comments
by remembering that they are all from the
viewpoint of a Delphi zealot! Frankly, if Del‑
phi had never existed, then I would ki l l to
get my hands on C++Builder! I have every
confidencethat it will cause as muchof astir
in the C++ community asDelphidid when it
first appeared. If you're not interested in
Pascal programming, and you want to use a
versionofC++ that really is ‘visual’ then look
no further.

Dave Jewell is a freelance consultant,
programmer and technical author. You
can contact him as DSJewell@aol.com,
DaveJewell@compuserve.com or
DaveJewell@msn.com.
Borland’s ESP’s (Est imated Street P r i c e s )
for C++Builder are £69, £399 and £1299
for the Desktop, Professionaland
Client /Serverflavours of the product. The
usual upgrade deals from Borland C++
and from Delphi, and C++Builder should
beavailable by the time you read this.
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Portability everyone
can agree

“Zinc’s portability istransparent “We're ni
And only Zinc has afull set of UI application o

objects and real extensibility to develop an
commercial-grade applications. Full

source code is a big plus, too.”

DEVELOPMENT MANAGER

When was t h e last t i m e Development, Marketing, a n d

Finance all agreed onany th i ng? Now's y o u r c h a n c e to

m a k e i t h a p p e n . Wi th Zinc y o u ' l l b u i l d b e t t e r a p p l i c a

t i o n s , on m o r e platforms, ess t i m e , and with l e s s

m o n e y ‐ a n d tha t ' s a p r o m i s e

Only Zinc offers complete portability.
Since Zinc Appl icat ion Framework is t h e o n l y c r o s s

platform too l t h a t de l ivers 100% portability, y o u ' l l h a v e

y o u r a p p l i c a t i o n s o n o t h e r p l a t f o r m s a s fas t a s y o u can
r e c o m p i l e . And n o one s u p p o r t s a s m a n y platform
Zinc does. It's all p a r t of wha t m a k e s Zinc the most

p r o d u c t i v e ‐ a n d affordable‐ tool y o u can o w n

Productivity tha t leads to o p p o r t u n i t y .

Zinc z i p s through tedious tasks w i t h C~~ o b j e c t o r i

e n t a t i o n a n d a u n i q u e v i sua l d e v e l o p m e n t tool. And

enabling y o u r a p p l i c a t i o n f o r i n t e r n a t i o n a l m a r k e t s i s

already d o n e ‐ j u s t translate y o u r text. Plus, Zinc i sthe
t supplies 100% of the source codeo n l y t o o l

I t all adds u p t o p r o d u c t Which means m o r e
profitability. W h i c h means e v e r y b o d y ' s h a p p y ‑

especially y o u

shipping our

eve ry m a j o r platform
e v e r y m a j o r world market.

Our sales force loves i t ! With Zinc
w e ' r e beating the competition.”

M A R K E T I N G M A N A G E R
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“Zine cost usvery little up front and
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I'm very satisfied.”
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Gamelon Files
Developers looking for a robust way to store their data
without using heavy-footprint commercial databases can
have a hard time. Colin Hume looks at Menai Corporation’s
Gamelon file library, an object lesson in how to do it.

hile relational databases
have retained their p o s i ‑
t i o n as the predominant
medium o f s t o r i n g da ta ,
object databases are mak‑

ing inroads i n t o their once seemly unassail‑
able territory. One of the blocks to the more
rapid advanceofobject-based data storage is
that there has been no easy w a y to take
advantage of it from popular languages such
as C/C++, Delphi and Visual Basic. Menai
corporation’s Gamelon Files p e r s i s t e n t
object s t o r e changes tha t , but it isn’t just an
object based data s t o r a g e e x t e n s i o n for
mainstream development tools: it c a n
encompass static data ( l i ke the things usu‑
ally stored in configuration or system files)
as well, as a potential replacement for all
other forms of data s to rage . A notable
advantage of u s i n g Gamelon in this context
i s that i t s data files, i n c o m p a r i s o n t o say the

Microsoft MDB format, a re extremely com‑
p a c t . This alone would justify i t s use in
many situations.

The facility to mix objects and static data
is n o t unique to Gamelon: mos t relational
databases wi l l n o w s t o r e binary data in
forms such as BLOBs (Binary Large
Objects) and OLE objects. The difference is
that this f
fitted on, with nochange to the fundamental
r ig id s t ruc ture of records and fields. And
while this relational paradigm fits many s i t ‑
u a t i o n s , it is less suited to applications

acility has been essentially re t ro ‑

where more flexible representation and
ordering of data is required. Of c o u r s e , any
object based storage method which sets out
to rival relational databases needs to match
the industrial strength features of the
heavyweight alternat ives, such as indexing,
many-user support, user p e r m i s s i o n s and
transaction processing.

containers i n v e s
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Origin of the species
Gamelon started life as a file i/o library for
OS/2, and has since developed i n t o a range
of products available for OS/2, Windows 95
and N T, Mac, and Unix platforms. All of the
versions of Gamelon use the same file for‑
m a t , and this ( i n con junc t i on with the com‑
pactness of Gamelon files) takes on new
significance in the context of the Internet.
Menai is taking full advantage of this: in
addition to the C/C++, Delphi and VB bind‑
ings, it has ActiveX and Java interfaces for
Gamelon in beta, with CORBA IDL support
to follow. The Java interface may even
become obsolete: Menai is in the process of
po r t i ng the whole library to Java (expected
to be finished by this S u m m e r ) .

The key to Gamelon files’ platform inde‑
pendence is that the structure and contents
of a data file can be defined in what Menai
describes as a visual language. This lan‑
guage provides a relatively simple method of
setting o u t the st ruc tures within a Gamelon
file, the relationships between these struc ‑
t u r e s and (optionally) their contents . The
structures can c o m p r i s e an outline without
data, or a whole or initial data set . Each lan‑
guage variant of Gamelon includes a com‑
piler for transforming this text file i n t o a
data file, and a corresponding decompiler. A
platform-specific browser is included with
the library for viewing the s t r u c t u r e and
con ten t s o f a data file. These ut i l i t i
used only while developing a Gamelon‑

S  a r e

basedapplication, and are separate from the
actual Gamelon API which provides the full
range of compiled data file handlingcapabil‑
ities within applications.
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Access to the API varies according to
which product you are using ‐ the ActiveX
control, for example, can be dropped onto a
form in VB and works as a hidden control
like the timer. That said, the sameAPI calls
are usedacross all platforms.

Gamelon is intended as an ‘enabling
technology’, which in the real world means
that when developing your application you
wi l l have to write a set of file
handling routines to interface
with the library. This is simpli‑
fied considerably by the excellent
documentation, whichcovers the
concepts and their use in some
depth, extending to setting out
the basic routines required ( i n
both pseudo-code and language‑
specific versions). The same
applies to setting out file struc‑
tures: only asmall set of instruc‑
tions is involved, and the process is
reasonably easy once the principles behind
Gamelon havebeen fully grasped.

One th ing that stands ou t about
Gamelon is that its design is basedaround a
relatively simple concept which has been
thoroughly thought through and imple‑
mented. It might have been easier to imple‑
ment it as a storage medium for binary data
only, but by allowing for extensions it has
the potential to become an all-purpose
methodof storingdata.

Placing cursors
Applications access data in a Gamelon file
through cursor objects, which allow inser‑
tion, deletion, readingand editingof objects
withina file.Cursorscanbemovedarounda
file with the familiar back, next, first, and

last operations, and you can have multiple
cursors related to the same file.

Cursors provideobject-basedequivalents
of the validation and security features that
developers used to traditional databases
expect. You can set avalidation property on
cursor objects to indicate errors, and there
are other properties covering such things as
read andwrite permissions, with the famil‑

ia r controls on access, like set‑
t ing the write permission to
allow editing but no t deletion.
Navigation rights can be
defined, to allow a cursor access
only to a certain range of specific
objects withina file.

Witha traditional relational
database, constructing a data
file typically involves defininga
record, which consists of a
series of field names and defin‑

itionsoffield types (or the type of data that
can be stored in the field). With Gamelon,
you simply create a data object, which can
contain any type of data (including binary
data, such asa file). Data objects are type‑
safe: once a particular type of data has
been storedwithin a data object, it can only
be replaced by data of the same type. In
contrast to m a n y common databases
(which can set l imits on field size),
Gamelon data objects can be of any size,
from a single byte to many megabytes. In
comparison with relational concepts, data
objects a r e an approximation to fields in
the sense that they store data of only one
type, but different in that they are not tied
to a rigid record structure. Gamelon sup‑
ports aggregate objects which can have a
completely flexible structure, with differ‑
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ing numbers and types of data objects
within them.

In addition to data and aggregate objects,
Gamelon provides reference objects, which
use uniqueobject identifiers (OIDs) to access
other objects regardless of their position in
the data file. Like data objects, reference
objects are referenced through cursors. The
OID is also used by another of Gamelon’s
uti l i ty objects, the indexobject, which allows
efficient random access to objects within a
file. Previously, Gamelon only accepted a
single primary index fora file, but this has
been extended to support a secondary index.
Navigatinga data file with an index is simi‑
lar to relational databases, with facilities to
move to the first, last, nex t and previous
objects in a particular index. Indexes are
automatically updated asobjects they refer
to are edited, added and deleted, and you
can instruct indexes to specifically includeor
exclude a particular object.

While these navigation facilities can
impose some structure on data in Gamelon
files, most applications wi l l require more,
and this is supplied by Gamelon’s annota‑
tion facilities. Objects store annotation data
alongside the object data, and this data can
consist o f aname, a commen t , and a unique
object ID generated by Gamelon. While the
name annotation could be thought of as
equivalent to a field name in a relational
database, the important difference is that
the same name can be applied to objects of
totally different types. This is also true of
comment annotations. Gamelon data files
can be searched for objects with name or
comment annotations includinga particular
value, or for objects matchinga certain ID.
Name and comment annotations can be
added to a data file after its creation aspar t
of normal editing or updating.

A major problem which all databases
must contend with is data file corruption,
particularly minor corruptionaffectingonly
pa r t of a file. Some databases ignore such
corruption andcarry the risk that evenwith
a careful backup regime, data can be irre‑
trievably lost. Gamelon’s approach is to
identify corrupt data and attempt to repair
it automatically. If a repair is not possible,
then an error message is generated, and the
object is flagged as bad and barred from
being accessed by a cursor. A better
approach, if only because it alerts users to
the existence of a problem at the earliest
stage and allows a restore from an uncor ‑
ruptedbackup to resolve it .

Transactions
One of the key aspects of any database in
terms of i ts suitability for so-called ‘mission‑
critical’ applications is support for transac‑
tion-based processing. It is of course
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possible to manually program transac t ions
on those database products which do no t
have it asan integral feature, but this does
not car ry with it the same assurance as
built-in transaction capabilities. The pur ‑
pose of a transaction is to process a series of
changes to linkedfields, files or ( in the case
of Gamelon) objects, and to make sure that
the process is either completed in full (ie all
the changes are actioned) or not
completed at all. It prevents situ‑
ations such as, say, a debit
against a customer’s account
being processed without the bal‑
ance of the account being
updated to reflect it.

Gamelon’s approach is to copy
all the objects involved in a trans‑
action to a tempora ry file, and
make all the changes there. If all
changes are completed success‑
fully, acommit action writes the
updatedcopiesoft h e objects to the main file,
otherwise the objects are discarded with no
damage to the original data. Menaidescribes
this form of transaction processing asfixed,
since Gamelon suppo r t s another f o rm ,
known asawandering transaction.

A wandering transaction lets you com‑
m i t or abandon changes in the same way,
but does the work in the original data file:
you can select any set of objects and have
your changes delayed until a commit action
is issued. It is effectively a form of delayed
block updating, useful when, say, a com‑
ment annotation that applies to a series of
objects is being changed. Dealing with
transaction processing in such a way is not
just a useful aid to maintaining data con‑

R E V I EWS
sistency, it is amandatory requirement
where significant data is being handled.
Gamelon’s elegant handlingof this is one of
the many examples of the careful consider‑
ation that has gone into its design.

Locking and blocking
As with other databases, Gamelon can con‑
trol access to the data as required by the

developer, including blocking
access at file or object level.
Openinga file for exclusive
use rather than sharedaccess
is potentially disruptive in a
multi-user situation, and is
normally unnecessary with
Gamelon, because it automat‑
ically handlesmultiple usesof
a data file. While an object is
being modified, other cursors
still have read access but are
locked out in termsof writing

‐ th is is astandardapproach at the levelofa
single file, but in Gamelon this locking
occurs at the object level, and multiple
objects can beupdatedconcurrently within a
Gamelon data file.

The question of how to handle locking of
aggregate objects could be tr icky, but
Gamelon adopts an intelligent approach,
whereby the containing object and the cur‑
rently edited object are locked, but other
objects in the same container are not. Thus
objects within the same container can be
edited simultaneously, and still allow read
access to any object regardlessof the writing
locks that may be in place.

In addition to its equivalent of file and
record locking,Gamelon has a keyed access

PeBe é
K
[ST("Conta iner1" ) ]
[S1(5425)]
<
[STC"Antique f u r n i t u r e on l y - con t ro l l ed env i r onnen t . " ) ]
>
[STC"Container2")}
[U1(5426)]
<
[ST(“Ant ique f u r n i t u r e on ly - c o n t r o l l e d env i r o nmen t . ” ) ]
>
[ST("Container3")]
[UI(5427)]
<
[STC"Furniture o n l y . " ) ]
>
[ST("Containers")]
[u r (5428) ]
<
[ST("General purposes, ex -P i ck f o rds . " ) ]

[ST(“ContainerS")]
[ U I( 5 4 2 9 )]

>

Figure 3- A Gamelon file’sstructure, and ( i f required) data,
can bedefinedusing any text editor.
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mode, based on the cursor which opens the
file including a key (numeric or character).
It operates by restricting access only to
those cursors which provide the same key.
This has some obvious uses, for example for
controlling access to a set of sensitive data
at the file level.

It ma y be desirable to limit the cursor’s
navigation to a specific area of a data file,
for example to pro tec t sensitive data.
Gamelon handles this with a ‘seize’ feature,
which l im i ts navigation to the cur rent
aggregate object and any other objects that
can beaccessed from it. Hence amix of data
of varying sensitivity can be conveniently
included within one data file without the
complexities of access control that c a n
apply in a relational context.

These are n o t the only issues related to
file navigation to be dealt with: some rela‑
tional databases make it possible to access
positions in a file immediately before or
after the data records begin. There a re
some advantages in being able to identify
and move to these regions, partly because
it is a wa y of ensuring that a set of data is
fu l ly accessed or queried.
Gamelon has an equivalent,
specific to its object structure
which enables a cu r s o r to be
moved to pre-first or post-last
positions within a containing
object. As with non-object data
files these positions are a star t ‑
ing point for a move forwards or
backwards.

There’s a need for some way
to deal with empty and null val‑
ues in data. Empty values are
handled in Gamelon by the ‘absent data’
token, which is distinct from null data. Any
object can be n u l l , and is handled by
Gamelon automatically. The most common

Gamelon and on and on...

At the time of writing, version 3.0 of the library is in testing. According to Menai, the
improvements include enhanced transaction management, nested encryption, key value
indexingand facilities for support of distributed object replication.

Another member of the family, Gamelon Base is predicted to be finished within the
next few months. It provides direct call (non-OQL) object database functionality that
accommodates run-time changes to object structure. UnlikeGamelon Files, it places some
limits on the programmer’s control over how files are laid o u t , in order to reserve data
areas for state information about the database (such as meta-data). When the end-user
product is released, it will probably include a component API , so that developers can sup‑
plement itscapabilities.Menai has not yet announceddetails ofhow it will operate, but the
intention is to give end-users full access to GamelonBase’scapabilities. Ed.

situation is a null object withina series of
objects in a containing or aggregate object,
but it is also possible to specify an aggre‑
gate object without specifying its contents.
Gamelon can even handle a null aggregate
object without generating an error.

The major strengths of Gamelon lie in its
cross-platform, language‑
independent na tu re , which
gives it a potentially very wide
scope of application. I ts most
obvious appeal wi l l be to
developers who wan t to
explore alternatives to data‑
base engines or need compact
data files, without losingcriti‑
cal features of relational data‑
bases such as indexing and
transaction support. Once you
have grasped the concepts

behind Gamelon, and produced the set of
routines necessary to create and maintain
your data in some specific format, it is very
easy and flexible to use.

With any database application a planned
approach is always to be recommended, and
in the case of Gamelon this should include
fully exploiting its object annotation fea‑
t u r es , not just to document the data but also
to explain why particular features such as
seize have been implemented. It is worth
noting in this con tex t that some relational
databases have little or no facilities for self‑
documenting data storage in this way.

Menai is constantly expandingGamelon’s
capabilities, and it certainly looks set to go
from strength to strength in the future.

ColinHume is a Web consultant and
journalist. Hecan becontacted at
chume@cix.compulink.co.uk

Gamelonpricingstarts at $149 for a single
license for Windows 95& IntelNT, OS/2
andMacplatforms, and $449 for Solaris,
HP/UxX,AIX, Alpha NT and SCO Unix.
More information about Gamelon, its licens‑
ing and software downloads including the
ActiveXcontrol are available from Menai’s
web site at http://www.gamelon.com.

GraphicsSer
from Bits Per Second
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Instant Visual Basic 5 ActiveX control creation reviewed by Mary Hope
INSTANT hat an

\ K | excellent
book! For

months I have been
struggling to get to
grips with the what,
why and how of
ActiveX and now,
thanks to this book,
my battle is over.

The mystery is gone, and I can hold my head
up when the word is mentioned.

It is essentially a guide to building
ActiveX components with the Visual Basic
Control Creation Edition (CCE), a stand‑
alone subset of VB5 currently freely down‑
loadable from Microsoft’s Web site. As the
name suggests, VB5 CCE is exclusively for
creating ActiveX components, and cannot
generate straight executables, but it’s great if
you want to test out your ideas for controls
without the sweat of C++.

Inner loops: a sourcebook for fast 32-Bit software development
his book deals
with Intel
code optimi‑

sation, claimingto be
‘for programmers
who can at least read
through PC assem‑
bly languagelistings,

if no t confidently write them’, but I feel that
you will no t gain very much from ‘Inner loops’
unless you are fairly fluent in assembler.

It can be split into four parts: a brief intro‑
ductory section which may beof use to compe‑
tent 16-bit programmers who arejust entering
the 32-bit world,butof limitedvalue otherwise;
a section onthe detailsof programmingthe dif‑
ferent Intelprocessors; a couple of chapters on
applying optimisation techniques; and several
carefully examinedcase studies,withcomplete
source code onthe obligatory CD-ROM.

In the introduction,Mr Boothpartitions the
Intel processor instruction set into categories
from efficient RISC operations to costly
instructions that should generally be avoided:
in the rest of the book, he concentrates on
wringing the most out of the first class.

66

The ‘getting started’ section assumes
some familiarity with VB but handholds you
through your first control. Initially I had a
minor difficulty moving from design mode to
r u n mode but I suspect this was due more to
me rather than the book. Having sorted that
out, the wonders of drag and drop and Wiz‑
ards made the whole thingunbelievably easy.
The book’s first example control is simply a
tool to convert decimal numbersto binary and
vice versa. More useful controls described in
the book include a custom list box, a control
using DAO anda ‘user-drawn’ control for a
card game. User-drawn controls are those in
which the appearance is not derived from any
of the standard Window controls, sothey can
have an un-Windows-like appearance, such
asa playingcard,or novisual interface at all.

Having created a control, the next ques‑
tion is how to distribute i t . The book conve‑
niently distinguishes between distributing to
developers who m a y wish to use your con‑

The following chapters are devoted to the
486,Pentiumand PentiumPro,listinginstruc‑
tion timings and pairing rules, and providing
guidelines for effective use of the cache and
pipelines. Much of this information can be
found in the bowels ofthe Inteldocumentation,
buthereit is muchmore digestible,andhasthe
advantage that errors and omissions in the
original documents have been corrected.
Because these chapters are more or less self‑
contained, they are slightly repetitive. The
Pentium MMX is featured, but since the book
was writtenbefore MMXwas widely available,
the material is less well developed as for the
other Intelprocessors.

The sectiononapplyingoptimisationcovers
techniques for respecifying and simplifying
algorithms and the advantages assembler has
over C, aswell asless obvious speed-up mech‑
anisms, such as use of indexed addressing
modes and working with the cache. This chap‑
ter culminates in ways to avoid processor stalls
by reformulating code as coiled and tandem
loops.There follows abriefdescriptionofhowC
maps on to assembler, perhaps of value in esti‑
matingtimings for high level code.

EXE: The Software Developers’ Magazine

trols, and end-users such as application
installers and people browsing the Web. As
well asdescribing how to organise the physi‑
cal distribution using the Setup Wizard, the
book covers related issues such as licensing
and security with digital signatures.

Altogether this is a book every software
developer must have. The subject matter is
‘can’t be ignored state of the art’ and the
treatment is comprehensive,clear and a plea‑
sure to read. You might also be interested to
know that one of the book’s authors is Dave
Jewell, one ofEXE’s regular contributors.

Vv Verdict: H igh ly recommended

Title: Instant Visual Basic 5
ActiveX Control Creation

Author: Stephen Jakabetal
Publisher: Wrox PressLtd
ISBN: 1-861000-23-5
Price: £27.49
Pages: 333

reviewed by Gavin Smyth
The final third of the book, is taken up

with extended optimisation examples, cover‑
i n g such areas as memory copying, hash
tables and Huffman data compression. These
chapters contain many general purpose tips
and tricks, such ashow to perform both an
additionandasubtractionina single instruc‑
tion cycle. Although the optimisations are
well described,the book will bemore useful in
optimising specific routines rather than a
general class of operation.

This is avery readablebook withonly a few
flaws, well worth a look by anyone concerned
with squeezingspeed out of Intelprocessors. If
you want the numbers, I actually managed to
increase the speed of my sprite drawing code
(see ‘Go-faster sprites’ EXE, August 1996) by
about 35% thanks to this book.

W Verdict: Recommended

Title: InnerL o o p :Asourcebook for
fast32-bit software development

Author: Rick Booth
Publisher: Addison Wesley DevelopersPress
ISBN: 0-201-47960-5
Price: £32.95
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Requirements
Engineering
By lanSommerville
& PeteSawyer
Price: £24.95
Price to you: £19.95

equirements engineering is theRexof discovering, documenting
and managing the requirements for a
computer-based system,with the goal of

producinga set of system requirements which, as far aspossible, is
complete, consistent, relevant and reflects what the customer
actually wants. Although this ideal is probably unattainable, the
use of a systematic approach based on engineering principles leads
to better requirements than the informal approach which is sti l l
commonly used.

This book presents a set of guidelines which reflect the best prac‑
tice in requirements engineering. Based on the authors’ experience
in research and in software and systems development, these guide‑
lines explain in an easy-to-understand way how you can improve
your requirementsengineeringprocesses. The guidelines are applic‑

I a n S o m m e r v i l l e
[WILEY & Pe t e S a w y e r
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able to any type of applicationand, in general, apply to bothsystems
and software engineering.
The guidelines here range from simple ‘common sense’ to those

which propose the introductionofcomplex newmethods.The guide‑
linesandprocess improvement schemeshavebeenorganised sothat
you canpick andchoose accordingto your problems,goals andavail‑
able budget. There are few dependencies between guidelines soyou
can introduce them in any order in your organisation.

Guidelines presented in the book:

@ are consistent with ISO 9000 andCMM

@ are rankedwith cost/benefit analysis

® give implementationadvice

@ can becombined and applied to suit your organisation’s needs

@ The book is supported by a comprehensive set of Web resources
pointing to requirements engineering tools and information

Informationsupplied bythepublishers

PaymentOptions a
Cheques or purchaseordersonly.
OQ) Ienclosea cheque for s e e

(payable to EXEM a g a z i n eand drawnon a
Q) lenclose a company purchaseorder.

invoice.
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Visual Basic Development
Kingston-upon-Thames, Surrey
The Company: Growing, established and leading
software house providing IT serv ices to its clients in a
number of IT sectors.
The Position: Working with the latest technology you
will be responsible for developing systems for an
impressive number of clients. Training will be provided
where appropriate.
The Person: For this pos i t i on you will need excellent
development skills u s i n g Visual Basic. Any V4 e x p e r i e n c e

§] will be an advantage. Graduates will also be considered
] with Visual Basic exper ience. Ref: TS-291EX

VISUAL C++, MFC
Newbury to £28,00
The Company: involved in the development of advanced
E-Mail and mobile communication software involving
digital and satellite technology.
The Position: To play a m a j o r part of the development
team working on new projects for m a j o r blue chip c l ien ts ,
utilising state-of-the-art technology.
The Person: You will have gained at least 6 months
e x p e r i e n c e o f Visual C++ with some exposure t o the
MFC. Any knowledge of communications would be
beneficial but not essential Ref: JJ-292EX=

Windows Product Development
City from £20,000 to £35,000 + benefits
The Company: Well known industry provider of retail
sales systems that use innovat ive Windows Technology
to great effect
The Position: You will be developing a completely new
Windows product, carrying over no p r e v i o u s programming
code from the current Windows version.
The Person: At least one years solid Visual C++ & MFC
development gained within any commercial environment.
You will have control over the development phase so an
ability to work within your own time schedules is a must

Ref: DL-291EX

London Financial Exchange
City to £40,000 + outstanding benefits
This Is a fantastic opportunity to j o i n one of London's top
financial exchanges are looking for anumber of skilled
Analyst Programmers and Software Engineers.
The Skills required include:‑

Visual C++, MFC and Windows NT.
Sybase or SQL Server, Powerbuilder a n d UNIX.

*C’ or C++ with Sybase or SQL Server.
A m i n i m u m o f two years solid e x p e r i e n c e i n any o f these
areas is required. A degree would be preferred.

Ref: DL-295EX=
MOVE INTO FINANCE WITH ‘C’ & UNIX

Several Locations £18,000 to £31,000
The Company: Successtul software development
company involved in many projects within the financial
sector, particularly m a j o r high street names.
The Position: To become a team player and m a j o r
contributor of development on new high street banking
projects. Possible opportunities for training into Oracle
The Person: ideally you will have 18 months expe r i ence ,
with at least 12 months ‘C’ & UNIX. Excellent opportuni‑
t y t o move into finance work. N o p r e v i o u s e x p e r i e n c e
required. Ref: JJ-293EX

VISUAL BASIC CLIENT SERVER TECHNICIANS
London from £27,500 plus bonus
A leading supplier of workflow and document
management systems to finance and aerospace markets
r e q u i r e experienced client server technicians to work in a
motivated, innovat ive, client-facing environment. Skills
required are: Minimum two years Visual Basic
programming, good understanding of PC client server
architectures and networking in either Unix or NT server
environments. Ref: JA-291EX

To advertise, call Mark Parker 0171287 5000 x3431
email: markp@dotexe.demon.co.uk

C/C++ UNIX SOFTWARE ENGINEERS
North London Salary Negotiable
Producers of software to the oil industry requ i re develop‑
ers capable of seeing through projects in imaging, plotting
or data management. Applicants will need three years

fia scientific or technical programming e x p e r i e n c e using
C/C++ or Fortran and a sound knowledge of Unix. Good
prospects, good benefits package, opportunities for

H|foreign travel, good working environment. Ref: JA-293EX
||

POWERBUILDER
Reading upto £40,000
The Company: Renowned PowerBuilder software
developer working closely with a range of blue-chip
clients on high value projects.
The position: Working closely with clients and colleagues

fl to produce innovative solutions u s i n g PowerBuilder and
relational database technology. Take a leading role in the
design and development process, with a wide range of
responsibilities.
The Person: Software developer with asound under‑
standing of Powerbuilder and a least one year working
with any relational database (Oracle or Sybase
preferred). Ref: MD-228EX

HOT ICE!
Wokingham To £28,000 plus benefits
The Company: British multinational designing in-circuit
emulators (1.C.E. systems) used in the development of
embedded systems.
The Position: Working as part of a team writing Windows
software for the company’s latest products. Writing Visual
C++ with M F C , you will take responsibility for v a r i o u s
parts of the Windows95 and NT products.
The Person: Graduate software engineer with at least 2
years e x p e r i e n c e programming C++ or Visual C++ for
Windows. Ready to take responsibility for delivering new
tools and applications. Ref: MD-224EX

These are asmall selectionof our current vacancies. Pleasecall or send/fax aCVfor more information.SION

Sal: ion Skil
to £25K
to £26K
£20K-£25K
to £20K
to £28K
to £21K
to £25K
to £27K
to £27K
£24K-£30K
to £30K
to £30K
to £30K

K
to £35K
to £35K
to £25K Dorset
to£35K Sussex
£30K-£35K Sussex
£25K-£30K Sussex

London
London
Middx
Hants
Hants
Avon
Avon
Avon
Avon
Avon
Avon
Avon
Avon
Avon
Avon
Dorset

Visual Basic
CiC++, Win-95

Consultancy Skil ls, Win-NT
C/C++, OOD
C++, U N I X , Win-NT
C++, Mot i f , GUI
Java, UNIX, H T M L , CGI
C++, OOD, UNIX
Delphi
C++, Visual Basic or Delphi
Oracle 7
C, Real Time Windows
OOD, Open Systems
Delphi
C, 68K, Windows
C++, U N I X , Modelling
C++, W i n - N T, OOD
GUI, X11, C/C++, UNIX

We've g iven in a n d developed o u r o w n Web pages, they include:‑
Real Time Posi t ions, inc lud ing Windows, Mul t imedia a n d In te rne t
Commercial IT Pos i t ions ,inc lud ing Windows a n d In ternet / In t ranet
What's N e w ( S e a r c h Engine f o r what's New on Web+ Interest ing L i n k s )
An example CV ( T h i s o n e guaranteed to w o r k )
A b o u t A S H (A shor t paragraph a l l abou t u s )

Control Syst
Satellite Systems

Control
EDI Systems
Information Technology
Graphical Modelling
Information Technology
GUI Designers
Web Authors
Space Systems
Information Technology
Information Technology
Information Technology
Broadcasting/Telecoms
Information Technology
Information Technology

SCADA Consultants
Systems Automation

VISION Computer Recruitment, 70A High Street,Stony Stratford
Telephone: 01908 260910

For morejobs, browse our web page at:

Freelan
ms

ystems

EXE109
EXE110

F i n d it a t : http:/hwww.globalnet.co.uk/~ashassoc

SH
ssociates

C O M P U T E R RECRUITMENT CONSULTANTS
F i r s t F l o o r , 3 9 t o 4 1 H i g h S t r e e t
R i n g w o o d , H a n t s , B H 2 4 1 A D
E m a i l : a s h a s s o c @ g l o b a l n e t . c o . u k
T E L : ( 0 1 4 2 5 ) 475480 F A X : ( 0 1 4 2 5 ) 480807

Call James H u n t ,
Ron Cook or

Kaye C

01425 475480

INERATAYE
LEARWING

mbers Now! ESaSReey? \E
Telephone

Fax: 01908 260098
Milton Keynes MK11 1AH.
Email: mail @visioncr.co.uk

http://www.visioncr.co.uk

ceSoftware/Component
DevelopersandArchitects

Doyou have some of the following
technical skills?

@Cross-platformMac/Windows
experience

@You are a C++ and MFC code-wizard
@QuickTime or QTVR codingexperience
@You'know what Abstract Factory

and Visitor are

Weare ayoung-exciting software
house with solidfinancialbacking
working inthe:education market

If you want to work on innovative
projects and if you have all the

skills,or the basic skills, and are
anexceptionally quick learner,

contact Jeff at:jeffvelogo.com



One place where

INVESTOR IN PEOPLE

I n a n d Around
West Yorkshire

We have clients currently seeking the following
DELPHI Programmers to £23,000

Team Leader for VB/SQL developers £22,000

‘C’'/C++ Programmers with SQL £20,000
Software Engineer ‘C’ & C++ for embedded systems to £30,000

ISDN experienced Software Engineers to £35,000
ORACLE, ‘C’ & FORMS3 Developers with
Object Oriented exper ience (Forte an advantage) £20,000+
PC, LAN and WAN Support £17,000

4GU/UNIX Developer (will retrain from any 4GL) £18,000
Email and messag ing Consultants £25,000 to £35,000
Experienced Network Support to train into

£15,000-£25,000

‘C’ or C++ Programmers £18,000-£22,000

SCADA Developers to £22,000

RPG Programmers £18,000

Visual BASIC Developers £20,000
PROGRESS Developers £20,000

Email & m e s s a g i n g consultants

For your n e x t career move around West Yorkshire telephone
Vincent Ather ton on

Leeds (0113) 250 4560 or write to:

Airedale Recruitment
R e a l t e x Hs., M i c k l e fi e l d Lane ,

R a w d o n , Leeds, L S 1 9 6 A X

Java's
really smokin’.

m e et..people
you need to m e e t

at

RecrulT 97 is a vital source

details and priority registration
visit the Rexlive Web Site today at:
http://www.rex.co.uk
e-mail: rex@rex.co.uk or
telephone +44 (0)1344 27333.

Recrui 97 is organised by

e x p e r i e n c e the cyber
cafe at all our events



‘Now,Suit getting upts own de/ DesignGenes. The first‘ofoe in Europe, ( é
focal point for Javaarchitecture,design and development, where we'll beapplyingthefinestminds to mission-critical

SENIOR JAVA ARCHITECTS
Totake on one of the biggestroles in Java,you'll need considerable experience of OOAandOOD in acommercial arena.
On top of that, we're looking for familiarity with design patterns and implementation in a variety of OO environments.

JAVA ARCHITECTS
You must have OO design and development experience on substantial commercial projects.

projects for business.We're lookingfor peopleto undertake architectural design and proof-of-concepts, for clientsinall
industry sectors, andwith awide range of requirements.

One of the senior roles onoffer has teamleading responsibilities, for which you'll need a background in line management
and strong negotiation skills. Forall these positions,experience of financial sectors would be a major plus.You'll also need
to be good at analysing and resolving complex customer needs, and be sufficiently flexible to meet those customers all
over the country. If you are, and you. like the»idea»of working with the:future of networking, for the company which
invented it, then it's full steam ahead. Just send your CV to Paula ‘Hammett, quoting reference EXE0197, at Sun
Microsystems Ltd,Watchmoor Park, RiversideWay, Camberley, Surrey GU15 3YL. Tel: 01276 416370. Fax: 01276 671354.

THE NETWORK IS THE COMPUTER™Email: Paula.‘Hammett@uk.sun.com

UNIX/SYBASE
C.London - £32k +Benefits

Werequire anAnalyst Programmer for the
financial sector, based in Piccadilly. Working
a part o fasmall team ond e v e l o pmen tanc
maintenance of the in-house trading system,
using Sybase and ideally Powerbuilder, under
UNIX. You will assist Fund Managers in identi‑
tying system requirements and you will act as
Project manager for m i n o r projects.

Ret: RC/1

UNIX/INGRES
C.London~To £28k

Our client, a prestigious software house is
searching for Senior Analyst Programmers
with good Ingres and UNIX skills. The ideal
candidate will also have a good understanding
of a recognised methodology. Formal training
and the opportunity to develop you own career
path, together withanexcellent benefitspack‑
age are some of the attractions!

Ret: PP/2

UNIX/SYBASE/POWERBUILDER
West London - To £35k

Aworld leader in state of the arttechnology,
requires a number of senior development pro‑
fessionals with excellent user facing, interper‑
sonal and presentation skills. You will be
responsible for the development, impiementa‑
tion and support onarange of Client Server
‘Systems. Experience of Sybase and/or
Powerbuilder under UNIX would be ideal
although cross training from major relational
databases will be provided

Ret: KB/3

Logistix Recruitment Limited, Lamb House,

Church Street, Chiswick Mall, London W4 2PD

UNIX KERNEL
Herts - To £35K +excellent bens

Our client is seeking a highly skilled UNIX engi‑
eer with strong kemnel/device driver and 'C* pro‑
gramming experience. The successful candidate
will join a highly skilled team involved in techni‑
cally varied and demanding work. This position
will particularly appeal to versatile candidates
who enjoy problem solving and challenge.

Ret: LC/4

C++/REAL-TIME
Herts - To £30k

Our client is predominantly adeveloper ot soft‑
ware anda supplier of computer systems and
associated support services for retail applica‑
tions. Candidates should have experience ot
real-timeapplications and either two years of
‘C/C++ under UNIX or Visual/Borland C++ in
a Windows environment, preferably using the
class libraries. You must be able to work well
within a team. Ret: CP/S

C++/UNIX
Herts - To £35k

These positions will appeal to candidates inter
ested in developing systems for the on-line
video market. You must have excellent academ‑
ic qualifications and at least two years C++
under UNIX development experience. Additional
‘experience of the Apple Macintosh, Graphics or
network design, whilst not essertial, will be of
interest. Good communications skills, both writ‑
ten and verbal are essential, as is the ability to
keep leaming the latest technologies. Excellent
career opportunities on offer.

DEVICEDRIVERS
Berks - To £35k

Exceptional projects with a leading worldwide
software company. Opportunities for software
engineers with a first class background in
‘systems level and UNIX device driver
development. Working within the
telecommunications sector, any previous
‘experienceof this area will beof great interest.

Ret: JK/7

‘C/UNIX DEVELOPER
Berks - £22k

Rapidly expanding international company
supplying state of the art Collection Systems,
requires an experienced individual to program,
install and support their systems ‑
training will be provided. You will have a
m i n i m um of two years programming experience
using ‘C' in a UNIX environment. Windows NT
experience would be advantageous.

Ret: KBB

EMBEDDEDC/C++
Berks/Avon~£15k - £30k

Arrange of Software Engineers are required with
‘am i n i m um of one year’s embedded ‘C
programming skills to develop software for a
variety of projects. Development will be under a
motorola 68000 operating system onaPChost.
‘Any UNIX skills would be advantageous. The
successful applicants will beworking for one of
the UK's leading Software Houses which
currently is expanding into the European
markets.

Ref: DE/S

C++/NT/UNIX
Surrey - to £40k

Our client is a leading developer of a
renowned trading platform for financial
institutions. The platform is widely used within
the City of London and Wali Street. The 3
Continued success ofthe company in both the
UKand UShas led to aneedfor experienced |
software engineers.

WINDOWSNT
Software Engineers

Experienced developers are required with a
minimum of one year's VisualC++/MFC
experience. C a n d i d a t e sshould demonstrate
firstrate technical knowledge and agood
academic background. Any exper ienceof
developing real-time systems or using OLE
‘would be advantageous.

UNIX
Software Engineers

Candidates must possess excellent C++
Programming skills on any UNIX platform. Any |i
‘communications or networking skills would be | iam
considered a plus, along with any prev ious

e x p e r i e n c eof real-time development
A financial background is not necessarily
required as full training will be provided.

Ret.JK/10

Fax: 0181 742 3061 E-mail: logistix@atlas.co.uk

T e l e p h o n e : 0 1 8 1 7 4 2 3 0 6 0



I t ’ s n o t WHO y o u know
Seek out the training you need from a
database of over 700 courses, supplied by
an ever-increasing number of companies.

From Basic Project Management to
Advanced C+ + programming, the
Software Training Guide gives today s
developer the right training, at the right
time and in the right location.

Whether you re looking to brush up on old
skills, or branch out into new technologies,
the EXE Online Software Training Guide
could be the answer for you.

For details of how to submit your company s
entries into the Guide,
please call Rob Cullen on 0171 287 5000.
Email robc@exe.co.uk

Technical Suppor t
Specialist

RogueWave Software is a leading provider of object oriented
software parts & related tools, with o ve r 50,000 users
worldwide. Expansion oft h e recen t l y established UKoperation
has lead to an opening for a Technical Support Specialist to be
based at ou r Reading HQ.

Reporting to the Country Manager, y o u will’ provide both
consultancy and p r e / p o s t sales technical suppor t to cus tomers
v i a phone, fax, email and site . Additionally, you will help
establish new technical suppor t policies, procedures and
guidelines as well as supplying cus t ome r feedback and the
technical support v iewpo in t to the product development t eam

Educated to degree level in computer s c i e n c e or a related
field, you should have a m i n imum of t w o years relevant
software industry exper ience. State-of-the-art knowledge of
C + + and Object Oriented programming theory and practice is
essential, as are an analytical m ind , s t r o ng inter-personal skills
and the ability to learn and comprehend new technologies and
products quickly.

Sendyour CVto: MikeBundred, RogueWave Software UKLtd.,
Wyvols Cour t , Swallowfield, ReadingRG7 1P¥.
Tel: 0118 9880224 * Fax: 0118 9880360
email: bundred@roguewave.co.uk

RogueWave

t h e s o f t c o r p o r a t i o n
Specialists in Software Development Staff Recruitment

OOD/OOP, C, C++, VISUAL C++ ALL LEVELS
As the market for Object Oriented skills gathers pace we have a number of clients designing
systems in diverse application areas including: Multi-media, Virtual Reality,natural language,
DTP, Telephony, LANs, Electronic publishing, On-line information Feeds, Finance and
BankinginbothWindows andNTServer.
Positionavailable vary from traditional Programmer/Software EngineerandAnalystProgrammers
toDesigner/SeniorSoftware Engineers intheoverall strategic direction forend-user organisations.
£17-£35K +benefits REF:SC/O1/EXE
WINDOWS ORX-WINDOWS/BANKING ALL LEVELS
Three city clients require windows skillsatany level. Other relevantskills are SQLserver,Transact,
SQL, UNIX,VMS orPS-DOS,C,C++, OpenClient (DBandNet library),MFC,Open interfaceand
APT. Exposure to analysis, developing user interfaces and rapid development techniques. Full
training inMiddleOffice/ProductionandFrontOfficeSystems including: FinancialandManagement
Accounting, Treasury, Equity,Fixed Incomeand Derivatives.
CAND C++ PROGRAMMERS ANALYST PROGRAMMERS
Excellentopportunities exist for brightgraduateswithoneyear+experience. Personalbackground
requiresasolid understandingof the project lifecycleandacommitment tohighquality coding. You
will be trained in all aspects of Investment Banking, relational databases, 4GLs and Object
Orientated Design. Agood opportunity for asecond career move.
£17-£25K +Bankingbenefits

CAMBRIDGE - MANY, MANY EXCITINGOPPORTUNITIES
A wide variety of specialist, leading edge IT companies in areas as diverse as: ROBOTICS,
TELECOMMUNICATIONS, MULTI-MEDIA, GIS, BUSINESS MODELLING,
FINANCIAL/TREASURY, EMBEDDED SYSTEMS AND SOFTWARE RESEARCH/
MANUFACTURING require high calibre software development staff at junior and senior levels.
Technical skills required include.C,C++, VISUAL C++, VISUAL BASIC, X-WINDOWSMOTIF,
GUI’s, NT, TCP/IP/X25/X4000, PROGRESS, SAP, Relational Databases, INTERNET
CONNECTIONSandATM (Communications notATMmachines). REF/O4/EXE

INGRES/ORACLE/SYBASE/GUPTA/OOD AND OOP ALL LEVELS
Additional experience of: SQL, Forms, Cand C++ required. Wecurrently have client companies
including Management Consultancies, Systems Houses, Systems Vendors, Bank and Finance
clients looking for candidates with: Relational Database design, Database tuning, Systems
Administration, DBAs, Pre/PostSalesandsolid programming knowledgeandexpertise. Pleasecall
to discuss your particular requirements.
£18-£40K +benefits REFSC/05/EXE

C/C++/VISUAL BASIC/UNIX/WINDOWS95/NT SERVER DEVELOPERS
Software House and End Users in Finance, Banking, Manufacturing, Commercial, Scientificand
Governmentapplication environments requireexcellent Cskills. BothWindowsdevelopment skills
W3.1 SDK, NT,X-Windows andVisual Basic orstrongC, C++ solid operating systems andgood
application knowledge are again much indemand. Software development experience is the key,
andbeingable todeliver highperformance, highquality,well specifiedsoftware incompetitive time
scales. Opportunities vary from small to large software companies involved in expert systems,
GUls, Image Processing, GIS, EIS, Communications, Networking and Object Orientated
Databases.Graduates through to senior softwareengineers/team leaders are required. Pleasecall
todiscuss.
£14-£35K +benefits REF:SC/O6/EXE

UNIX/VMS/WINDOWS 3.1/95/NT MFC/C/C++ ALL LEVELS
A degree in computer of natural sc ience , two years solid C/C++ programming experience and a
soundunderstandingof UNIX,VMSorMS-DOSare requiredtowork on largescale programswith
user interaction. You will need an intelligent problem solving approach to work and be a quick
learnertoprogrammersoftware inanX-Windows,WindowsSDKorNTenvironment, portsoftware
to different systems and liaise with customers to drive through product improvements. Excellent
career opportunities for the right candidates.
£16-£28K REF:SC/O7/EXE

LONDON/HOME COUNTIES WINDOWS SDK/NT DEVELOPMENTS
Senior Development Engineers Analyst Programmers
To £30K +benefits To £27K +benefits
Strong programming skills in Cor C++ andWindows NT are pre-requisites for these positions.
Experience insomeofthe followingareas isalso required: Windows 3.1/95,Windows NT,Windows
SDK, MSC7.0, MFC,Visual Basic,Visual C++ andMicrosoft NT. AlsodesirableareWindowsXVT
libraries ornetworkingskills. REF:SC/O8/EXE

SOFTWARE ENGINEERS-SENIOR SOFTWARE ENGINEERS
Various Client/End Users, Software Vendors and Software Houses dedicated to strategic
implementations of leading edge technology and integration of applications across different
hardware and operating systems platforms require candidates to degree level with a
scientific/technicaldevelopment bias and 1-3years experience. Thereare two main options
TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT:Continued use of UNIX, VMS, MS-DOS,Windows NT(SDK,NT
orX-WindowsandToolkits),NetworkingandCommunicationswith companiesofferingtechnology
based careers andmanagement responsibility.
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT: Using technical based skills already developed, but offering
opportunities to apply analysis and design skills rather than remain ‘a technical guru’ in various
environments includingfinance. Pleasecall to discussyour particular career, growth andpotential
£12-£25K +benefits REF:SC/O9/EXE
VISUAL BASICSKILLSMUCH INDEMAND-PLEASECALLTODISCUSS REF:SC/10/EXE
HANTS/LONDON- VIRTUAL REALITY DEVELOPERS-MFC,C++ - to £35KREF:SC/11/EXE
LONDONCOMMSSPEC X25, X400 £40-60k REF:SC/2/EXE
C,C++/MFC -Countrywide REF:SC/3/EXE

t h e s o f t c o r p o r a t i o n
Third Floor,7-15 RoseberryAve, LondonEC1R4RP
Tel: 0171833 2772 Fax: 0171833 2774
email: jmcb@softcorp.demon.co.uk

REF:SC/O3/EXE



< A  E a n Send y o u r ran ts and r a v e s and interesting tales to:C t r i . Brees < E X E Magazine, 50 Poland Street , London W1V 4AX
email: editorial@dotexe.demon.co.uk

T H e I N T E R N E T Now Becomes A SEAMLESS
E X T E N S I O N O F Y O U R DESKTOP O P E R A T I N G

proctor@silcom.com _www.silcom.com/~proctor +1 805 965 3728

INTERNET E x P L o d e R 4 1S A BROWSER.
T H A T _ E X P A N D S T H E I N N O VAT I O N

TNITRODUCES IN N E R S I O N S S TO A c t H i e v e
TOUR. GEANIB VISION 2 C O M P L E T E I N T E G E A T I O N

O F THE FC A N D T H E J Z I N T E e C N E T.

S o , INTERNET EXPLODER. D E L I V E R SNGHT I N T E G R AT I O N Across 1 T S
E N T I R E S u i t e OF PRODUCTS!

PSSST, O U R W E R
S E R V E R S A E S
S W A M P E D  W I T H
DOWNLOAD T E A R !

ACROSS:
1. Makes permanent copy of dbfile contents (7)

9. ...or TAB somehow to give up the run (5)
10. Intend to say loop start astime passes (9)
11. Recording medium store of distant past ... (7)
12, ... before these singers were looking for

something special ( 7 )
13. Type ofnetwork made from closed inter faces(3)
14. Set up a firewall and watched...(7
17....the roms break down in the soup holder (7)
19. No-one can stop i t i n c r e a s i n g with t ime ( 7

jechild ( n o t really
a s s i n g m o n e y round

7. Free-standing ch deis no ig special ( 7 )
29. The s t u d y o f aps, t o say i t tw ice ( 9

30. Concept fifty make perfect (5
31. Puts on female garb...(7
32. ... and becomes less superficial (7

tension, pe

DOWN
1, Getting stored data in our Silicon Valley (7)
2 . Many bar the way t o a t imer chip (5)
3, Walk again a new tyre cover ( 7 )
4, Chose a subset of the data asSamuel begged

for mercy (7)
5. Van where Gloria was sick onMonday (7)
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5. Lineof same slope may make the chap brown ... (7)

+e BUT THEY Re
DOWNLOADING

THE UNINSTALLER!

6. At this pointof space-time?
Not in the Universeat all! (7)

7. Protective outer layer of you or plant (9)
8. Locks resulting from loss of 31’s head for tea, I hear (7)
15. Characteristicofanentity (9) mS
16, Initially IT ...(3 )
18. ... initially Hollerith’s IT gives success in search (3)
19. Radiated from the transistor source (7)
20. Moo in US? That could beworrying! (7)
21. Asa s i g n of age, moves towards the brightest

part of the spectrum (7)
22. King stuck around? No - wandered off (7)
23. Hard to find in the tunnel (US) Pve dug (7)
24, Keeps making sly digs off the Isleof Wight (7)
28. Goodnight lady, with anger in Tyneside (5)

SOLUTION TO MARCH’S CROSSWORD
ACROSS: 1. MOST3. OVERLOADED 10. SCANNER
11. CATHODE 12. LISP 13. IRRADIATE 15.DUNGEON
16. SEALANT 18. RESISTS 21. GALVANI
23. STATEMENT25. CODE27. INITIAL 28. ATTRACT
29. GIGACYCLES 30. TEST



Verity, what exactlydoes ISO9000‑
and-thingy involve?

Nothing at all. That’s the beauty of i t .
You just continue doing exactly what
your are already doing, going about your
business. Occasionally you may make a
note. Which takes a few seconds at most .

What, really?

Good grief, what time yesterday did you
fall off the Christmas tree, angel? Course
not really. ISO 9000 is the millstone
around the neck of the weary traveller as
he attempts to wade the quagmire of
bureaucracy, it is the packet of dry
roasted peanuts offered to the parched
and blackened lips of the man dying of
thirst in the desert of paperwork, it is...

OK, soyou don’t l ike i t .Bu t the nice
consultant-man wea r epay ing 600
smackers aday hasgiven usa leaflet...
This would be the DHS-style leaflet
written in baby language with
embarrassingly badly drawn cartoons
and a passage explaining how to
encourage employees to ‘think quality’
during their lunchbreaks?

I admi t the artwork isperhaps no t up
to snuff, but that’s hardly a reason to
dismiss the whole thing out of hand.
After a l l , as soon as weget up to speed,
wew i l l soon feel the benefit from the
improvement in o u r workingpractices.
Time benefits, cost benefits.
Nonsense. ISO9000 does nothing at all to
improve working practices. It just adds
more work to your existing working
practices. If you have good working
practices then you will have less time to
do the work because you have to spend
all the time documenting them, and
having meetings to review the
documentation, and further meetings to
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review the documentation procedures. If
you have ho-hum working practices, you
wil l besocompletely up the creek that
your boat wil l be touching north and
south banks simultaneously.

Surely y o u a r e no t real ly c la im ing tha t
fi l l i n g i n the odd form asyou go about
y o u r work is so time consuming?

No. Fil l ing in ‘the odd form’ asyou go
along is pretty unbearable, but the real
killer is forging retrospectively all the
documentation that you didn’t have time
to fill in when you were supposed to. And
don’t pretend that you won’t find yourself
in this position, because you will.

You’re such a kidder Verity. Since we
a r e to wr i te o u r ow n qual i ty manual,
we w i l l cont ro l wha t has to bedone.
There w i l l be n o n e of this bureaucracy.

Ah , now there you have pu t your finger
ononeoft h e Big Lies upon which the
quality racket depends. This ‘you write
your own manual’ business is a trap.
What happens is they give you their
manual asa template and have you write
your company’s name on the front, and
add your working practices expressed in
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their language. In the warm glow of
producing a fat A4 folder entitled ‘Joe
Blogs Ltd Quality Assurance Manual’,
you completely fail to notice the home‑
spun web you are entangling yourself in.

So, what a r e you saying, Verity: that it
is bad to keepproper records?

Not at all. Keep records where you need
to. Don’t where you don’t. Work for
yourself, not Them.

You keep mentioningThem. YouAnti‑
Qual i typeople...

Actually, these days weare known asthe
Pro-Thought lobby...

You people have a conspiracy theory
explaining ISO9000?

Oh yes. There are essentially two types
of human being: the real person ( l i k e me
and maybe you) and the middle
manager...

And I suppose the quality fad is an
at tempt by middle managers to regain
their control over the likes of
programmers, who as a consequence of
their quicker wits and the emergence
of a technology that requires thought
in order to use i t , have displaced large
numbers of management in the social
andeconomic hierarchy?

I see it’s all clicking into place for you
too.

Verity, I j u s t want y o u to si t there
calmly s t i l l while I p i c k up this phone
andcal l an ambulance.

Just one more thing.

What?

Your cost code for reading this article.
It’s VER/13382-970472!EXEMAG.

Oh, thanks. a
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Based onafull-custom ASIC
utilizing 2500-gate, 1.5-micronE s
technology, HASP packs the most advanced
protection into the smallest key in the world

Arecent test conducted bythe NationalSoftware
Testing Labs, the world’s foremost independent
lab, compared the flagship products of leading
software protection vendors.* The result? HASP
was ratedthe clear overall winner - and number
one in all the m a j o r comparison categories.

NSTL TEST RESULTS,OCTOBER 1995
Aladdin| Rainbow

Scoring Category HASP | Sentinel
Security 93 63
Ease of Learning 9.1 7.1
Ease of Use 83 fa

Versatility/Features i a 2
Compatibility ail ed idl
Speed of API Calls | 0.9 1.2
Final Score | 85 | 65

For a full copy oft h e NSTI r e p o r t , contact your local HASP distribut

United Kingdom Aladdin Knowledge Systems UKLtd. Te
Aladdin Knowledge Systems Inc. TeNorth America

PROTECTS
' MORE.

These days, more and more developers are choosing to protect their software against
piracy. They're protecting more products, onmore platforms, with better protection
‐and selling more asaresult.
And more of these developers are protectingwith HASP. Why? Because HASP
offers more security, more reliability and more features than any other product
on the market.
HASP supports the most advanced platforms, including all Windows 32/16-bit
environments, OS/2, DOS, Mac, Power Mac, NEC, UNIX and LANs.

To learn more about how you can protect better ‐ and sell more ‐ call now to
order your HASP Developer's Kit.

Notre C2 wes f

01753 622266
h t t p : / / w w w . a k s . c o m

The fastest growing company in the
industry, with over 4 million keys sold
to 20thousand developers worldwide,
Aladdinissetting the standard for y
software security today

sales@aldn.co.uk
3 7 7 , E-mail ales@us.aks.com

Int’! Office Aladdin Knowledge Systems Ltd. 1 mail: hasy s.com

Germany FAST Security AG Tel: +49 89 89 42 |: info@fast-ag de = : ; ; ;
Japan Aladdin Japan Co., Ltd, Tel: + 8 1 426-60 7191, Fax: +8 4,E-mail: aladdinj@po i i n e t orp The Professional s Choice
‘Aladdin Benelux (24 641 9777 mAladdin Russia 025 923 0 5 6 8 wAustralia Chi le Microiog 88mChina Shanghai URI 021 64 Czech A a Be 6 mEgyptZ 3604632 mFinland O-Systen France

4085 9 8 8 5 m Greece Hong Kong ~astings 484 5 Maly 6 1 4 7 3 8 0 w Korea Dae-A 2 648 4481 m Mexico SiS New Zealand Training 4 5 6 6 6 0 1 4 w Poland 4 8 0 2 7

South Africa x 86 4704 w Spain PC Hardw 449: ‘Switzerland O p a g Taiwan 96 Turkey MikrobetaPortugal Futurmatica 1 4116269 m Romania Interactiy 64 Singapore ( T R
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POWER...
h a s n e v e r b e e N

* ‐ Completely new integrated
32-bit visual development

* ‐ Powerful, fully integratedand
automatedmedia builder

* ‐ Drag-and -drop visual file
layout allows for easy
modificationand updates

* Full power of InstallScript for
customized installation; color
syntax editing

* Visual editors for File
properties,Groups, Compo‑
nents andSetupTypes

* Support for integrating AVI
video,WAVE/MIDI sound, 256‑
color images

* Support for integratedglobal
software distribution

Introducing InstallShield5 Professional
THE COMPLETELY NEW EDIT ION OF AN INDUSTRY-STANDARD.

InstalShield5 Professional combines an easy-to-use visual development environment with the reliability and horsepower of
proven InstallShield technology. InstallShield5 Wizards speed you through some of the tasks of installation development,
while its visual scripting capabilities ensure you havecomplete control over the details of your application's setup. Producing
multiplebuilds and multiple installations is simpler than ever before.

© MediaBuildWizard
handles everything
needed to create builds
for various media on
the fly

© ProjectWizard gets you
upand runningand
establishes aframe‑
work for aninstallation
project

¢ FunctionWizard guides © Color Script Editor
function use and auto- visually organizes the
inserts complete elements of installation
function statements feslesieciagsine o¢oubinet fleeces scripts by color-coding

o p i n g inecal lsh ie ld e n g i n e fi l e s to Disk 1.outleing system cab ine t fi l e ' s y e l . c e b ' . . . syntax
eepying wnceap resved seam fi l e 0 to D i s k i

PtS direct QBS Software Ltd.
Tel: 01928 579900 Tel: 0181 9568000
Fax: 01928 579901 Fax: 0181 9568010
WWW: www.ptsdirect.co.uk WWW: www.qbss.com
E-Mail: info@ptsdirect.co.uk E-Mail: orders@qbss.co.uk

InstallShield.SoftwareComoration Downloadan evaluation today! www.installshield-europe.com ¢www.installshield.com
‘All names and trademarks are property of their respectice owners. No endorsement is implied. Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. InstallShield is a registered trademark of InstallShieldCorporation.


